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Abstract 

The Eruption of Disruption: The Manifestation of Disrupting whiteness in Secondary Social 

Studies in Appalachia  

 

Elizabeth DiSalvo Osborne 

 

This phenomenological dissertation explores the lived experiences of secondary social 
studies educators situated in the Appalachian region. Hermeneutic phenomenology was used as a 
philosophical and methodological approach to gather insights into this phenomenon. Interviews 
were conducted with three educators to capture their experiences from their childhoods, to their 
teaching careers, and into their current personal lives. These experiences were analyzed using a 
Whole-Part-Whole process to understand how they came to disrupt whiteness, the ways they did 
so, and their understanding of the impact disrupting whiteness for creating learning 
environments, developing curriculum and making instructional decisions. The findings revealed 
how these educators came to recognize the importance of acknowledging differences and race, 
and how they faced and navigated instances of racism and racist structures within the education 
system. The use of physics as a metaphor highlighted how educators disrupted whiteness through 
spatial disruptions, curriculum design, advocacy and activism, and creating an environment for 
students to question their understanding of racism. The implications for social studies education 
suggest the importance of directly exposing racist foundations, providing educators with 
instructional tools to disrupt problematic ideologies, and utilizing important resources. As 
teacher education continues to evolve, a focus on tapping into students' lived experiences can 
help students move closer to addressing the phenomenon in their future classrooms. Finally, an 
important part of growth could be seen within educators’ discomfort and reflection. White people 
can begin their journey toward dismantling white supremacy by examining their privilege and 
power. 

 

Keywords: Disruption, whiteness, Racism, Social Studies, Oppression, Students, Classroom
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 CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

When considering the occupancy and reach racism has, its impacts can be felt early on 

within educational spaces, as early as misinformation about people different from ourselves can 

be shared (Tatum, 2017). Racism within our schools did not come about through the actions or 

experiences of a single person (King & Chandler, 2016). Instead, racism is deeply ingrained in 

the current state of public education in the United States as a consequence of the decisions made 

before and throughout its evolution. Education is scrutinized politically in society, within and 

outside the institutional walls of classrooms (Bickford & Clabough, 2021). These examinations 

continue to reveal prejudice and discrimination toward racial and ethnic groups. These inequities 

reach almost every facet of the K-12 and higher education environment. Even though racial 

inequalities are identified, named, and confronted, decision-makers wielding power and capital 

(Swartz, 1998) consciously and unconsciously maintain the deep roots of structural racism in 

education. Structural racism, which can take form within economic spaces and which society 

reinforces through employment, housing, and labor (Leonardo, 2009), is mirrored within the 

education system through the complex ways whiteness is regularly centered, privileged, and 

reinscribed (Applebaum, 2016; Leonardo, 2009; Hawkman, 2020).  

According to the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS, 2022), social studies 

curriculum is responsible for covering the spectrum of human society and should include all 

students' backgrounds and identities. Integrating inclusive representations within social studies 

curriculum, can ensure that students receive more accurate information about the "lives, cultures, 

contributions, experiences, and challenges of different ethnic and racial groups in U.S. society" 

(Gay, 2013, p. 49) so they can make informed decisions for the good of our democratic society. 
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However, the field of social studies education has recently been under attack by community 

members, school boards, organizations, and state legislature promoting white supremacist, 

politicized agendas. In September 2022, the National Council for the Social Studies (2022) 

responded to the development of new state standards which "do not align with [NCSS’s] 

rigorous expectations" (p. 1). After conducting a review of Virginia’s 4th through 12th-grade 

U.S. History standards, Seegar et al. (2022) found that the Commonwealth’s standards not only 

heavily favored the representation of white men. The Author’s also identified how the standards 

upheld systemic structures of anti-Black racism and white supremacy, a term which refers to the 

belief that white people are superior to all others, is continually sustained within policy and 

practice (Applebaum, 2016) and ensure their privilege and construction of the dominant 

narrative. NCSS further states that problematic standards, such as these, do not create 

opportunities for students to analyze social studies content, learn the truths of our past, 

understand present-day impacts, or recognize the influence of this curriculum on their beliefs and 

future practices. McClure (2021) noted the reinforcement of whiteness, as standards are written 

using non-racial and color-evasive language (e.g., “I don’t see color”) and ignore racialized 

inequalities and/or the existence of systemic racism (Annamma et al., 2016). The standards, 

which are informed by educational policies, uphold silencing ideologies that reinforce racist 

ideas in social studies classrooms. NCSS (2022) suggests, "Social studies standards should help 

students understand that not only is history complicated, but that not all people have experienced 

history, government, geography, and economics in the same way as others" (NCSS Statement on 

the Development of Social Studies Standards, p. 2). Recent divisive content policies, informed 

by white supremacist ideologies, in states like Florida (Afonseca, 2022) and Texas (McGee, 
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2021), maintain a whitewashed curriculum and marginalization of diverse viewpoints, thereby 

leading to the silencing and oppression of minoritized students.  

Because whiteness uses the power and privilege of this positioning to maintain white 

supremacy (Picower, 2021) and systemic racism (Applebaum, 2016), it is critical to identify, 

interrogate, and disrupt the visible and invisible ways whiteness exists within social studies 

classrooms (hooks, 1994). The well-documented history of racism within social studies 

education provides evidence of how white supremacist ideologies and whiteness have been 

embedded with a curriculum that ignores any admission that race is a social construction (King 

& Chandler, 2016; Seegar et al., 2022). King and Chandler (2016) state that this isolating 

approach promotes institutional racism and anti-racist viewpoints, subsequently constraining 

teachers’ curricular and pedagogical choices. Despite the racist curriculum, standards, and 

policies centering whiteness, some educators teaching in social studies classrooms are aware of 

the systemic racism in education and make choices to disrupt those racist structures. This 

teaching practice, which Giroux (2020) identifies as disruption, is characterized as “a 

cosmopolitan, imaginative, public affirming pedagogy that demands a critical and engaged 

interaction with the world we live in mediated by a responsibility for challenging structures of 

domination and for alleviating human suffering” (p. 9). Brown et al. (2017) find that disruption 

constructs spaces for student-initiated conversations and builds critical connections between 

ideas and events.  

When considering how geographic spaces influence how the disruption of whiteness 

might occur, predominantly white locations offer the opportunity to examine how educators 

disrupt the normalized centrality of whiteness in the curriculum and how white students 

understand race and privilege. The Appalachian region, comprising 423 counties across 13 states 
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(Appalachian Regional Commission, 2023), has a predominantly white population. According to 

the Appalachian Regional Commission, the region is comprised of an 81% non-Hispanic white 

population (Appalachian Regional Commission, 2023).  

Through conducting this study, which is situated in Appalachia, I hope to learn how the 

racist ideologies and practices on which public education is built can be abolished. I also hope to 

provide additional insights about the production of disruption and how utilizing disruptive 

practices within educational spaces might interrupt and eliminate the privileging of whiteness 

and white supremacy in curriculum and instruction.  Therefore, I wish to explore the lived 

experiences of secondary social studies educators who choose to disrupt this whiteness and to 

understand the ripples which manifest as a result of the educator's decision-making.  

Origins of the Study 

When considering the goals of higher education and research institutions, these 

institutions and similar academic sites were historically established as spaces for individual or 

collective engagement in critical thinking and civic engagement (Giroux, 2020; Urban & 

Wagoner, 2014). Dr. Elizabeth Dore, my advisor and professor at Radford University, embraced 

this approach and challenged me in many ways during my time as a preservice educator. Early in 

my coursework, I remember sitting in class with my undergraduate cohort of novice educators 

working towards a middle school certification. Dr. Dore asked a question, to which a classmate 

responded, "I don't know." When Dr. Dore's high-heeled boots stopped clicking, I was alerted to 

pay attention to her following response. She turned to my classmate and said, "If you did know, 

what would you say?" After the student responded, the clicking and clacking of her heels 

continued. This teaching practice created a learning environment in which we were encouraged 

to try. Even though our cohort consisted of individuals seeking certification in all core content 
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areas (Math, Science, Language Arts, and Social Studies), I recognized how Dr. Dore cultivated 

our abilities to grapple with the complexities of society and education. This was the first time I 

remember having that freedom within my learning. She provided us with the tools to learn 

critical and disruptive thinking, using higher education spaces to position us as educators to be 

individual and social agents ready to "disrupt, disturb, and inspire" (Giroux, 2020, p. 2).  

As I entered into student teaching in 2006, the battle between content knowledge 

requirements, teaching methodologies, and increasingly demanding program timelines put 

pressure on our teacher education program to move towards models of training educators. 

Radford University, a primarily white institution, may have found it easier to turn a blind eye to 

certain central aspects of teacher education, such as providing teachers with critical skills and 

cultural attitudes for working with diverse populations, if the bottom line was financially driven. 

Upon reflection, Dr. Dore was working to position us to become inclusive actors within a 

racially and economically just society. She taught us to design instruction that practiced inquiry, 

critical thinking, and inclusivity within the curriculum. I kept the 20-lesson thematic units we 

were asked to design based on social justice issues. Her incorporation of culturally relevant 

pedagogies into the instructional design (Aronson & Laughter, 2016) and her support to see all 

students represented within my content prepared me to enter a classroom of diverse learners. 

When I reflect upon my growth as a teacher educator joining those who challenge problematic 

social studies curriculum, my teacher education program laid a strong foundation in instruction 

and learning that helps me want better for all students. 

Teacher education programs cannot fully simulate the experiences of public school 

classroom teaching within college classrooms. Offering students an opportunity to practice the 

craft of teaching within a school best replicates what their first few years of teaching in the 
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classroom may look like by providing practical experiences. I was paired with a social studies 

teacher teaching 7th grade U.S. History during my student teaching practicum. In Virginia, 

content covered the Reconstruction Era to present-day history. I was very familiar with the 

county where I was placed, as it was the same school my grandmother taught in and where my 

mom attended high school. My grandfather chaired the School Board for many decades in this 

district. It was a heavily white, rural farming community outside of a community that housed two 

large higher education institutions. Dr. Dore placed me with a cooperating teacher who 

continued to educate herself in social justice practices to better her pedagogy. I volunteered with 

education advocacy and social justice organizations in Appalachia, which aligned with her 

educational ideologies. When I think back to my early classroom experiences, I remember a 

sense of freedom and trust. My cooperating teacher showed me the importance of building a 

strong classroom community so I could challenge my students to learn beyond the boundaries of 

social studies standards. Though my choices to incorporate an inclusive curriculum that 

decentered whiteness was not challenged, I felt my advisor and cooperating teacher would 

support me if an issue arose. At the time, I could not see how my white privilege may have 

ensured my decisions would not be challenged by my students or their families when I 

incorporated more diversity into my classroom or how my race afforded protection from possible 

challenges from my teaching program or the district in which my student teaching took place. 

When I entered my first classroom, I became the sole interpreter of the social studies 

standards, and my experiences as a novice teacher provided me with many moments to reflect 

and evaluate my own white privilege and how whiteness manifested itself in the curriculum and 

classroom activities. I taught many students with diverse cultural identities a version of history 

that rarely reflected them or their stories. I did not know that my students of color and students 
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from ethnically diverse backgrounds were learning more truthful and nuanced histories outside 

of the classroom, from their families and communities. Although it is difficult to pinpoint my 

realization of the widespread repercussions of white privilege, I knew I needed to unlearn and 

relearn social studies content if I wanted to disrupt the systemic racism that privileged white 

Americans and white histories. For me, the social studies standards provided a space where I 

could begin to create a curriculum that was more inclusive for myself and my students. As I 

continued to learn the stories that had been edited from US history, it become more important for 

me, as a white woman, to challenge the master narrative and ensure the stories that had been 

silenced were told. 

As I gained experience in the classroom, I identified more opportunities to disrupt the 

whiteness so prevalent in the standards and curriculum. My students and I engaged in critical 

conversations about our racist history outside of the racialized cursory topics (i.e., Jim Crow Era 

and Civil Rights Movements), including westward expansion, industrialization, World War II, 

the Great Depression. We challenged systemic issues, including the prison system and solitary 

confinement; we even began a letter writing campaign to our legislators. In order to address the 

gaps and untruths in my own knowledge, I chose a curricular topic each summer to learn more 

silenced or hidden narratives. I used what I learned to enhance the curriculum and lessons for my 

students. I did not experience much pushback from parents or colleagues about my teaching style 

because I always situated my instruction and classroom dialogues in historical facts. My students 

and I also spent a great deal of time establishing a strong classroom community, so that students 

felt comfortable sharing their diverse understandings and perspectives.  

As I moved into social studies leadership roles within the county, I used my voice to 

advocate for change in social studies education and suggested the incorporation of more 
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equitable performance-based assessments, the design of county curriculum materials that de-

centered the white narrative, and professional development workshops that promoted culturally 

relevant and responsive teaching practices.  

Year six of my teaching career was a turning point. I had the support of my 

administration and years of experience and felt confident in how I designed instruction which 

challenged students to see history more fully and to actively question the white supremacist 

foundations of U.S. history and society. I believed critiquing history to be true patriotism. The 

racially motivated killings of Trayvon Martin, Michael Brown, Eric Garner, and many more 

Black people, inspired my students to engage in discussion of the Black Lives Matter Movement. 

My students and I analyzed police brutality, racism, discrimination, and inequality experienced 

by Black individuals and many People of Color. The students saw connections to history and 

their own lives, and some began to advocate against structures in their community that they 

realized were inequitable.  

However, I was not a perfect educator and still cringe, when I consider the different ways 

I may have reproduced harm towards students (i.e., "I do not see color"—a phrase I remember 

saying to a Black student when I first started teaching). I was motivated to be a social justice-

oriented educator, supporting culturally relevant pedagogies within my classroom. I understood 

that advocating for equity and anti-racism in the classroom would be ongoing. However, as I 

have come to understand the research regarding racism and education, my environment, my 

white privilege, and my cultural capital were, most likely, a societal shield which protected me 

from repercussions to my career and community reputation. 

As I entered higher education and social studies teacher education, political unrest had 

revealed our county's white supremacist underpinnings, most vividly during the civil unrest 
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sparked by the brutal killing of George Floyd in 2020. Democracy was further threatened as the 

January 6th Capitol riot emboldened the radical right, leaving a deeply felt sense of shock in its 

wake. Social studies education, a once largely overlooked subject in comparison to STEM 

subjects, was under social scrutiny to learn how educators addressed racial conversations in their 

classrooms.  

As began my coursework in the spring semester of 2020, a professor replayed a part of 

the inauguration. We watched Amanda Gorman, the brilliant Black poet, read her work at the 

swearing-in of our new US president, Joe Biden. It was a surreal moment, and we discussed what 

thoughts and feelings were elicited by Gorman’s poem. I shared with the class that the subject I 

loved and was passionate about teaching was the target of political fixation from politicians 

especially those with white supremacist agendas such as conservative ex-President Donald 

Trump and Governor Ron DeSantis. These politicians crafted a narrative that “wokeness” was 

problematic, narrowing their focus on Critical Race Theory in social studies classrooms. After 

years of a Trump presidency, the far-right was actively working to remove the narratives of 

oppression experienced by people of diverse races, genders, sexuality, etc. from the social 

studies curriculum. I shared with my classmates how painful it was for me to watch social 

studies teachers leave the classroom due to community and stakeholder scrutiny and how the 

words of Ms. Gorman's poem felt like a beacon of hope, especially as she wrote, “And yes, we 

are far from polished. Far from pristine… We are striving to forge a union with purpose, to 

compose a country committed to all cultures, colors, characters and conditions of man.” 

(Gorman, 2021, p. 15-16). Those words, combined with the community we created in this 

course, were a powerful turning point for my research agenda. What I had planned for my 

conceptual framework and methodology now felt unfulfilling, but I could not see why. I had 
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arrived at a crossroad, full of questions, although I could not yet connect the dots as to how I 

could use my research to dismantle the power which whiteness wielded within classrooms.  

A moment of clarity came a few months later in a dream. I woke up one morning at 3:00 

am after a vivid dream about volcanoes. My vision had likely been dormant since third-grade 

science and had come to me like an unpredictable eruption. I woke up thinking that the eruption 

of a volcano begins long before magma begins to spew from the vents or craters, and the ripples 

from an eruption occurs for years after. There is a great deal happening, under the surface, before 

we see the eruption. The surface layer of rock keeps magma in place by constantly balancing the 

pressure of the magma and the pressure of gravity. We witness an eruption when that equilibrium 

is disrupted, causing ash, gas, and magma to become visible. However, we do not often consider 

the far-reaching and long-lasting impacts of a single eruption. In that early morning, I realized 

this was a metaphor for how I came to understand the phenomenon of disruption that I had been 

reading. When research describes teacher disruption, there is little acknowledgment of the before 

and after the individual experiences before they are able to disrupt the social studies status quo in 

their classroom.  

That morning, in the car with my son Charlie during morning drop-off, I became more 

aware of my need to move toward investigating the phenomenon of disrupting whiteness. We 

talked about our summer plans. I told him I planned on working on my comprehensive exams, a 

significant element of my degree. He asked me what I was interested in researching. I told him I 

was interested in seeing how social studies teachers were teaching their classes (how they saw 

their standards) but was recently considering how they chose to disrupt what people tell them 

they have to teach. I said, “I had a dream last night about volcanoes, and I think they are 

somehow connected.” He perked up at the word volcanos and quickly explained the three stages 
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of a volcanic eruption in great detail. I smiled, saying, “I think that is how I see disruption 

working: A before, middle, and an end.” I spoke about how educators' personal experiences can 

lead them to challenge whiteness in their classrooms. These experiences often go unnoticed by 

researchers, but these personal stories greatly influence their actions in dismantling racist 

systems. I explained that while the moment of eruption may be visible for volcanos and my 

research interests, it was crucial to understand the underlying factors that led to educators 

disrupting whiteness. Similar to how scientists study volcanoes before they erupt, I wanted to 

delve into educators' experiences prior to the eruption of their disrupting whiteness in their 

classrooms. I looked in the rearview mirror to see Charlie deep in thought. He quietly responded, 

“Mom, did you say disruption or interruption? Because both would work, I think.” After I 

giggled at this little academic mind moving, we spent the next few minutes of drop-off 

discussing the difference between the two phenomena and trying to understand their meaning. A 

seven-year-old and a thirty-seven-year-old shared our understanding of volcanoes and research 

inquiry based on what we had experienced in the world. That moment was visceral and powerful. 

He hopped out of the car and said, “I hope your research goes well, Mom.” While he did not 

realize it at the moment, our conversation shifted the direction of my planned research path. 

Those small, five-minute moments led me to be curious about what would lead an educator 

towards disruption and how I might investigate the moments in which disruption happens, as 

well as to understand what is possible when we disrupt whiteness.  

Statement of the Problem  

The saturation of oppressive discourse is maintained within narratives of diverse histories 

(Alridge, 2006; Ladson-Billings, 1998; Milner, 2020; Woodson, 2017) within the United States 

society, which individuals in power often uphold. These lopsided, primarily white, accounts of 
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social studies content ignore the fuller truths of our country's history. They do not challenge the 

invisible structures of our past and present; instead they maintain the foundations of white 

privilege, white individuals and organizations, and the larger white society (Goodman, 2000; 

Hawkman, 2020; Leonardo, 2009; McIntyre, 1997; Zinn, 2011). Because states are 

constitutionally granted rights to protect their people's health, safety, and welfare, public school 

decisions are within the state’s control. As a result, states have maintained tight control over 

public school curriculum, which often ignores the truths of our history, civics and government, 

culture and society, and geography.  

While many subject areas taught in public education are informed by colonizing 

ideologies and beliefs, social studies holds unmistakable reminders of these problematic values 

of white supremacy within the curriculum's master narratives (An, 2016; Alridge, 2006; Brown 

& Au, 2014; Hawkman, 2020; Journell, 2008; Milner, 2020; Ross, 2016; Tetreault, 2009; Zinn, 

2000). Preservice educators are not taught to thoroughly investigate and analyze how whiteness 

prevails, silencing the narratives of others within social studies (Amos, 2016; Aronson, Meyer, & 

Winn., 2020; Gay, 2013; Ladson-Billings, 2003). Once in the classroom, educators are mandated 

to reproduce these narratives, rooted in white supremacy, and reinforced the mandated 

curriculum, pacing, standards, and assessments (Anderson, 2012; Barbour, Evans, & Ritter, 

2007; Busey & Russell, 2016; Vickery, 2017). Nevertheless, despite the pressures to teach using 

normalized behaviors and to perpetuate an exclusionary curriculum, some educators choose to 

disrupt whiteness within their classrooms through various divergent ways and strategies 

(Bolgatz, 2005; Ender, 2019a; Fellmayer, 2018; Hall, 2021; Rodríguez, 2019; Salinas & Castro, 

2010; San Pedro, 2018; Sheppard & Levy, 2019; Stone, 1996; Vickery, 2017). These educators 

engage in acts viewed as disruptive pedagogies (Brown et al., 2017; Giroux, 2020) as they make 
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intentional choices to address how whiteness invades the spaces within their classrooms and, 

subsequently, their students' lives. 

However, interrogating the status quo within educational spaces is viable and achievable. 

This is possible even within heavily white spaces such as Appalachia. Apple (2018) suggests 

schools are a microcosm of the larger society; the economic, cultural, and political practices 

outside of the classroom have implications for what happens in classrooms. Therefore, 

understanding the layers and nuances of disrupting whiteness through the lived experiences of 

educators, might provide insight for the larger society as to have the disruption of whiteness 

might create more just communities. To this end, I need to fully investigate the ways in which 

educators come to understand whiteness, how educators’ lived experiences lay the groundwork 

for creating disruptive moments, and how the resulting ripples of disrupting whiteness continue 

to shape educators’ life-worlds. Exploring the disruption of whiteness in education through the 

lens of a social studies educators' lived experiences (Vagle, 2018; van Manen, 2016), I hope to 

spotlight the phenomenon of disrupting whiteness and expose the tightly woven threads of 

racism within the tapestry of American schools (Milner, 2020). Educators are asked to comply 

with various rules and objectives in their daily exchanges with students, as decided by the state 

in which they teach. Students are asked to be receptive and trusting without questioning the 

imbalance of power (Freire, 2018), unknowingly, and at times knowingly, and to accept the 

redacted histories and narratives (Tatum, 2017) of social studies curriculum. Interrogating the 

established norms of social studies education and calling out the harmful racialized practices that 

reinforce whiteness may classify someone as being disruptive. To begin unraveling this fabric, it 

becomes necessary to witness and expose systemic structures within our educational systems that 

maintain and reproduce elements of white supremacy (Applebaum, 2016). Using 
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phenomenology, I hope to learn how the disruption of whiteness reveals itself through the lived 

experiences of social studies educators and gain a fuller understanding of how whiteness 

manifests, how it takes hold within education, and how educators are attempting to eliminate it. 

The various spaces in which whiteness currently resides within social studies risks growing as 

educators are silenced. Identifying and understanding the ways in which the disruption of 

whiteness “takes shape” (Vagle, 2018, p. 32) may provide strength to support those who wish to 

advocate for a more equitable social studies curriculum/education.  

Research Question 

Scholarship focused on disruption, whiteness, and the combination of the two illustrate 

how educators engage with the phenomenon of disrupting whiteness within their classrooms and 

school environments.  Educational research provides access to witnessing this disruption through 

a variety of different instructional strategies and is closely linked to or resulting from personal 

experiences. At times, researchers have captured moments in which students have become 

conscious of whiteness and how it monopolizes space within the curriculum and their broader 

lives (San Pedro, 2018). However, what scholarship has not fully captured is what experiences 

lead educators to become conscious of whiteness, what experiences lead them toward the active 

disruption, and what potential effects, changes, or repercussions occur as a result of their acts of 

disrupting whiteness. It is important to see how these disruptive experiences shape the learning 

environment and inform a deeper understanding of the phenomenon. Therefore, this study seeks 

to understand what experiences lead social studies educators to become conscious of whiteness 

and move towards interrupting the harmful reproductions whiteness has in social studies 

education. Phenomenology provides a philosophical and methodological view to expose 

phenomena more deeply through scientifically rigorous research (Moran & Mooney, 2002). 
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Viewing this particular phenomenon through the lens of an educator's lived experiences teaching 

in Appalachia can reveal the disruption of whiteness through valuable discursive accounts. As I 

uncover the “structures of [social studies educators] conscious as experienced from the first-

person point of view” (Smith, 2013, p.1), I wish to understand more fully how an individual 

becomes a co-conspirator and is willing to be uncomfortable, possibly risking or losing 

privileges as they deconstruct whiteness and white supremacy. Therefore, the question guiding 

this study is: What are the lived experiences of social studies teachers who disrupt whiteness in 

Appalachia? 

Significance of the Study 

 Beers and Probst (2017) recognize that even though there is no clear beginning or ending 

to how disruption is entangled within educational systems, asking two vital questions helps to 

edge research closer to seeing how it is lived: What needs changing? What assumptions make it 

hard to change? Educational research is not short on research problematizing academic content 

(Apple, 2014), as well as social studies content (Ross, 1996), which centers whiteness (Ahmed, 

2007; Au, Brown, & Calderón, 2016; Carter-Andrews, 2021; Vickery & Duncan, 2020). 

Additionally, scholars note that challenges make this release of white privilege, power, and 

capital found within arduous (Apple, 2014; Ross, 2016). A third question can be asked 

surrounding the phenomenon of disrupting whiteness: What are the impacts? To challenge the 

complex foothold whiteness has in social studies and to answer the third question, it becomes 

essential to thoroughly trace the manifestations of disrupting whiteness as it is provoked within 

education (Aronson et al., 2020). Social studies education research has investigated and 

encouraged disruptive pedagogies and a critical examination of whiteness; however a gap exists 
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in understanding how the lived experiences of an education lead toward disruptive pedagogies 

and practices.  

This study aims to explore the phenomenon of disrupting whiteness through the lived 

experiences of social studies educators. Salinas and Castro (2010) describe disruption in 

education as "instances in which a teacher challenges, interrupts, or opposes the dominant 

discourse in the official curriculum" (p. 432) and view the educators as the sole facilitators of 

disruption, placing the primary responsibility of praxis on their shoulders. Individual classroom 

educators, who engage with pedagogies of disruption, can create "a cosmopolitan, imaginative, 

public affirming pedagogy that demands a critical and engaged interaction with the world we live 

in mediated by a responsibility for challenging structures of domination and for alleviating 

human suffering" (Giroux, 1992, p. 9). While phenomenology will never arrive at a grand 

awakening and fully conceptualize the phenomenon, it can allow patterns to emerge, through the 

discursive accounts of educators’ experiences, which can provide insight into the various ways in 

which the disruption of whiteness occurs in classrooms. 

 Nevertheless, instructional choices do not fall upon empty classrooms: instruction and 

content land in students' laps. While students do not often have control or responsibility for 

content or instruction, Mills (1997) encourages educators to help students engage in disruption 

through identifying and challenging their assumptions of the dominant society.  

When discussing the normalization of whiteness, Milner (2020) reflects on the deeply 

rooted foundations of racism, leaving feelings of permanence. By tapping into the lived 

experiences of educators, I hope to sense the ways the essence of whiteness and disruption have 

manifested throughout an educator’s life, and what leads educators to later act upon this 

consciousness. I hope to learn how educators learn to see the need for disruption in their 
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classrooms, what experiences lead them to choose to be a disruptor of whiteness, and what 

impact their pedagogical choices manifest.  

Capitalization 

 As the murder of George Floyd in 2020 reignited a closer and more visible inspection of 

whiteness in the world than had previously existed, intentional considerations toward equity and 

liberation have reemerged as talking points within the United States society. Within literacy-

heavy spaces, such as academia and media, discussions regarding hidden agendas within texts 

have encouraged people to critically question the use of literary rules and power applying to race 

and racial construction (Appiah, 2020; Brisman, 2021; Daniszewski, 2021). One consideration 

that has generated sizable debate is the language choices to capitalize the B in Black and the W in 

White when referencing race and racial groups. Brisman (2021) points out that this is not the first 

time society has grappled with capitalizing a word when referring to people of African ancestry. 

The author explains that W.E.B. Du Bois’ statement regarding the capitalization of the term 

‘Negro’ in 1899 was intended to give eight million Americans a capital letter. Sharing this 

sentiment, Thaprs (2014) calls attention to a capital B in Black by stating,  

Black with a capital ‘B’ refers to a group of people whose ancestors were born in 

Africa, were brought to the United States against their will, spilled their blood, 

sweat and tears to build this nation into a world power and along the way 

managed to create glorious works of art, passionate music, scientific discoveries, 

a marvelous cuisine, and untold literary masterpieces (para. 2). 

However, Appiah (2020) argues against this direction, stating that a capital letter should not be 

intended to elevate any culture, race, or social identity over another, noting the calculated use of 
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a capital W within white supremacist groups used to serve that exact purpose. The author further 

states that Black and White are socially constructed labels that come with social norms, and 

identities should not be reduced to labels. 

The direction to take as a society and within academic research centering on race is 

ambiguous. For this reason, it becomes critical to state the direction and choice this study takes. 

My choice to use lowercase white and whiteness is intentional and an attempt to reverse the 

racial hierarchy symbolically. This individual decision is a conscious and purposeful choice to 

stand against white supremacist groups. Moreover, the lowercase w is a deliberate choice to 

disrupt long-standing literary conventions created by the largely white, straight men, whose 

culture and capital have been privileged (Bourdieu, 2018; Yosso, 2016), while employing an 

upper case B in Black—not just as a proper noun, but as an entity more significant than social 

labels, which have historically silenced Black people. My intent is to push against whiteness, 

which suppresses certain identities through the pretense of neutrality. As Appiah (2020) 

suggests, “Words are public property; so are capital letters. As those deliberations continue, 

though, let’s try to remember that black and white are both historically created racial identities—

and avoid conventions that encourage us to forget this” (para. 22). 

Summary 

For whiteness to be unseated and named, it must be called out for being problematic, and 

action is needed for it to be removed. Historically, whiteness has remained the cultural and social 

norm because of society’s refusal to look inward and acknowledge the cultural privileging of 

whiteness. Educational spaces also normalize whiteness and educators must commit to systemic 

change individually and collectively. Schools provide a vital springboard for this systemic 

change, and students want and deserve to see themselves in their education (Busey & Russell III, 
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2016), and schools can provide a vital springboard for this necessary systemic change. However, 

until a concerted and unified effort is made, individual educators are responsible for disrupting 

the white ideology that informs our educational system.  

Disrupting whiteness is shown through educational research to be personal, interpersonal, 

social, and sometimes private. Since lives are lived within a social environment, literature has 

suggested that the path toward this phenomenon is meaningful and multifaceted. However, it 

may not capture the moments that lead up to the decision or themes which connect the 

phenomenon to other classrooms. Scholars of color have noted the backlash educators risk to 

disrupt whiteness, especially towards educators of color, but what are other nuanced risks and 

consequences educators face when choosing disruptive practices? While on the surface, social 

studies research has viewed disruption and the disruption of whiteness as educators simply 

choosing the push against the status quo of social studies instructionally, it is far more complex 

than merely an instructional choice.  

The chapters that follow illustrate how I studied and understood the phenomenon of 

disrupting whiteness in the lived experiences of social studies educators.  In Chapter 2, I present 

a review of the literature pertinent to disrupting whiteness and how it is taken up within social 

studies education.  In Chapter 3, I describe the methodology, including the philosophical 

framework and methodology of phenomenology, my data collection and data analysis methods, 

as well as the trustworthiness, and the limitations of my methodology.  In Chapters 4, 5, and 6, I 

provide excerpts from my data that are relevant to my research question and illustrate how my 

participants experienced the phenomenon of disrupting whiteness in their personal and 

profession lives. The narratives of their lived experiences highlight the behind-the-scenes’ efforts 

that brought each participant to the phenomenon. These chapters summarize the stories of how 
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Ruth, Ella, and Harry arrived at their visible eruption, illustrating the pedagogical methods they 

used to challenge whiteness in their classrooms. In Chapter 7, I present my conclusions and the 

implications of my findings for how social studies educators’ lived experiences influence their 

disruption of whiteness. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

An Introduction to the Disruption of whiteness in Education  

  Race is profoundly embedded in almost every facet of educational policy, decision-

making, and power (Chandler, 2015; Horsford et al., 2018; Jones & Hagopian, 2020; Leonardo, 

2009; Picower, 2021; Ross, 2006a; Watson et al., 2018) and impacts every level of education 

(preschool to secondary), every school, and every classroom. Social studies education has a 

nuanced and complicated relationship with race and racism, which can cause educators to 

question their roles and curricular decisions. However, all educators should be able to identify 

and define racism, as they and their students analyze and interrogate the whiteness embedded in 

social studies curriculum and school structures. Drawing upon the works of Kendi, Guyatt, 

Isenberg, Smedley, Kobes Du Mez, and Wilkerson to explore racial construction, Bickford and 

Clabough (2021) provided a recent definition of racism as "the belief that certain groups are 

better than others, whether permanently or impermanently. Racist ideas are weaponized claims 

about groundless genetic or biological differences among Black, Indigenous, Person of Color 

(BIPOC), which are used to justify racist policies and rationalize social inequalities" (p. 110). 

White individuals establish and maintain these racist ideas, consciously or unconsciously, in 

ways that sustain their privileges and interests. According to Applebaum (2016), whiteness lies 

at the center of racism.  

Recognizing the need to understand better what lived experiences surround race, this 

work seeks to understand the manifestations of disruption and how it is linked to whiteness 

within social studies classrooms and lived through social studies educators. This literature review 

explores the various ways scholarship sees whiteness as present, active, and expanding within 
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education, research, educational institutions, and social studies education. Knowing disruption 

and whiteness have been entangled and woven within social studies education, this literature 

review aims to understand a broader account of how theory and practice move towards 

dismantling white hegemonic powers in classroom environments.  

The chapter begins by depicting the systemic ways whiteness is centered and universal 

within education and educational research. Noting that the disruption of whiteness manifests in 

various ways, it is essential to cite how critical educators have adopted pedagogical movements, 

such as the Multicultural Education movement, and how those movements continue to evolve to 

move the needle closer to a fuller disruption of whiteness. Next, this work explores the methods 

used to teach social studies and preservice educators. An emphasis focuses on the aspects of 

teacher education programs that can directly lead individuals toward disrupting whiteness. 

Finally, the chapter will conclude with how the disruption of whiteness emerges within K-12 

social studies content instruction and what aspects of preservice and in-service educators' 

experiences brought the phenomenon to the surface. Underlining how pedagogy has evolved 

towards the disruption of whiteness will help to understand the current position of social studies 

teacher education and current practices and help to understand better the fullness of the eruption 

of the disruption of whiteness. 

Systemic Views of The Disruption of whiteness in Education 

Leonardo (2009) notes that “despite its unscientific status, race is a structural formation 

that maintains an interdependent, co-determining, and heteronomous relation with the economy 

and other social relations'' (p. 33). Because race has become “metaphorical” (Morrison, 2007, 

p.63) concepts of race can be linked to various social systems while disguising themselves to 

threaten others (Morrison, 2007), adopting a single definition can fail to acknowledge the 
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nuanced ways in which race can be and has been manipulated to promote racism. Accordingly, it 

would be easy for those unfamiliar with the construction of whiteness to solely see “whiteness” 

as a racial identity- a categorization of distinct, visual human qualities. Therefore, it is critical to 

reiterate the interpretation of “whiteness” as collectively accepted and detailed through 

scholarship, so it can speak clearly towards the intentions to dismantle white supremacy.  

Picower (2021) considers the definition by stating, “by whiteness, I am not referring to 

white people, per se- I am talking about the ways of wielding power and privilege that maintain 

White Supremacy. It can be enacted by both White people and People of Color and can show up 

in many forms” (p. 110). Though historically it has been established as a powerful social 

category, structurally it “embraces white culture, ideology, racialization, expressions and 

experiences, epistemologies, emotions and behaviors” (Matias et al., 2014, p. 290). By 

consideration, whiteness will vary geographically and culturally, it will be viewed differently 

throughout history, it will be seen through lenses of an intersectional understanding of identities, 

and most importantly, it will twist with power (Hughey, 2016). By realizing whiteness is used as 

a privilege, this work pursues the deconstruction of race as a social and political construction 

because “as long as whites invest in whiteness, the existence of non-white races will also 

continue” (Leonardo, 2009, p. 92). Rather than ascribing to melting pot ideas of assimilation, 

each child should be able to celebrate their own culture and nationality, while collectively 

participating in a shared national culture (Banks, 1996). However, if education continues to 

benefit from the power of whiteness and continues to allow white norms to remain invisible, then 

policies, beliefs, and actions will continue to emulate white standards and ideologies.  
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Disruption of Whiteness Seen Within Public Education 

Following an interpretivist's ontological approach to defining the disruption of whiteness, 

it is essential to describe the many variations and experiences through which disruption is 

constructed and how the knower can alter it—understanding what disruption is within education 

and educational research does not present a single truth. Instead, it allows the researcher to be 

more or less informed (Denzin & Lincoln, 2008) to maintain a fluid space for meaning making to 

exist (Koro-Ljungberg, 2016). Though Brown et al. (2017) comment on the lack of research 

surrounding the P-12 classrooms and the disruption of inequalities, the existing research can 

unearth the manifestations of how whiteness is disrupted within educational research that does 

help to show the ways educational research has engaged with the phenomenon of disrupting 

whiteness.  

Disruption, removed from the partnership with whiteness, enters scholarly discourse 

through various approaches. A predominant amount of research within education is within social 

justice concentrations and technology education (through a period referred to as the Era of 

Disruption and Digital Disruptions). Of the scholarship found within literacy, themes often raised 

social justice concerns (Ticknor et al., 2020; Milner, 2020; San Pedro, 2018) with a heavy 

emphasis on historical lenses, inclusive content, and removal of dominant perspectives and 

master narratives. Milner (2020) describes disruption and disruptive movements as the 

mechanism essential in exposing this master narrative, defined as a belief constructed that 

socially silences or dismisses racial or cultural struggles, which in turn uplift, assert, and 

maintain white supremacist ideologies (Alridge, 2006; Ladson-Billings, 1998; Woodson, 2017). 

Social studies is a subject ideally situated to explore the lived experiences of humans (Busey & 
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Russell, 2016); therefore, it becomes the subject most likely to explicitly engage in conversations 

about race, diversity, and experiences (Chandler, 2015). 

Racism’s impacts can be felt early on within educational spaces, as early as 

misinformation about people different than ourselves can be shared (Tatum, 2017). Racism 

within our schools did not come about through the actions or experiences of a single person 

(King & Chandler, 2016). Instead, racism owns the decisions made before, during, and 

throughout collective individualized experiences. It is scrutinized politically in society, outside 

of the institutional walls of classrooms (Bickford & Clabough, 2021). Individuals in positions of 

power and control have consciously and unconsciously maintained the deep-rooted definition of 

racism in education through the complex framework of whiteness regularly being centered 

(Applebaum, 2016; Leonardo, 2009; Hawkman, 2020). Whiteness lies at the center of racism 

(Applebaum, 2016). The well-documented history of racism within education has created 

opportunities for the visibility of race to become socially constructed and embedded (King & 

Chandler, 2016). From early attempts to educate and indoctrinate Native American and 

Indigenous People’s children, Brown v. Board of Education, rejections of the Black Lives Matter 

in Education Movement, to the recent push to ban divisive content and books (Urban & 

Wagoner, 2014), examples such as these large-scale events should not be viewed as isolated 

historical moments. King and Chandler (2016) state that this isolating approach promotes 

institutional racism and non-racist viewpoints, subsequently systematically spiraling and 

hindering content and pedagogical choices. 

By exploring the disruption of whiteness in education, Milner (2020) spotlights the 

tightly woven threads racism has within the tapestry of American schools and the vast culture 

and identity within. Educators are asked to be compliant with various rules and objectives within 
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their daily exchanges with students, as decided by the state they teach within. Students are asked 

to be receptive and trusting without questioning the imbalance of power (Freire, 2018), 

unknowingly accepting redacted histories and narratives (Tatum, 2017). To move against these 

established norms within public education spaces and call out harmful racialized practices that 

reinforce whiteness is seen as disruptive. To begin unraveling this fabric, it becomes necessary to 

witness and expose systemic structures within educational systems that maintain and reproduce 

white supremacy (Applebaum, 2016) and the space whiteness occupies is enormous.  

The United States educational system has seen an upward trend of social movements 

within the practice to be more disruptive within our teaching. Educators are taking to social 

media to share strategies to disrupt marginalizing processes (Mills, 1997) through TikTok 

videos, Instagram posts, and viral tweets on Twitter. Conceptualizations regarding race are not a 

new focus for education. Current events such as the Black Lives Matter Movement (Jones & 

Hagopian, 2020; Watson et al., 2018), the Trump Era political impact (Case & Joubert, 2020), 

and countless school shootings and racially driven mass shootings have illuminated a significant 

need for change. Coupling this progression with the anti-racist, abolitionist teaching movements, 

the demonstration of disrupting whiteness within education has caught the attention of a broad 

audience. For centuries, serious critical race reform has occurred due to Black resistance and 

protests, influencing the construction of and attention upon race within classrooms (Love, 2020). 

Recently, a national witch hunt has begun to spread over the teaching of divisive content and 

Critical Race Theory. Starting in 2021, state legislative bodies began introducing legislation  

opposing Critical Race Theory, a legal framework established in the 1980s by Scholars of Color 

to expose structural and racialized disparities (Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995). The proposed 

legislation, predominantly backed by conservative lawmakers, has gained traction as they feel it 
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is combating racial division and thus establishing spaces where divisive concepts are promoted 

in classrooms. The New York Times Podcast, The Daily (Barbaro et al., 2021), describes this 

fixation upon Critical Race Theory as, “a once obscure academic concept became a political 

rallying cry and is now at the heart of America’s racial reckoning” (m. 0:59). At the time 

President Trump’s executive order defined divisive concepts as a variety of items, but most 

notably conversations which state,  

One race or sex is inherently superior to another race or sex; the United States is 

fundamentally racist or sexist; any individual should feel discomfort, guilt, 

anguish, or any other form of psychological distress on account of his or her race 

or sex; or meritocracy or traits such as a hard work ethic are racist or sexist, or 

were created by a particular race to oppress another race. (Paulson, 2021, p. 1) 

These legislative proposals empowered parents and shareholders to accuse schools of practicing 

racism and penalizing students for being white. These assaults have motivated some educators to 

move toward educational justice (Goodman, 2000), while others become aware of and begin to 

reckon with whiteness and advocacy (Swalwell, 2013b). Educators are taking action through 

public resistance, whether on a small classroom scale or more visibly. Risks, or the potential 

sacrifice of privilege (Fellmayer, 2018), associated with teaching practices aiming to decenter 

whiteness can have substantial consequences, such as (but not limited to) loss of employment, 

demotion from teaching positions, and challenged reputations (Fellmayer, 2018). These risks are 

likely to be even more elevated for Black and marginalized women, as they are seen as 

challenging those in power (Freire, 2018). What leads an individual towards San Pedro’s (2018) 

disruption muscle metaphor which states “in order for muscles to grow stronger, they must 

undergo small ruptures and tears in the fibers in order for new tissue to form as it heals” (p. 
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1221)? This work intends to better understand the phenomenon that brings a person to the 

moment(s) when they situate their personal and professional lives behind the need to dismantle 

whiteness within education and what fallout occurs.  

Disruption of Whiteness Within Social Studies Research 

Aligning the disruption of a master narrative within content areas of science and math, 

through the explicit inclusion and representation of diverse identities and their lived experiences, 

are gaining more considerable attention (Bang et al., 2012; Gutiérrez, 2017). When observing 

how disruption is embodied in social studies education, it is often revealed in history courses, a 

course that lends nicely to disrupting the prevailing view of human affairs through past events. 

Social studies is a content area made up of multiple components (History, Geography, 

government and civics, economics, and culture and society). Within the United States, the field 

supports our democratic society with the goals of helping young people make informed and 

reasoned decisions for the good of public society (Dewey, 1916; Ravitch, 1987; Woyshner, 

2006; Fallace, 2009) where young people are capable of conceptualizing our nation’s historic 

struggles (Zinn, 2011). Vickery and Duncan (2020) note this “exclusion from citizenship has 

deadly ramifications” (p. xiv), as individuals of color must exist invisibly within white 

supremacist structures. However, as a sizable portion of social studies research focuses on 

history content or within history courses, the disruption of whiteness is likely happening within 

the other social studies disciplines outside of the attention of educational scholarship. 

Academic scholarship investigating the deep ways disruption manifests within the P-12 

social studies classrooms has the potential to be explored. Research investigating notable 

characteristics of disruption could benefit from expanding on the work of those who captured the 

cultural and social movements influencing social studies classrooms today. Educational research 
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has been well documented in capturing teacher resistance within the field of social studies 

(Ender, 2019a), which can be seen as a manifestation of disrupting whiteness. Since 

phenomenological approaches investigate phenomena as lived (conscious of, being in, or living 

through), the existing possibilities and potentials for how social studies educators experience the 

disruption of whiteness in their classrooms and communities open the potential for better 

understanding how it is currently being researched. By tracing the ways whiteness is discussed 

within social studies research and the ways whiteness is pushed against within social studies 

classrooms, researchers and educators can see how the phenomenon of disrupting whiteness 

appears meaningfully within these fields (Vagle, 2018; van Manen, 2014). Two of the most 

significant spaces scholarship occupies concerning the term "disruption" are within the mandated 

social studies curriculum and state assigned standards. 

Standards within education continue to dictate the inherent politics of education through 

the consideration of what content is taught, assessed, and deemed official knowledge (Apple, 

2014). Standards are wedged into the infrastructure of modern-day classrooms, linked with 

unavoidable levels of assessment and accreditation. Educators are evaluated by their student’s 

summative assessment scores on high stakes standardized tests and state level accreditation and 

funding directly correlate with meeting state set goals. The attention of research drawn towards 

noticing injustice towards historically marginalized groups within the curriculum and state-

mandated standards has been well documented (Vasquez Heilig et al., 2012), often critically 

challenging the racist structures found within the white heavy representation and exclusion or 

silencing of marginalized groups. Scholars have been using their research platform to identify 

and disrupt how whiteness has continued to permeate what is taught to students. One space being 

challenged is in the prescription of content through standards tied to summative assessments and 
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accreditation status. To combat the “educational standards movement of the 1980s and 1990s” 

(Urban & Wagoner, 2014, p. 343), the National Council for the Social Studies developed 

comprehensive standards in 1994 to provide a framework for teaching and learning in social 

studies to promote civic competence (Adler & National Council for the Social Studies, 2010). A 

later revision in 2010 reevaluated the standards and created 10 social studies themes. The themes 

are as follows:  

Table 1 

NCSS’s 10 Themes of Social Studies Education 

Theme  Overview 

Culture Through the study of culture and cultural diversity, learners 
understand how human beings create, learn, share, and adapt to 
culture, and appreciate the role of culture in shaping their lives and 
society, as well the lives and societies of others. In schools, this 
theme typically appears in units and courses dealing with 
geography, history, sociology, and anthropology, as well as 
multicultural topics across the curriculum. 

Time, Continuity, and Change Through the study of the past and its legacy, learners examine the 
institutions, values, and beliefs of people in the past, acquire skills 
in historical inquiry and interpretation, and gain an understanding 
of how important historical events and developments have shaped 
the modern world. This theme appears in courses in history, as 
well as in other social studies courses for which knowledge of the 
past is important. 

People, Places, and 
Environments 

This theme helps learners to develop their spatial views and 
perspectives of the world, to understand where people, places, and 
resources are located and why they are there, and to explore the 
relationship between human beings and the environment. In 
schools, this theme typically appears in courses dealing with 
geography and area studies, but it is also important for the study of 
the geographical dimension of other social studies subjects. 

Individual Development and 
Identity 

Personal identity is shaped by family, peers, culture, and 
institutional influences. Through this theme, students examine the 
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factors that influence an individual’s personal identity, 
development, and actions. This theme typically appears in courses 
and units dealing with psychology, anthropology, and sociology. 

Individuals, Groups, and 
Institutions 

Institutions such as families and civic, educational, governmental, 
and religious organizations, exert a major influence on people’s 
lives. This theme allows students to understand how institutions 
are formed, maintained, and changed, and to examine their 
influence. In schools, this theme typically appears in units and 
courses dealing with sociology, anthropology, psychology, 
political science, and history. 

Power, Authority, and 
Governance 

One essential component of education for citizenship is an 
understanding of the historical development and contemporary 
forms of power, authority, and governance. Through this theme, 
learners become familiar with the purposes and functions of 
government, the scope and limits of authority, and the differences 
between democratic and non-democratic political systems. In 
schools, this theme typically appears in units and courses dealing 
with government, history, civics, law, politics, and other social 
sciences. 

Production, Distribution, and 
Consumption 

This theme provides for the study of how people organize for the 
production, distribution, and consumption of goods and services, 
and prepares students for the study of domestic and global 
economic issues. In schools, this theme typically appears in units 
and courses dealing with economic concepts and issues, though it 
is also important for the study of the economic dimension of other 
social studies subjects. 

Science, Technology, and 
Society 

By exploring the relationships among science, technology, and 
society, students develop an understanding of past and present 
advances in science and technology and their impact. This theme 
appears in a variety of social studies courses, including history, 
geography, economics, civics, and government. 

Global Connections The realities of global interdependence require an understanding of 
the increasingly important and diverse global connections among 
world societies. This theme prepares students to study issues 
arising from globalization. It typically appears in units or courses 
dealing with geography, culture, economics, history, political 
science, government, and technology. 
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Civic Ideals and Practice An understanding of civic ideals and practices is critical to full 

participation in society and is an essential component of education 
for citizenship. This theme enables students to learn about the 
rights and responsibilities of citizens of a democracy, and to 
appreciate the importance of active citizenship. In schools, the 
theme typically appears in units or courses dealing with civics, 
history, political science, cultural anthropology, and fields such as 
global studies, law-related education, and the humanities. 

Note. Excerpt extracted from Adler & The National Council for the Social Studies (2010, p. 3-5) 

The expansion of these standards into themes were also designed to work “side by side with your 

content standards, such as those that your district provides or your state mandates” (Golston, 

2010, p. 210). The revision in 2010 reshapes the standards to provide educators with helpful 

guidance towards lesson planning, offering key questions to explore, content knowledge, as well 

as prompts to help support the collaboration with state standards (Golston, 2010). The 

establishment of the 10 themes of social studies categorizes the human experiences found within 

K-12 social studies programs, demonstrates NCSS’s movement taking a closer step toward 

disrupting traditional content standards which perpetuate a master narrative. While the design of 

the standards provides the flexibility to address the individual needs of each state (i.e., inclusion 

of local and state level histories and/or state specific governing organizations) which the earlier 

standards (1994) lacked, they remain so neutral to issues such as culture, race, and power. 

While the evolution of the NCSS standards have improved since the 1994 version in how 

the standards recognize the diversity of people and cultures, it still falls short of explicitly 

naming whiteness and calling out foundations deeming certain content essential knowledge. As a 

stand-alone document, it does not pierce the master narrative enough and states wishing to 

maintain their status quo can continue to root social studies content using national standards 

within problematic soil. States wishing to adopt a similar framework for their social studies 
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content can use the document as a springboard and has the potential to connect multiple states 

verbiage and academic direction as the standards act as a tool for curriculum alignment and 

development.  

Scholarship in the field of social studies education is largely seen to be investigating 

inclusiveness within history standards taught within public K-12 spaces, with less focus on 

analyzing other content areas within the field of social studies education (e.g., civics, economics, 

geography, sociology, and other social science content). Social studies, as a content area, 

positions all students to hear a predominantly male, middle-class, whitewashed narrative which 

prolongs the pervasive use of the master narrative within social studies spaces (Alridge, 2006; 

Journell, 2008; Ross, 2016; Tetreault, 2009). Through whitewashing, or to increase the visibility 

and impact of white people’s relevance within history (Harrison, 2021), it can lead to the 

censorship, misrepresentation, or silence of nonwhite people. This is not a new maneuver within 

education. W.E.B. Du Bois (1995) noted that history textbooks in 1935  skirted around relevant 

and historically significant knowledge, allowing history’s “evil [to] be forgotten, distorted, 

skimmed over” (Du Bois, 1995, p. 722). This speaks to the longevity of this argument (Alridge, 

2006). This dominant narrative, as explained by Brown and Au (2014) as presenting the 

“predominance of whiteness” (p. 360), has excluded the experiences and voices of people of 

color within state mandated content (An, 2016; Ladson-Billings, 2003) and/or is set apart from 

required graduation courses to be taught through elective-like classes (Sleeter, 2011; Sleeter, 

2018a; King; 2019). 

A significant amount of scholarship can be found pushing back against whiteness found 

in the social studies state standards, often speaking heavily to the need for change to social 

studies education and the multitude of ways these changes should be addressed. An’s (2016) 
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analysis of 10 state standards found the experiences of Asian Americans were virtually invisible 

and are rarely mentioned outside of cursory, reinforced stereotypical spaces. These limited 

spaces include the Chinese immigration during the transcontinental railroad and Gold Rush era, 

further binding Asian culture deeper within the master narrative. The author found that Asian 

American experiences are situated predominantly within the white-centered master narrative, 

very rarely standing alone, and continuing to silence voices and experiences. This explicit 

exclusion of narratives and stories removes the efforts of a valuable population of citizens in the 

United States from contributions and participation in establishing the country today (Loewen, 

2018). Ender (2019b) recognizes this call for showcasing active citizenship, participation in 

critical movements, and inclusion of narratives. Ender (2019b) notices the absence of the Young 

Lords Party from the Civil Rights Movement within New York social studies standards, instead 

noting the heavy emphasis on limited recognition outside of cursory leadership figures within the 

movement. This work serves to not only call attention to important curriculum blind spots (Au et 

al., 2016), it pushes upon the master narrative which geographically bounded the advocacy 

within the Civil Rights Movement to the South only. Myers (2006) also notes the lack of global 

awareness is especially absent within social studies standards, urging the need for implementing 

a global perspective to be included. Considering a Nation at Risk (National Commission on 

Excellence in Education, 1983) heavily influenced the transfer of the weight of assessments to 

the shoulders of educators, the standards became the tool used to help meet the needs of state 

level accreditation (Journell, 2008). There is a significant pressure which drives educators to 

narrow their focus to addressing the content covered within their standards (Popham, 2001) to 

teach to the standardized tests, as assessment data in many states is linked to teacher evaluations 

(Piro et at., 2011). Above all, it limits the scope and access of student subject knowledge, 
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continuing a problematic culture within social studies education. Therefore, this break from the 

master narrative becomes a more significant part of targeted space for academic research to 

investigate how teachers choose to disrupt the standards and the whiteness it centers, as it 

distinctly focuses on teachers' pedagogical decision-making and what experiences have led them 

to be in a place moving against their state and school district directives.  

The focus on curriculum occupies the second substantial location in which educational 

scholarship explores the disruption of whiteness. There are a variety of ways the idea of 

curriculum can be defined (Ross, 2006b).  In a bulk of the research within the phenomenon of 

disrupting whiteness, the curriculum consists of investigating how educators use the supporting 

materials, such as textbooks and other canned curriculum materials, they are being asked to use 

within their classrooms by governing educational entities (Barbour et al., 2007; Anderson; 2012; 

Sleeter, 2018a; Eargle, 2016). Throughout much of the literature, the goals of these 

investigations were to challenge what is considered "official knowledge" (Apple, 2014), which is 

well documented to show it holds dominant narratives of those in power, presenting problematic 

one-sided white narratives. When in reference to social studies education, Alridge (2006) writes,  

U.S. history courses and curricula are dominated by such heroic and 

celebratory master narratives as those portraying George Washington and 

Thomas Jefferson as the heroic ‘‘Founding Fathers,’’ Abraham Lincoln as 

the ‘‘Great Emancipator,’’ and Martin Luther King, Jr., as the messianic 

savior of African Americans. Often these figures are portrayed in isolation 

from other individuals and events in their historical context. At the same 
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time, the more controversial aspects of their lives and beliefs are left out of 

many history textbooks. The result is that students often are exposed to 

simplistic, one-dimensional, and truncated portraits that deny them a realistic 

and multifaceted picture of American history. (pp. 662-663) 

This perspective within these studies showed that textbooks "downplay[s], ignore[s], or actively 

challenge[s]... cultural and social unity" (Ross et al., 2014, p. 27), which sustains ideologies of 

white as universally centered for future generations of students. Loewen (2018) writes an 

important quote to remember, “if knowledge is power, ignorance cannot be bliss” (p. 342). 

Educators are not as strictly bound to the course textbooks through required use because 

educators have the freedom to step away from the supporting "formal curriculum" (Ross, 2006b, 

p. 23). Historically, textbooks have been shown to be problematic by removing historical 

knowledge that exhibits the racist past within the United States, such as the textbook used within 

Texas that removed any mention of White Supremacist groups and the role slavery played within 

the Civil War (Picower, 2021). Suh et al.’s (2015) study found a significant lack of attention 

towards Asian Americans or their experiences within their analysis of Virginia U.S. History 

textbooks. The absence creates a substantial blind spot within the curriculum (Au, 2016). 

Therefore, educators wishing to deviate from the mandated curricula need to first spend time 

educating themselves in the non-dominant narrative while being aware of the larger social and 

political surroundings (King & Simmons, 2018), to which Gay (2013) recommends the adaption 

of culturally responsive teaching practices as that avenue. As classroom educators are often the 

final curriculum decision-makers, this work further seeks to better understand what curriculum 

supports, such as textbooks, educators' utilize to disrupt whiteness. 
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Research tends to lean into the instructional decision-making process and its impact on 

the student body without paying attention to the teacher as a human being within our lived world. 

Removing decision makers' experiences, intentions, and biases from the research by focusing 

only upon their pedagogical choices restricts the ability of teachers to deepen an understanding 

of tenets of disrupting whiteness (San Pedro, 2018). Educational literature lacks an 

understanding of what moments brought them to the point of the visible act of disruption, 

dismissing the build-up to the individual eruption of an educator, as well as what connecting 

threads exist through a collective of educators which leads to a larger, concerted eruption. This 

work hopes to fill in the gaps of how educators come to experience disruption, what moments 

lead them to this work, and how disruption can occur outside of the classroom walls yet impact 

how an educator moves towards disruptive pedagogical practices.  

Assuredly, scholars within the field of social studies education have been and continue to 

engage in work to better understand the deeply-rooted ways in which whiteness has settled 

within the field of research. Vickery and Duncan (2020) applaud researchers who call upon 

larger public platforms to declare and recognize racism within their own structures, while 

continuing to ask critical questions that “push the field… to examine ways in which whiteness is 

inherently centered and perpetuated” (p. xvii). For this reason, researchers engaging in work with 

and for historically silenced and marginalized groups have the ethical responsibility to ensure the 

work they are engaging in does not sustain or result in an oppressive, colonizing conduct (Patel, 

2015). Through research focusing on historically marginalized or silenced groups, especially if 

those prospective groups being researched are in the spotlight because they are seen as 

"struggling" (Patel, 2015, p. 23), researchers can overlook their roles in oppressive infrastructure, 

at times through a false sense of championing, resulting in the continuation of scholarship with 
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single, white centered knowledge. Brown et al. (2017) challenges educational researchers, 

regardless of identity or affiliation, to reflect and interrogate their work, and focus on how their 

research pushes against those marginalizing attitudes, whiteness in this case. This challenge 

places the researcher in a pivotal role to ensure their work moves society forward towards equity 

and liberation of all people. This action of self-reflection can carry characteristics which lead a 

researcher to investigate their problematic mindsets and beliefs, especially those that involve 

identity, biases, power, and intentions for production. Patel (2015) describes in the introduction 

of Decolonizing Educational Research: From Ownership to Answerability how her inward 

reflection took form in the characteristics of a "pause." She saw experiencing these pauses as 

both productive towards her interpretations of being, doing, and knowing and as a space that 

could be used to conceptualize how educational research continues to colonize and marginalize 

those it is attempting to liberate. Patel, directing her thoughts to a white audience, encourages 

researchers to pause more to allow for quieting in the "unrelenting quest for data and 

publications" (2015, p. 18) if we wish to create equality within social justice through the 

representation found in our work. Lastly, she urges the narrative to remember the "settlers' logic 

of white supremacy and heteropatriarchy" (p. 90), as it has a powerful way of remaining in place 

within educational research.  

The Role of Teacher Preparation in Disrupting Whiteness in Education 

The Work Within HBCUs, TCUs, and HSIs  

Historically Black College and Universities (HBCUs), Hispanic Serving Institutions 

(HSIs), and Tribal Colleges and Universities’ (TCUs) teacher education programs have been 

preparing their students to disrupt whiteness within education and larger systemic capacities for 

quite some time now and through a variety of approaches (Dilworth, 2012; Nuñez et al., 2010; 
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Pavel et al., 2001). Of these three higher education sectors, sizable literature focuses on HBCUs. 

As HBCUs have been operational since 1837 (The First of Its Kind, 2019), educational research 

focusing upon and within HSI and TCU has been accessing significant capital (Swartz, 1998) 

within the last 20 years. These teacher preparation programs have been working to activate 

student consciousness about the sociopolitical and sociocultural connections to learning and steer 

students towards social justice advocacy in and outside the classroom (Garza et al., 2020). 

Historically Black Colleges and Universities have a longstanding legacy of championing 

diversity since the mid-to-late 1800s and remain leaders in the ongoing efforts towards 

decolonization practiced within educational structures and institutions. They use critical 

perspective-taking, Critical Race Theory, and Culturally Responsive Teaching to validate the 

experiences of Black students and create a significant cultural reference for their sense of identity 

(Buzzetto-Hollywood, 2023). HBCUs have long focused on education and social justice as a 

means of empowerment for Black preservice educators. Studies by Bates Oates (2019) and 

Willie et al. (2006) have highlighted this important aspect of HBCU education. Arroyo (2010) 

has also emphasized the crucial role of Black faculty members in fostering the emotional and 

social growth of Black students, as they share a common bond and commitment to social justice 

causes. 

Lee's (2019) research highlights that seven HBCU teacher education programs have 

intentionally integrated situated pedagogies into their curriculum with the goal of improving 

academic achievement and cultural competency among their students. HBCUs recognize the 

pressing need for Black educators who can cater to the diverse needs of society. By 

implementing a diverse curriculum, promoting critical consciousness, and fostering collaborative 
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learning, their classroom pedagogy (Allen et al., 2017) establishes a secure environment for 

future Black students to fully engage in their education (Ladson-Billings, 2000). 

Shreve (2016) notes education gives a renewed strength to tribal nations. Pavel et al. 

(2001) discussed a national movement within TCUs to design teacher education programs that 

accommodated not only the educational needs of students but also focused on cultural needs. 

TCUs are moving away from how traditional teacher education programs are designed, which 

adopt a curriculum that centers on the diverse tribal backgrounds of their student body. This 

movement subsequently disrupts a white-centered approach to teacher education and the 

sociopolitical infrastructure which allows racism to command. Pavel et al. (2001) note the 

considerable challenges these changes met concerning accreditation and certification; however, 

“tribal voices in education are focusing on their successes in volume and intensity by uniting 

with others to effect systemic change” (pp. 63-64).  

Similarly to the proposed core values of HBCUs, which center upon the uplifting of 

individual and collective voices and economically empowering individuals and communities 

(Freeman & Cohen, 2001), Nuñez et al.’s (2010) study within an HSI exemplified parallel 

epistemological approaches to pedagogy, which valued knowing and being, for their graduates. 

Dilworth (2012) notes that HBCUs have been preparing Black preservice educators to address 

critical and invisible foundations within their future classrooms for many years while navigating 

the reform through political and socio-economic changes surrounding education.  

It is imperative to recognize that these institutions of higher learning that strive to provide 

education to non-white students encounter significant obstacles in a society that places a 

premium on whiteness within academia. Castagno (2012) describes the difficulties federally 

funded Indigenous teacher education programs face when housed within predominantly white 
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universities and the significant effort they face when pushing against colonizing and assimilating 

practices and ideologies. This work is difficult given the larger context of imperialism and white 

supremacy surrounding their educational institutions. When preservice educators from HBCUs, 

TCUs, and HSIs enter K-12 classrooms with a higher percentage of white students, they may 

encounter standards that prioritize whiteness. For instance, Bates Oates (2019), a Black female 

student at a HBCU, shared her experience of being instructed to follow the standards of the 

predominantly white school where she taught. She was even given advice on what to wear and 

how to style her hair by a white cooperating teacher. These instances can further marginalize 

Black educators who are already working in oppressive environments. 

Graduated educators from HBCUs, HSIs, and TCUs persist in embodying the principles 

of their higher education teaching programs through their instructional methods and positions in 

their classrooms, despite facing white-centered obstacles. Vickery (2016) writes that Black 

female educators are more likely to adopt culturally relevant pedagogies within their classroom 

approaches and instructional designs. Bearing this finding in mind and recognizing the 

disproportionate number of Black female educators, Native educators (Pavel et al., 2009), and 

Hispanic educators (Schaeffer, 2021) to white educators (Schaeffer, 2021; Geiger & Pivovarova, 

2018), white educators cannot overlook diverse perspectives because they feel unprepared from 

coursework or feel guilt or lack connection (Aveling, 2004). It is within collaboration that 

“dismantling [educational] historical practices of social injustice” (Gillespie et al. 2002, p. 249) 

becomes possible. 

Examining Race within Teacher Education 

Brown et al. (2017) write, “if teacher and students are to engage in classroom 

conversations on race in ways that disrupt inequalities, teacher education would seem to be a 
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promising location for promoting doing so” (p. 468). Though covering a range of information 

from the spectrum of understanding cognitive development to instructional approaches within 

content areas, the objectives of teacher education programs across the United States are to equip 

future educators with the best skills and content possible while simulating prospective classroom 

environments. The apprenticeship process could tell us about the assumptions of how preservice 

teachers learn to orchestrate conversations surrounding race and racism and how it positions the 

disruption of whiteness within instructional design support and preparation early in an educator’s 

career. While research can provide a window into more extensive relationships, underlying 

questions ground this look into research, how do preservice teachers witness racism at the heart 

of whitewashed systems? How are white preservice teachers challenged to move within spaces 

of discomfort to see the need for disrupting whiteness? Moreover finally, how do preservice 

educators learn to disrupt whiteness within their preservice experiences? 

Without “assuming the onus” (Aronson et al., 2020, p. 5) to learn about white 

supremacist structures and foundations, preservice educators become complicit with stabilizing 

those same white supremacist foundations (Amos, 2016). The withdrawal from conversations 

about race can move them away from spaces that challenge the societal norms of whiteness or 

spotlights their lack of ownership in the problem of racism within schools. Their reactions 

showcase feelings of anger when asked to examine their whiteness or, at times, diversion 

towards colorblindness by not acknowledging race (Amos, 2016) and using their silence as a tool 

for compliance (Aronson et al., 2020) to maintain a culture of politeness (McIntyre, 1997). This 

silence is what Sassi and Thomas (2008) define as students constructing “colormuting” around 

race talk. However, when preservice educators recognized their lack of knowledge surrounding 

counternarratives (Aronson et al., 2020), they shifted responsibilities outwardly upon authorities, 
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such as teachers or textbooks. They saw it as something or someone else’s responsibility to pass 

along the content knowledge and skills to view counternarratives. They continued to lack the 

recognition of the larger institutionalized systems woven within their education. McIntyre (1997) 

recognizes this line of thinking as a buffer from taking a deeper look within themselves and how 

they continue perpetuating racism.  

Ladson-Billings (2003) reminds us that teacher educators are responsible for interrupting 

the lies and that our silence allows the master narrative to continue through the repetition of the 

narrative, which continues to center whiteness. However, Sleeter (2017) draws attention to the 

struggle preservice teacher education programs have when teaching its predominantly white 

population of preservice teachers about the diverse students they will teach within their 

classrooms and communities. According to Castagno (2012), the challenges faced by Indigenous 

teacher education programs are becoming more pervasive and challenging to overcome. It is well 

documented that students being taught in the classroom come from increasingly more diverse 

cultural and ethnic backgrounds and are taught by predominantly white educators (Busey & 

Waters, 2016; Ladson-Billings, 2011). Educators of Color have recommended to improve 

teacher education programs, future educators should be immersed within the communities they 

would serve and “establish community from the start” (Ender, 2019a, p. 140) to serve as 

examples and perpetuate counter-narratives to the whitewashed curriculum. Would it be enough 

for teacher educators to encourage preservice educators to take up an equity and liberation 

mindset in their classrooms?  Course instructors may not see it as their responsibility to establish 

equitable educational spaces for all students in the classroom, especially if the institution of 

higher education which employs them lacks an culture of emphasizing diversity, equity, and 

inclusion cross-curricular outside of requirements from the Council for the Accreditation of 
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Educator Preparation (CAEP) standards (McNail et al., 2020). Instructors may also not feel their 

content lends itself to challenging problematic positionings of power. As the teacher education 

curriculum within institutions of predominantly white populations continues to center whiteness 

(Matias, 2014), higher education institutions continue to lack course offerings that address 

racism and how whiteness is central within racism (Applebaum, 2016) throughout their required 

plans of study. Picower (2021) recognizes that preservice teacher educators can and do make 

radical reframings and moves toward anti-racist mindsets and actions but notes that creating an 

environment where this is possible for all preservice teachers would mean implementing 

sweeping overhauls to teacher education programs. Recognizing the slow speed at which 

changes occur to programs in higher education spaces, changes would take considerable time. In 

seeking ways to implement changes and create racial justice foci within teacher education, 

Picower illustrates the smaller initiatives higher education institutions have adopted. These 

spaces, which the author refers to as racial justice programs, “advance racial justice by centering 

race, disrupting Whiteness, reframing preservice teachers’ understanding of race, and preparing 

and sustaining candidates for anti-racist action” (p. 111). The design of these programs is to 

situate race front and center within teacher education.          

 For white preservice educators, courses within teacher preparation may be the first time 

they have had conversations about or investigated their white privilege and, thus enter programs 

“uncritical of their own privilege, assuming everyone shares their background” (Ticknor, 2020, 

p. 3) or with little experience engaging in critical thinking practices (Helmer, 2014). It is 

important to note that the growth of an individual towards a social justice-minded and anti-racist 

mindset is a significant area of focus since preservice educators all come from different starting 

points, while the critical commitment and awareness of self and others should be an ongoing 
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process. Marx and Pennington’s (2003) study showed that white students are more willing to 

engage in conversations about antiracism, race, and racism than they are comfortable confronting 

how their whiteness continues to remain hegemonic. Baggett and Simmons (2017) recognize the 

influences outside sources, such as the news, have on how white preservice educators see race 

and racism within education. This study was conducted during heightened tension in the United 

States surrounding race following the racially motivated murder of Trayvon Martin. The authors 

sought to understand how white preservice educators witnessed larger, racialized educational 

systems and how racialized profiling manifests. Although students take courses and are 

presented with opportunities for self-reflection that help spotlight marginalized groups' 

experiences, the authors found that some still take on problematic attitudes such as 

colorblindness towards their students and curriculum content. Suppose educators cannot see how 

their whiteness and white privilege can impact student learning. In that case, it has significant 

implications in instructional practices and upon the perception of their future students and how 

they “espouse notions of inferiority and low expectations for students of color” (Baggett & 

Simmons, 2017, p. 46).  

Love (2019) notes the importance of continued social justice focuses through coursework 

to combat accepting the status quo. Accordingly, educators must make a conscious effort 

towards wellness, healing, and restorative work (Love, 2019). This same charge applies to 

teacher educators with the same intensity. This introduces an important consideration, how are 

teacher educators of all content areas working towards racial justice within their preservice 

programs? Teaching the counter-narrative is not enough to help students recognize how a 

singular perspective has dominated and knitted into education (Aronson et al., 2020), critically 

analyze the content, and construct actionable ways to participate in creating access and equity. 
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There is more than showcasing a story or perspective. Attention within every subject area should 

be given to assist future teachers to practice seeing and living the commitment to the disruption 

of whiteness. That commitment comes in a variety of practices (Gay, 2013), including textbook 

analysis, as “teachers should be skilled at conducting their analysis of textbooks (curriculum writ 

large) to investigate different knowledge forms affecting teaching and learning” (Aronson et al., 

2020, p. 2). There is a correlation between how teacher educators prepare their preservice 

teachers and how master narratives are reproduced within their P-12 classrooms (Matias, 2016; 

Picower & Kohli, 2017) and beyond (Kohli & Pizarro, 2016; Sealy-Ruiz, 2011).  

Accountability to Address Whiteness in Teacher Education  

There are national requirements or standards from social studies teacher preparation 

programs offered through accreditation programs such as the Council for the Accreditation of 

Educator Preparation (CAEP) and the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS). Within 

these standards, teacher preparation programs are directed to address multicultural education and 

related topics within teacher education programs. These standards work towards presenting 

future teachers with tools needed to create culturally equitable and responsive classrooms, thus 

having a stronger opportunity to notice and disrupt the centering of whiteness within their future 

classrooms. While not all teacher preparation programs across the United States partner with 

these accreditation programs, CAEP and NCSS standards require participating institutions of 

higher education to include elements of diversity and equity within their content courses such as 

perspective taking, implementation of inclusive curriculum, knowledge which is culturally 

situated, promotion of critical analysis, and  focuses on bias (Council for the Accreditation of 

Educator Preparation, 2022; Cuenca et al., 2015). In addition to the program requirements for 

accreditation, NCSS and 14 different professional organizations established additional standard 
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recommendations for states to follow, enhancing the rigor of their social studies standards to 

prepare students for citizenship, college, and career paths. This framework is known as the 

College, Career, and Civic Life: C3 Framework (The College, Career, and Civic Life (C3) 

Framework for Social Studies State Standards, 2013) and has a goal stating, “there will always 

be differing perspectives on objectives. It was established following the release of the Common 

Core standards. The goal of knowledgeable, thinking, and active citizens, however, is universal” 

(p. 5). In an interview with Katy Swan, the C3 Project Director and Lead Writer, Swan describes 

the design of the C3 Framework standards. She noted how they utilized the strong standards 

from within the discipline to build vital “tools, concepts, and habits of mind within civics, 

economics, geography, and history [to] play a critical role in developing young people’s 

understanding of the world around them, and help to make them college, career, and civic ready” 

(Importance of the C3 Framework, 2013, p. 222). Additionally, the framework establishes the 

essential inquiry process as the preferred pedagogy, which has been used to spark historical and 

civic thinking about marginalization (Bickford & Clabough, 2021; Hawkman & Castro, 2017). 

Thacker et al. (2017) recognize the ambitious focus on inquiry in the framework is a valuable 

instructional focus; however, this study revealed educators broadly shared a similar definition of 

inquiry yet differed in their understanding of the implementation. An incredibly significant and 

relevant component of the framework is the emphasis on civic action through the “taking 

informed action” indicator (The College, Career, and Civic Life (C3) Framework for Social 

Studies State Standards, 2013). Swan states, “We see this as the most ambitious part of the C3 

Framework, and our greatest aspiration for students is that their social studies classrooms provide 

opportunities to learn actively about citizenship” (Importance of the C3 Framework, 2013, p. 

222). Due to the inquiry framework being adopted by and implemented within social studies, 
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public school students have the opportunities to grapple and question experiences centered in 

whiteness which they may face as they exit public school spaces. These standards and required 

accountability for teacher preparation towards multicultural education through the deep 

investigation within the inquiry arc (a design process ending in taking informed action) which 

prepare for real world advocacy, and civic action were set in place to align teacher education 

programs with an important connection to what is taught and what becomes practiced within 

social studies education (Levstik & Tyson, 2010).  

Pavel et al. (2001) conducted a study analyzing the incorporation of standards that focus 

on tribal cultures within Tribal Colleges and Universities. TCUs, alongside HBCUs and HSIs 

have historically been deviation away from whiteness as status quo when preparing their 

preservice teachers to enter the K-12 classroom space. Therefore, if these standards exist for 

teacher preparation programs with a link to program accreditation, how do programs approach 

these multicultural requirements which could lead an individual towards disrupting whiteness 

within their future classrooms?  Gorski’s (2008) syllabi study of multicultural teacher education 

coursework analyzed 45 syllabi across the United States. Gorski (2008) found that zero of the 26 

syllabi categorized as Teaching with Cultural Sensitivity and Tolerance encouraged a 

“commitment to respecting diversity with eliminating education inequities. Rather, the courses 

appeared designed to encourage sensitivity and self-reflection” (p. 314), turning the focus inward 

to the student only. Over half of the total syllabi analyzed omitted a component of the course 

which included the promotion of advocacy or taking informed action within their multicultural 

teacher education courses. The action-based inclusion to multicultural pedagogies would be an 

essential extension, especially for many white students who may struggle with feelings of 

discomfort which could lead to resistance within the learning process (Tatum, 1992). Historically 
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Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) are equipping their students with cultural competency 

to succeed in diverse classrooms, setting an example for culturally responsive teaching (Lee, 

2019). Meanwhile, predominantly white universities (PWI) are struggling to prepare their 

students for a society that is becoming increasingly diverse. This limited approach perpetuates 

the dominance of whiteness. 

Including an activism element within teacher education programs can set the stage for 

when they enter the classroom without the support of their program. Picower (2012) found that 

when teachers made a point to practice activism within their role as an educator, they were 

committed to recognizing the realities of injustice around them, working to create spaces of 

liberation in their classrooms, and fighting against oppression as activists.   

HBCUs have been preparing preservice educators to confront race and racism (Dilworth, 

2012), addressing these critical and often invisible foundations within our society within their 

future classrooms. The struggles white preservice teachers face when confronting race and 

racism within their teacher education programs can have implications for the direction of their 

instruction and how their future students view racism within and outside of their classrooms. 

An’s (2017) case study of teacher educators from Georgia found that the high stakes teacher 

performance assessment known as the edTPA led to a decrease in consideration of social studies 

method course importance. The edTPA, a national, standardized teacher performance-based 

assessment, had the potential to “narrow curriculum in teacher education, codify one version of 

knowledge, and endanger critical multicultural education” (p. 32). Concerning social studies 

education, this study found that the participants primarily saw the practice of edTPA as harmful 

to elementary social studies education and corresponding methods courses. Teacher educators in 

this study saw their college-level students experience overwhelming anxiety regarding their 
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passing of this assessment, which left them uninspired to learn how to teach social studies, as the 

main focus of the assessment lies within literacy and math content areas. It is critical to 

remember that these same future students have similarly been exposed to a society resistant to 

examining white complicity in racism, which continues systemic cycles of racialized ideologies 

(Amos, 2016; Matias, 2016; Leonardo, 2009; Picower, 2009). In this study, the ability to invest 

in ways to consciously and fully engage in disrupting whiteness is clouded by an assessment that 

matches the heavy literacy and math focus already occurring within elementary spaces (An, 

2016; Fitchett et al., 2014; Rodriguez & Swalwell, 2022; Ross, 2016). Suppose an indirect 

message is being passed along to elementary preservice educators about the importance of a 

subject area in relation to another. In that case, it continues the narrative of subject area hierarchy 

which is visible to students, parents, community members, and policymakers. Thus, a cycle 

remains unbroken as students experience a dearth of social studies in early childhood and 

elementary school, and then head into secondary social studies classrooms, deeming it less 

necessary than math and literacy-based courses. A decline in the commitment to social studies 

education has adverse implications for the ways in which future educators advocate for the 

inclusion of diverse and equitable education while simultaneously investigating the ways in 

which whiteness is evasive. It positions social studies to become as Au (2009) describes, “a 

disappearing subject” (p. 47), especially as educators who lack knowledge may retreat to 

problematic for-profit curriculum websites and instinctively assume the expertise of the creator 

(Rodríguez et al., 2020). The pressure to bend towards an assessment, whether for their gain or 

for their future students, can alter the way they teach social studies to align with the master 

narrative and restrict the need for social justice pedagogy (Au, 2009). As edTPA opens up spaces 

for critical thinking and inquiry to be observable traits of a future classroom educator, 
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incorporating social studies as a measurable curriculum along with math and literacy would align 

with many of the inquiry-based approaches (such as the Inquiry Design Model) and frameworks 

(The C3 Framework) which preservice educators may already be practicing in their social studies 

methods courses.  

Strategies Used to Disrupt Whiteness in Teacher Education Programs 

Recognizing the overwhelming invisibility of whiteness within teacher education 

altogether, programs committed to critically oriented education practices grapple with the 

nuanced manifestations of whiteness and engagement in social justice practices (Matias & 

Grosland, 2016). Therefore, to disrupt whiteness within teacher education it is important to 

redistribute the racial burden of race upon preservice educators to allow students to engage 

critically in self-awareness and reflection (Baggett & Simmons, 2017; Brown et al., 201; 

Hickson, 2016; Matias & Grosland, 2016). Doing so gives a unique moment of racial visibility. 

To challenge problematic racial discourse and emotions white students can associate with shame 

(hooks, 1994; Tatum, 1994), Matias and Grosland (2016) used the specific instructional 

approach of digital storytelling to deconstruct whiteness within their teacher education courses. 

The authors defined digital stories as “multimedia projects employing the use of photographs, 

video, audio, and music. They are used specifically to tell a story in a multimedia form and are 

beneficial in increasing teacher knowledge and skills” (p. 153).  This four-year study of 

approximately 150 digital stories used this course task as a medium for understanding students’ 

own identities in contrast to more comprehensive, systemic institutions such as race and 

privilege. Four significant themes arose when their white preservice educators reflected upon 

whiteness in various ways. Those themes were: ending emotional distancing, debunking 

colorblindness, engaging emotions, and sharing the burden of race. Though each of these four 
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noticings can be characteristics of the disruption of whiteness, ending emotional distancing was 

exceptionally exemplified by the participants. Christy, whose digital storytelling highlighted her 

understanding of her whiteness and privilege, opened her consciousness to the ways in which she 

saw her privilege. She disrupted her understanding of whiteness and white supremacy through 

the use of images and videos and gave her space to critique her personal experiences. The 

authors write, 

 She relays a story about how the company she was working for at the time used 

images of people of color on their company calendar, a misrepresentation of the 

true racial make-up of the company. She then questions aloud, “What is driving 

my company to give this false perception? Why do they want to give this 

perception when it’s not the reality?” Christy’s line of inquiry demonstrates how 

she personally invests in her quest to disrupt Whiteness. Instead of blindly 

accepting the usage of people of color on brochures, a common practice of many 

institutions, she engages in a personal critique as she tries to unveil the hegemonic 

practice of Whiteness in her life. (p.158)  

This course assignment allowed Christy to visually represent her thinking while challenging her 

to pay attention to how race is visually represented in the environment in which she lives. This 

awareness was a disturbance to her world, resulting in a display of disruption. In consequence, 

this unique instructional strategy became a vehicle for considering the construction of whiteness 

which would hopefully lead to similar analysis within their future classrooms.    

With a similar focus, Helmer’s (2014) ethnographic study of a teacher educator takes 

place within her foundational preservice educator course to shift the reactive response white 

preservice educators have into their examination of whiteness. The course was designed to 
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explore the critical and organizational context in which education takes place, with the goal of 

practice being to “disrupt their world views [of their students] but also to disrupt the traditional 

teacher/student hierarchy” (p. 35). The teacher educator flipped traditional teaching practices by 

having the preservice educators take a more critical and vocal position in the course while 

unsettling the instructor’s position of hierarchical power. In addition to disrupting perceptions 

and ideologies, the approach employed in this course shifts away from the normalized way 

teacher education develops future educators. She performed these disruptions through actively 

challenging preservice educators’ considerations and pushing back during classroom discussions 

on privilege, oppression, and power. Helmer (2014) found this course was deliberately designed 

to “construct creative explorative spaces where such wrestling could occur” (p. 35) and 

distinguish the disconnects in our privileged thinking and reality. As a result, preservice 

educators approached conversations about race, focusing on community-building atmospheres, a 

critical thinking resolution, and a willingness to take responsibility for their learning. The impact 

of college courses can have momentous implications upon the practice of future educators, 

especially as they see content information is moving away from single perspectives of discourse 

and instruction (Salinas & Castro, 2010). 

Teacher education programs are dedicated to helping future educators navigate their 

teaching careers to successfully assist their own future student’s learning. To tackle the evolving 

instructional needs of the classrooms, courses focusing on specific content areas or curriculum 

design and instruction may support preservice educators with the ability to supplement their 

curriculum. Within programs that adopt social justice and equity orientations, these strategies can 

be used to disrupt whiteness in future courses, especially social studies. Rodríguez et al. (2020) 

saw a growing need to target the ability to witness problematic historical narratives within 
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elementary preservice educators. For a myriad of reasons, in-service and preservice educators 

seeking lesson plan suggestions or new ideas turn to online educational marketplaces such as 

Teachers-Pay-Teachers and Pinterest (Carpenter et al., 2016; Harris et al., 2021; Rodríguez et al. 

(2020).  Recognizing the quality of the U.S. History resources on for profit sites like 

TeachersPayTeachers.com were lacking in quality, higher order thinking, and representation 

(Harris et al., 2021), Rodríguez et al. (2020) created a course assignment for elementary 

preservice educators to use critical media literacy checklists as an analysis tool to identify 

questionable and problematic content when covering the civil rights movement. Although the 

focus of the assignment did not directly target whiteness specifically, Rodríguez et al. (2020) 

noted it “call[ed] students to recognize the problematic ways people of color are represented in 

various media outlets while questioning the intentions behind such representations and working 

toward creating more-just representations in the media” (Hawkman & Van Horn, 2019, p. 119). 

Utilizing this task at the beginning of a course can act as a foundation for future educators to 

begin disrupting the whiteness that floods educational resources. Though the ten preservice 

educators developed stronger critical media literacies, they struggled to notice the underlying 

racial capitalism that goes unchecked within these platform’s technologies. Finding marketplaces 

like Teachers Pay Teachers and Pinterest reproduces white as universal ideologies, Rodríguez et 

al. urge teacher education programs to assist future educators with critiquing quality lessons, for 

both their diverse audience and the unit goals they are preparing. Importantly, the authors 

encourage programs to help future educators to take critical perspectives and contextualize 

resources, pay attention to the lack of neutrality within instead of easily adopting popularity, and 

be willing to constantly modify the tasks and assignments within courses to move towards more 

accurate, authentic representation of history.   
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Important consideration needs to be addressed given the current political climate of 

teacher educators and preservice educators. Giroux (2020) states that academics have a duty to 

enter into public spaces unafraid to take a position and generate controversy. However, the 

affordance of supporting educators is not always given. As our society has a microscope on 

teacher education, conversations regarding race and identity, and social studies education, are 

entering into public spaces. Taking a position to disrupt whiteness can mean meeting heightened 

objections from outside shareholders. As teacher educators research topics about race and 

racism, their academic freedom may lead into arenas of provocation or scrutiny from 

conservative agents, a consideration into how the gaze towards teacher education practices will 

be impacted. We are witnessing a dismissal of race within education, including higher education. 

While teacher educators are filing grievances for these violations of freedom (Ruf, 2021), states 

across the country are moving bills through their legislation that would restrict educators of all 

levels (including higher education) from creating spaces where students feel “discomfort” 

(McElhinny, 2022). This is continued and intentional whitewashing of social studies content. As 

preservice educators enter placements for teaching practicums, how do they perceive a sense of 

safety to enter into conversations regarding race, racism, and whiteness during their 

apprenticeships? Through a deeper understanding of how social studies content is being taught, it 

becomes clearer how the disruption of whiteness can be implemented and maintained within 

educational institutions. 

Disrupting Whiteness within K-12 Social Studies Content and The Implications of 
Disruption 

 Sheppard and Levy (2019) suggest that the goal of social studies education in relation to 

learning “is to live together and foster a sense of belonging and identification with a nation” (p. 
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194). While there are different perspectives towards the purpose of social studies education, the 

conceptualization of belonging and identification noted within Sheppard and Levy’s (2019) 

definition can make those teachers moving against the status quo feel as though they are entering 

into arduous tasks, which could potentially alienate their intentions. Simultaneously, this goal 

cannot be easily achieved for those students who feel isolated from this subject area and other 

facets of their educational systems. Social studies as a content area can occupy a unique position 

as a content focus. The content taught within social studies courses can provoke students to feel 

like they belong to something bigger than themselves and their surroundings. Within the subject 

area content (history, civics, economics, geography, and the social sciences), students can be 

taught the skills to witness the interactions and interconnectivity between themselves and their 

beliefs, their physical and perceived surroundings, and the content knowledge with which they 

engage. While not an all-inclusive list of the social studies skills a student can obtain, a decisive 

outcome of social studies education can be a sense of advocacy toward dismantling racism 

within and outside of education, increased critical thinking/problem-solving skills when 

addressing social issues that keep people within oppressive structures, and perspective-taking to 

understand systems of inequity and oppression which others may be facing. 

Social studies is a subject that involves people and their collective experience through the 

study of social studies foci: geography, world history, United States history, civics and 

economics, and the social sciences. How the content centers voices can be a meaningful starting 

place to conceptualize how disrupting whiteness takes form within social studies. Drawing upon 

the foundational work of Dubois, Woodson, and Ladson-Billings, Brown et al. (2017) state race 

has been woven within the curriculum often relegated the culture and experiences of various 

racial groups to the margins while allowing whiteness to be prominent and hegemonic. San 
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Pedro (2018) affirms this thought by noting, "part of what makes Whiteness pernicious is that it 

is mostly unnamed and invisible and thus becomes the context for interpretations and action as if 

it were the only conceivable framework" (p. 457). Taking a broader view of the institutional 

territory social studies sits within, the structure of public schools within the United States 

establishes large spaces to reproduce whiteness on the grand scale through curriculum and 

pedagogical choices (San Pedro, 2018). If historically marginalized and oppressed groups are 

positioned within state-mandated content, "educational efforts are diverted towards attempts to 

understand histories, traditions, and experiences. They are not addressing the systems that are 

continuing to disenfranchise" (Landreman & MacDonald-Dennis, 2013, p. 6) and ignore the 

deeply embedded institutional and problematic racism this content wades within.  

While the state may mandate certain types of curriculum materials and standards to be 

met within the year, it is problematic to assume how the curriculum and standards are adopted by 

educators and utilized in their classrooms. It is not easy to know how teachers exhibit agency to 

modify the learning, but educators are positioned to be the bridge between mandated knowledge 

and the students (hooks, 1994; Apple, 2014; Leonardo, 2009). They can be gatekeepers of 

content knowledge and experiences (Thornton, 1991). Research has shown that some educators 

deviate from the prescribed standards as they seek to expand their students' historical 

understanding beyond the hegemonic position in the standards' situated knowledge. Though with 

differing approaches, King and Brown (2014) found that all three participants were dedicated to 

teaching Black History critically during Black History Month, joining this content within 

existing standards. For example, noting the grassroots organizing and diverse perspectives of 

Black leaders, Candace included counter stories which disputed the white narrative of violence 

within the Black Panther Party through their community organizing and support, fighting 
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systems of oppression. However, educators are left having to make a complex choice navigating 

"pedagogical decision making, whose story to tell, and how to confront opinions and experience" 

(Sheppard & Levy 2019, p. 193). As teaching does not occur in a vacuum, this research wishes 

to explore the experiences of social studies teachers engaging in the emotional decision making 

is lived in a subject so woven through systems of inequality and oppression.  

San Pedro (2018) considered how content could progressively be utilized to disrupt a 

student's thinking as he followed a student (Abby) through a Native American Ethnic 

Studies/Literacy course. While initially reluctant and, at times, she showed she had difficult 

ideologies to unsettle, Abby worked to eventually "disrupt her knowledge in order to generate 

something new, something better" (p. 1196). Abby's teacher disrupted dominant cultural 

practices by continuing to make whiteness visible, thus affording Abby and her classmates 

opportunities to illustrate the humanity, contributions, and worth of those who have been 

marginalized and silenced. This course was an elective course outside the standard social studies 

required courses students had to take for graduation requirements. San Pedro's study focused on 

the central question, "In what ways does Whiteness operate in classroom spaces that counter 

traditional mainstream curriculum by centering Indigenous histories, literacies, and stories?" (p. 

1196). From this study, the author saw a framework built upon Ladson-Billings' (1995) culturally 

relevant pedagogy and Paris's (2012) culturally sustaining pedagogy.  

Through San Pedro's (2018) conceptualization of Culturally Disruptive Pedagogy, the 

study saw characteristics of movement towards disrupting white epistemologies: vulnerability, 

awakening, and later on, a realization for the need for restitution. Abby "revealed the hurt of 

seeing whiteness, her resistance to lessons that center Indigenous knowledge, grasping to 

maintain whiteness, and her eventual transformation spurred by the love and friendships of those 
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surrounding her in class- her peers, her teacher, and me" (p. 1202). This is an experience white 

students can feel when being led into spaces that confront race and racist dogma. The author also 

saw Abby becoming reflective in the classroom by anticipating others' reactions by playing them 

out in her head before speaking. It created a silencing experience in which her thoughts remained 

silent, and content was resisted.  

Nevertheless, this resistance towards vulnerability was slowed as she sought affirmations 

from chatting or "ranting" online with friends. "As long as someone is listening, I'm good” (San 

Pedro, 2018, p. 1205). This is the pivotal point that understanding the phenomenon of disrupting 

whiteness seeks to explore. What experiences led to Abby's vulnerability and subsequent 

awakening? 

Through the design of the course and the classroom community established, Abby began 

to see how she was socialized through whiteness. Her realization of whiteness and its impacts 

created a "level of reflexivity and awareness that led to transformation beyond one's self"...  by 

"putting the real focus on the nature of whiteness" (San Pedro, 2018, p. 1210). This example 

shows the impact of how the content can be utilized to awaken students and encourage them to 

grapple with how it is institutionalized through norms, identities, and ideologies that, at times, 

the beneficiary may be unaware of.  

The K-12 Classroom Practice of Disrupting Whiteness 

As a whole, social studies pedagogy in its current form reflects the dominant and 

hegemonic landscape of society (Gay, 2013; Ross, 2016). By understanding Crenshaw’s (2017) 

conceptions of intersectionality, educators can feel the pressures of their own identities and see 

the parallel within their classrooms to the systemic social foundations outside of the school that 

supports and frames injustice and inequality. Recognizing the conceptualization of disrupting 
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whiteness can mean moving against the norms of society and identity; what experiences and 

moments lead a person towards this commitment to pushing against white supremacist 

structures? Teaching to Transgress (bell hooks, 1994) utilizes the moment of witnessing 

education as a path to liberation and a “practice of freedom” as the turning point for “a departure 

from praxis” (Fellmayer, p. 2). 

Personal Experiences  

 There is a personal history towards disrupting whiteness. The manifestation of the 

phenomenon of disrupting whiteness has an intimate and meaningful connection with the 

disruptor, potentially made up of multiple instances which launched the disruptor to be heard. A 

parallel can be drawn to the work being done within HBCUs which show the positive effects 

Black students can have from supportive Black faculty members (Arroyo, 2010). Ender (2019a) 

demonstrates this connection through the interviews of two in-service educators, linking their 

connection with teacher resistance. Through the understanding of their own personal experiences 

within education, both educators described their position as an educator within their communities 

was to teach through resistance, or counter, to what was considered normal practices. By 

bringing in hip-hop from their childhood to explain the electoral college, one participant was 

able to demonstrate through the lyrics the ways in which white politicians viewed Black 

individuals which allowed the conversation to lead towards student orchestrated critical inquiry. 

Similarly, Au's (2012) book Critical curriculum studies: Education, consciousness and the 

politics of knowing echoes this rhetoric of personal experience, noting within the introduction 

that his family background, ethnicity, and education transformed the ways he taught and 

understood curriculum. Au drew upon his connection with Freire's (2018) conceptualization of 

the relationship between educator and student. He notes the importance of positioning students to 
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take on a critical vision for their education. Again, the author echoes the movement away from 

traditional understandings of schooling and toward taking on a justice-oriented approach through 

consciousness, pointing to the need to disrupt the current state of the curriculum. As traditional 

establishments of citizenship excluded many marginalized groups, especially Black women, to 

step over the rooted history to avoid the political struggle of marginalized groups continues to 

afford whiteness privilege and power (Hawkman, 2020). Vickery’s (2017) three-year study 

found that Black woman social studies educators utilized their own experiences to define and 

construct citizenship for their students, showing the complexities of citizenship and pushing 

against the traditional, exclusionary membership. When asked to define citizenship, one 

participant stated, “Well for me, citizenship.... I think that we all have this different view of what 

it looks like because of our experiences” (p. 327), later stating the original founding of the term 

citizenship established strong qualifications of white, male privileges. The participants in this 

study felt it was critical to share the accurate reflection of society’s shaping and progression 

towards citizenship with their students. Each of these examples illustrate the significant influence 

personal experiences and perspective have upon how educators choose to disrupt whiteness 

within the classroom.         

Salinas and Castro (2010) examine the teaching practices of two preservice teachers who 

identify as Latino Males to understand better how they engage in content outside of the standards 

with students and their inclusion of critical thematic content which move beyond the required 

standards to challenge the dominant narratives and "curriculum blind spots" (Au et al., 2016). 

Salinas and Castro (2010) found their participants’ personal experiences brought the disruption 

of whiteness to the surface. Ball and Cohen (1996) recognize the inability to separate the 

consciousness of experiences with instructional choices. The consciousness of this entanglement 
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within the lived world can be the routes to freedom (Heiddeger, 1962), permitting us to notice we 

are alive and exist in relation to phenomena like disruption. This awareness of personal 

experiences can inspire educators to participate in a deeper and possibly more profound form of 

advocacy. It could strengthen the life-long commitment to avoid the toxic “othering” 

phenomenon Bell (1992) recognizes as crucial for systemic change, especially if the attempt to 

correlate the disruptive advocacy, classroom experiences, and personal experiences is reflected 

with a whole-hearted mindset. Furthermore, we live within a semi-logical world, and, as 

researchers, personal experiences are used to decode and make meaning of disrupting whiteness.   

 Barton and Avery (2016) detail overlapping and leveraging categories of social studies 

teachers' decision-making. Policy, community, and cultural constraints; teachers' purpose and 

experiences; and content knowledge and conceptual understanding. In each of these groupings, 

aspects of whiteness can be elevated into a position that links directly to the decision-maker. For 

example, if educators work in a more conservative state, they may be restricted by a policy that 

forbids instructional conversations about race or ethnic groups. Regarding content knowledge, 

educators may lack significant or relatable examples that provide contextual insight to support a 

non-dominant perspective. By acknowledging how whiteness eclipses each of Barton and 

Avery's (2016) categories, research can help to juxtapose the correlation with personal 

experiences.  

 Fellmayer (2018) finds disruptive thinking must "begin from the soul" (p. 2). Educators 

wishing to move towards disruptive thinking should start with an inward reflection, as 

questioning their role within the phenomenon is an important step to developing the skill and 

effectiveness of disrupting whiteness. Through deep self-actualization, beyond the surface 

analysis, which gives room for educators to acknowledge challenging parts of ourselves and 
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admit our privileges (hooks, 1994), educators can fully understand how we serve as the tool 

capable of empowering students. 

 A participant in Salinas and Castro's (2010) study reflected upon moments of 

discrimination in his youth which allowed his consciousness to identify the institutionalism of 

discrimination, oppression, and racism. José's awareness informed his decision-making. His 

experiences rippled into his classroom, where his largely migrant population became aware of 

the same inequities within their educational opportunities. Another of the study's participants, 

Clementé, recognized influential teachers in his life that impacted the way he viewed multiple 

perspective-taking and critical questioning, which he saw as fundamental characteristics to pass 

to his students. This ripple effect, called into consciousness by exploration of personal 

experiences, begins before and moves beyond that initial disruptive moment in the classroom. 

San Pedro's (2018) student participant Abby encountered a similar ripple effect of disruption. 

Abby, who identified as a white female, became conscious of whiteness flooding their history 

content which actively centered the white, dominant perspective while enrolled in her Native 

American Ethnic Studies/Literature course. Reflecting upon her classroom experience a few 

years after leaving the course, Abby was conscious of moments of disruption for her, as it 

challenged many of her previous beliefs and views of whiteness. The author noted that the 

ripples Abby experienced from this course are a product of this level of disruption. As whiteness 

slowly became visible to Abby, her consciousness could witness how whiteness was woven into 

the fabric of dominant culture. That push against her white comfort was the first rock thrown into 

still water. Those disruptive ripples continued to expose her to "moments of awareness" as she 

continued to challenge her openness long after the course conclusion. She stated, "...whenever I 

go and travel somewhere, I try to look at it beyond what's just there. - Abby" (2018, p. 1226). 
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 Stone (1996) initially understood her disruptive teaching through the lens of 

administration and fellow teachers within moments that were counterculture to the school 

environment. Stone later saw the need for disruption, specifically of whiteness and gender 

identity, as she changed schools. She was now teaching in a more culturally diverse area, which 

opened her eyes regarding student relationships and privilege. She found Teaching to Transgress 

(hooks, 1994) powerful and inspirational. Stone saw self-actualization as a critical component to 

allowing her to pay attention. Then, through her understanding of oppression, she saw what 

needed to be changed and took disruptive stances upon those in power. 

 Once educators’ intentionality towards disruption is within the forefront of their minds, 

Fellmayer (2018) believes an important first step towards disruptive whiteness and to practicing 

"education as the practice of freedom" (p. 4) is to self-educate by becoming immersed in the 

work of people of color using a platform (blog sites, videos, academic papers, podcasts, etc.) 

which allows you to be receptive of to practice self-actualization. Most importantly, the process 

of self-actualization is not limited to an event or period of momentary betterment. Instead, 

continued evolution of self-growth to move towards education as freedom (hooks, 1994). As you 

continue to have a deeper and more informed understanding of white supremacist structures, the 

dedication to disrupting whiteness can become a steadfast core element of your teaching practice. 

Approaching Disruption Through Relationships 
 Relationships between students and educators lie at the heart of disruptive pedagogy 

(Mills, 1997). Educators who pledge to create inclusive educational practices can use the 

classroom setting to set the stage for social justice policy changes (Mills, 1997) and encourage 

the agency students can feel, empowering them to advocate for social justice changes (San 

Pedro, 2018). These relationships manifest within the classroom environment, often taking form 
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through instructional choices. At the core of the pedagogical decision, respect and kindness are 

rooted and paramount to encouraging openness through communication, listening and hearing 

others, and being able to work through differing opinions. When elements of respect and 

kindness feel an imbalance or disingenuous, learning can halt, and openness can be replaced with 

resentfulness or alienation (Helmer, 2014).   

 Ms. Bee, the lead educator in San Pedro’s (2018) study, can be exemplified as an 

educator disrupting whiteness through kindness. Encouraging students to write and journal 

thoughts, she provided “space for feelings and emotions and applaud [her students] willingness 

to be honest about [their] current emotions” (p. 1215) instead of deconstructing their arguments. 

Within these private conversations, she would underline thoughts, leave comments or emojis, 

and, if necessary, provide a nudge or a push to include a different perspective. Ms. Bee 

established a classroom assignment that provided her students a space to be heard, not just 

listened to. This gave students an individual voice, one with critical perspectives to share. Her 

push came from respect, allowing the challenges to a decenter whiteness perspective. By doing 

this, San Pedro noticed, “Ms. Bee is validating that a disruption to prior understanding is 

occurring. She is acknowledging that this moment of tension, of grappling, of confusion is 

crucial and necessary for new knowledges to take hold (or be rejected). Ms. Bee is watering the 

seedling of a thought, making sure the soil is kept fertile for future growth to occur” (p. 1216). 

Similarly to Patel’s (2015) call for a pause within educational research, Ms. Bee creates 

meaningful moments of pause for students, as they are learning to disrupt the realities of their 

prior understandings of whiteness and make space for new, imperative ideologies. 
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Instructional Strategies Used to Disrupt Whiteness 

 When creating spaces for classroom conversations about race, Brown et al. (2017) 

defines disruptive as  

Involv[ing] the use of critical moves (e.g., questioning, problematizing, use of 

counternarratives) away from dominant ideologies and coded language that works 

to maintain the status quo. Disruptive does not necessarily seek to create closure 

to complex ideas but may leave issues unresolved and open for more discussion. 

Disruptive also includes silence and the ways students and teachers utilize 

discourse to build community or to protect themselves. (p. 462) 

Educators can use various instructional strategies to move their students through this 

encompassing definition of disruptive towards the disruption of whiteness. Similar actions and 

approaches were noticed within the research of experientially descriptive accounts of disruption. 

Salinas and Castro (2010) saw their participating student teachers using critical thinking, 

reflection on counter-narratives, analysis of primary and secondary sources reflecting the 

historical narratives of silenced groups and encouraged dialogue and debates. They designed 

thematic units, focusing on concepts or terms outside state-mandated standards. For example, as 

José taught the Holocaust, he wove the persistent themes of racism and oppression within that 

historical event. He helped students draw similarities between the recent and continued 

undercurrents of racism and oppression, relevant to some of his students' cultural and social 

identities. In addition, the student teachers spent time listening to their students and shaping 

instruction to provide them access to critiquing their ideologies of history and the societal impact 

of today.  
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 Similarly, Bolgatz's (2005) study of a fifth-grade class showcased how content counters 

to ways that have typically centered on whiteness. Mainly using the narratives of enslaved 

people, the classroom studied the Revolutionary War while grappling with the complexities of 

race within societies then and today. This instructional design yielded important and 

sophisticated discussions from 10-year-olds, connecting critical historical events to our modern-

day society's systemic (and at times invisible) foundations. Bolgatz notes how this topic became 

a springboard to invite discussions about critical topics within the classroom, disrupting the 

white-centered designs we take so often within social studies practices. Disruption manifested as 

"going beyond the factual understanding to make connections between ideas and events" 

(Bolgatz, 2005, p. 263). 

 Hall’s (2021) dissertation thesis utilizes ideas of Hip Hop pedagogy as a form of 

disruptive pedagogy to push back against the limited curriculum. The author’s examination of 

five Black and Latinx educators sought to interpret the use of Hip Hop culture in social studies 

classrooms and how Hip Hop music and culture can be used as a disruptive tool to question the 

norms of citizenship and social studies education. Not only did this work indeed “render their 

(educators of Color) teaching praxis visible” (p. 1), it showcased how Hip Hip culture 

transformed social studies education away from the standard and dangerous, marginalizing 

normalized approach. Hall found that each of the educators in her study used Hip Hop lyrics to 

supplement and make sense of their social studies content. By juxtaposing the lyrics as culturally 

relevant text (Epstein et al., 2011) to the mandated curriculum, Hall’s examination saw that Hip 

Hop was intended to increase engagement and understanding yet was also used as a distinctly 

disruptive pedagogical tool to confront the mandated, traditional content. Over half of Hall’s 

participants, Mr. Dunston, Mr. Ocasio, and Ms. G, intentionally “sought to “master” and 
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trouble/”resist” the official school curriculum as means to confront the hegemonic function of 

narratives that maintain systems of oppression and ignore/negate Communities of Color, women, 

and LGBTQIA+ peoples” (p. 176). While not limited to targeting the disruption of whiteness, 

this work illustrates the intersectionality (Collins & Bilge, 2020; Crenshaw, 2017) of identities 

that overlap to create critical praxis and visibility of diversity outside of the prescribed master 

narrative. When asked how the educators selected songs to bring into her lesson, Ms. Brown 

described her goal when selecting songs was to use Hip Hop music and lyrics as a pragmatic tool 

for analysis to generate accessibility for her ELS/Emergent bilingual students. By hooking 

students' interests, they could identify and draw connections between the lyrics and the focus of 

the lessons. Disrupting whiteness can take a less direct or obvious form with educational spaces. 

In this example, it manifested through the use of a didactic tool. Hip Hop became the 

instructional vehicle for making real-world connections and extending content beyond what 

Loewen (2018) would describe as the regime of textbooks, textbook chapter questions, and 

factual regurgitation on an exam.  

 The intersectionality of identities (Crenshaw, 2017) can situate educators within multiple 

different and diverse spaces, some of which have more prominent pulls on a person's lived 

experiences. Identities are not mutually exclusive. An educator's identity impacts the way in 

which they operate and exist within their classrooms (Bettie, 2014; Black, 2021; Leonardo, 2009; 

McIntyre, 1997), manifesting, in some cases, through the instructional design and curriculum 

choices educators make. Due to the limited scope of perspective provided within the social 

studies curriculum and predominantly white teaching population, educators who do not identify 

as white may see their identity and lived experiences as a gateway to bring more inclusive 

attention to their social studies classrooms. Rodríguez (2019) studied this disruption of the 
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exclusionary elementary curriculum within U.S. History, observing how three Asian American 

elementary educators included Asian American history and their own marginalized experiences 

within their social studies classes. This study showcases inclusiveness which brings 

comprehensive, fuller history narratives to the classroom while supplementing that curriculum 

with meaningful, authentic accounts from educator experiences. The three participants in this 

study worked to design a curriculum that was found to have “(re)framed both the purpose of the 

historical narrative and the way in which they approached historical narratives through their 

pedagogical practices” (p. 16). Recognizing the distinct Asian heritage each participant 

exemplified would bring diverse lived perspectives to Asian American History and varied in 

approach, they uniformly confront the dominant narrative regarding Japanese incarceration 

which showed a collective struggle and resulting in prolonged racist ideologies. The educators 

drew upon their own hybrid experiences and wished to present a fuller perspective of history 

early. The inquiry-heavy design connected past to present and showcased the educator’s desire 

“stemmed from a desire for their students to defend difference in the interest of social justice” (p. 

27). This focus troubled dominant perspectives, and allowed students to confront racism while 

recognizing and seeking equitable treatment for other cultural groups who have faced injustices.  

 The importance of action is a significant focus within disruptive research. Educators 

worked not only to teach content students found as relevant to their lives (Stone, 1996; Salinas & 

Castro, 2010), they saw spaces to critically investigate the status quo and allow students to 

address the disparities and oppressive narratives (Helmer, 2014; Mills, 1997; San Pedro, 2018). 

Circling back to commitment, Stone (1996) appealed to educators the need to commit to action, 

stressing the inclusion of students within the process, as it "utilizes a diversity of voices" (p. 173) 

to change the unequal togetherness of race and the classroom. 
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The Environment for Disrupting Whiteness 

 Discussions of race have shown to be topics students have a complicated time processing, 

and educators have similar challenges (Busey, 2014). It is hard for individuals to comprehend 

how race and racism have been exhibited, created, illustrated, and manipulated within our 

society. Much of students’ and educators’ lives have been lived rationalizing only a singular 

truth. Recognizing there are a multitude of realities that can be constructed and altered by the 

knower feels like a challenge to ways of knowing, especially if there are interactions with those 

who do not fully share realities. Since the classroom environment may be an initial exposure to 

the multiple realities or truths of social studies content, the responsibility falls upon educators to 

orchestrate and generate atmospheres where students have a more significant opening to learn 

and understand others’ realities (Bakhtin, 1981).  

 When we experience our truths being pushed upon, the atmosphere can feel tense and 

uncomfortable. Educators are encouraged to be deliberate about how they construct classroom 

cultures to allow greater learning and critical inquiry. There is debate within the educational 

research and practice communities regarding the construction and characteristics of "safe spaces" 

(Amos, 2016). Some researchers and educators feel safe spaces continue to center white students' 

feelings while dismissing students of color (Leonardo & Porter, 2010), to ensure they feel 

unthreatened, thus invisibly preserving and reinforcing their white hierarchy. As an alternative 

proposal, using the term "Zone of Contact" (Bakhtin, 1981), students and educators can allow the 

struggle between ideologies to be felt, embraced, and shared. Using the Zone of Contact can 

open us up to new perspectives, allowing us to think as individuals and, thus, develop our 

ideologies. San Pedro believes if educators build these Zones of Contact upon relationships with 

students and build within a classroom community, they can see the "sacred truth spaces 
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expanding" (p. 1207). Tying back to educator relationships within disruption, this call to perhaps 

shed identities and wear new ones must be conducted with love and compassion. When asking 

someone, especially students, to challenge their beliefs on whiteness, educators can show 

compassion through listening, giving space for emotions to be experienced individually, and 

drawing attention to the process of constant evolution towards bettering themselves (San Pedro, 

2018). 

 Mills (1997) argues that the environment plays a significant and pivotal role in allowing 

students to identify and challenge their assumptions about the dominant culture and how 

whiteness can be universalized. In combination with the educator's support, the support found 

within the classroom space brought students into a joint resistance to support social justice policy 

changes within their school. This blurring of normalized teaching practice and classroom roles 

permitted disruption and agency.  

Sheppard and Levy's (2019) study of 17 social studies teachers focuses on how educators 

tap into student emotions when teaching social studies. They observed various social studies 

topics, including economics, government, and law. This research extended educators' 

perspectives outside of the commonly focused history courses, which social studies educational 

research tends to favor. Recognizing the intersectionality of our identities, engaging students' 

emotions within pedagogical decision-making is complex. The authors found that educators 

acknowledged the struggles students who live difficult lives outside of school face, recognizing 

the heavy emotional burdens they carry with them. They often found it challenging to balance 

the need to address more significant, immediate, and more complex issues of these students' 

realities and the need to cover content.  
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Students saw the classroom as an emotional space. Educators were able to recognize 

where "emotions moved through the students and around the classroom; where they appear 

aware of how their own emotions affect individual students as well as the emotional flow of the 

classroom" (p. 197). When quoting a teacher describing making a space for students to feel 

accepted a priority for her students, "What Jane describes is a space unlike other public- or even 

private- spaces students inhabit. It may reflect a protective home environment, even though not 

all students experience such spaces (p.198). Teachers conveyed that it was often more important 

to care for and protect students rather than ensure they learn social studies. However, the authors 

question when teachers discuss the heavy influence on these safe spaces if they are initially 

describing the rationale for avoiding uncomfortable learning environments. 

The Diverse Embodiments of The Disruption of Whiteness 

Disrupting whiteness is shown through educational research to be personal, interpersonal, 

social, and sometimes private. Since lives are lived within a social environment, literature has 

suggested that the path towards this phenomenon is meaningful and multifaceted. Research has 

shown the disruption of whiteness to be a single action or series of actions. It dismisses the 

moments that lead up towards the moment. It does not fully capture the risks individuals take or 

the consequences of these disruptive actions. While on the surface, social studies research has 

viewed disruption (apart from whiteness) as educators choosing the push against the status quo, 

it is far more complex than simply an instructional choice. A myriad of experiences led a person 

to their consciousness of disruption and a complex ripple effect from those moments of eruption. 

Research has brushed the surface of understanding what it means to disrupt the centering of one 

race. A significant amount of research views the actions of disrupting whiteness from the 

curriculum, standards, and pedagogical choices, yet so much of educator and student lives move 
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beyond those spaces. The influence of an educator does not cease when the student crosses the 

threshold of the door, nor does the student's ability to see the realities of these invisible 

foundations.  Through experiencing the phenomenon of disruption and the phenomenon of 

whiteness in tandem, we step closer to seeing these “intentional threads which attach us to the 

world” (Merleau-Ponty, 1945/2002, p. xv). This work seeks to better understand how the 

manifestation and eruption to disrupt whiteness come to be within the lives of social studies 

educators, within and apart from their classroom.  

It is clear that disrupting whiteness lives within and beyond the classroom walls. By 

experiencing the disruption of whiteness through the lens of educational research, this work 

hopes to shed light on the ways whiteness is encountered and pushed upon within social studies 

classrooms and expose how educators live “in” the phenomenon (Vagle, 2018) beyond the 

bounds of the classroom environment. Because we cannot live our lives independently from 

others, a deeper understanding of disrupting whiteness helps us better understand ourselves and 

our society. As phenomenology intends to seek a more comprehensive understanding, this 

research aims to uncover fuller aspects of the disruption of whiteness. Through the exploration of 

social studies educators’ lived experiences inside and outside of the classroom, this work seeks 

to understand how the phenomenon of disrupting whiteness is visible within social studies 

classrooms and schools. To fully emancipate social studies content and student and educator 

populations from the strongholds of white supremacy, it becomes necessary to have a whole 

understanding of the many diverse ways whiteness comes to be present. As educators’ lived 

experiences are unearthed and viewed through the lens of phenomenology, new meaning can be 

offered about what it means to disrupt whiteness so future educators can have a structure for 

dismantling white supremacy. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

HERMENEUTIC PHENOMENOLOGY AS A METHODOLOGY FOR DISRUPTING 
WHITENESS 

This chapter describes how phenomenology was employed as a methodology to 

understand the disruption of whiteness within social studies education. Max van Manen (2017) 

defines phenomenology as "the study of what it is that appears in consciousness; or the study of 

how things (phenomena and events) give themselves to us" (p. 775). As a robust philosophical 

stance and method of inquiry, phenomenology recognizes that researching lived experiences is 

tangled within the subjective and highly contextualized society being examined. Gardner (2013) 

notes, "it is a methodological orientation that responds to the shifting inchoate nature of living 

and being-in-the-world" (p. 53). Phenomenology focuses on ontology, or what it means to be, 

which creates opportunities for the disruption of whiteness to be viewed as a lived phenomenon 

with diverse manifestations. Because elements of society richly inform our social being in the 

world, this study used hermeneutics in order to focus on how individuals know or gain 

knowledge. Hermeneutic phenomenology supports inquiry focus on how the disruption of 

whiteness manifests and how the phenomenon entangles itself in the experiences of social 

studies educators in and outside of their classrooms. 

Heidegger et al. (1962) recognize that the conceptualization of someone's lifeworld is a 

vital element for capturing an individual's perception of a phenomenon, as a person’s social 

world shapes their experiences of that world.  Disrupting whiteness in a social studies classroom 

does not occur in a vacuum and is not separate from the influences of the outside world. 

According to Zuckerman (2015), the social dimension of Heidegger's conceptualization of 

Dasein, our being in the world, acknowledges the societal pressures that influence our being in 
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that world.  This study hopes to reveal how educators' lived experiences shaped their recognition 

of the invasive tenets of whiteness, how they revealed it to their students, and named it 

problematic, even as they lived in a society that has historically centered whiteness and white 

supremacy. This chapter details the research design used in this study and provides the logic and 

assumptions of hermeneutic phenomenology, describes the data processes (Peoples, 2021), and 

clarifies my roles and responsibilities as a researcher.  

Phenomenological Research Design 

As a philosophy working in tandem with methodology, phenomenology does not seek or 

point toward an end result in an empirical study. The various possible methodological 

approaches to phenomenology differ from other qualitative research methodologies as these 

“approaches” (Vagle, 2018, p. 53) are situated within a constant state of suspension. This 

suspension views an individual’s existence and being through their ability to construct realities 

that are more or less informed, rather than taking on a Cartesian perspective of more or less true 

(Denzin & Lincoln, 2008). This split from the Cartesian epistemology emphasizes the world in 

which we live is not entirely logical or scientific (Given, 2008) and recognizes our senses and 

experiences play a large role in how we interpret the world around us. Accordingly, educators’ 

experiences and emotions play a significant role in how they interpret culture around them which 

cannot be separated from the contexts in which they are situated. Peoples (2021) writes, "through 

participants’ vivid description of their experiences, phenomenological researchers construct a 

meaningful reality through data” (p. 5). Thus, the narratives and anecdotes of my participants are 

powerful ways to illuminate the characteristics and manifestations of their disruption of 

whiteness.  
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Hermeneutic phenomenology, sometimes referred to as interpretive phenomenology 

(Given, 2008), aims to “describe and interpret these meanings to a certain degree of depth and 

richness” (van Manen, 2016, p.11). My dissertation attempts to uncover how the disruption of 

whiteness by social studies educators is profoundly rooted in lived meaning. Exploring the 

experiences of educators as they journeyed toward disrupting whiteness in their social studies 

classrooms provide possibilities for understanding the disparate ways in which the phenomenon 

is experienced and shaped. Further, phenomenology notes the influence of the contexts in which 

the educators are situated and how those contexts both shape and were shaped by these 

educators.   

Informing Methods of Meaning Making  

Phenomenology 

My choice of phenomenology required I commit myself to a philosophical way of being 

to allow the phenomena of disrupting whiteness to take meaning. Gadamer (1989) notes the 

importance of openness and questioning, and I believe taking this attitude toward crafting my 

phenomenological study is essential and offers a sense of beauty to work being conducted. 

Phenomenology, if practiced well, enthralls the researcher with insights into the enigma of life as 

it is experienced in-the world and reveals itself to my wondering gaze. Therefore, I must be 

forever attentive to the fascinating varieties and subtleties of primal lived experiences and 

consciousnesses in all its remarkable competitive, fathomless depths, rich details, startling 

disturbances, and luring charm. Genuine phenomenological inquiry provides challenging and 

satisfying precisely because its meaningful revelations must be originally and existentially 

completing to the soul (van Manen, 2017).  
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This study of the phenomenon of disrupting whiteness does not attempt to find the 

phenomenon's essence, as I believe doing so runs the risk of "essentializing" (Vagle, 2018, p. 12) 

or generalizing and stereotyping the disruption of whiteness within education. Suggesting the 

phenomenon has an essence or core oversimplifies, possibly silencing the diversity among the 

lived experiences of social studies educators. Though educators’ experiences may share 

similarities, assuming the phenomenon has an essential core, as Husserl believes is possible 

(Moran & Mooney, 2002; Vagle, 2018), would move this study away from how educators find 

themselves being-in-the-world. Heidegger suggests that a focus on finding a phenomenon’s 

essence might interfere with participant’s (the educator) being in conscious relationship with 

their work. Furthermore, because this research investigates historically marginalized, absent, and 

silenced perspectives within social studies education. I must intentionally focus on the influences 

of the contexts in which educators are situated, as these societal impacts may manifest in 

educators’ experiences and word: "How we speak about pedagogy is equally as important as 

what we speak of" (Henriksson, 2012, p. 120).  

This study embraces an open approach to the phenomenon and is less dependent on a 

purely descriptive account of experiences. Due to grafting together (Freeman & Vagle, 2013) 

hermeneutics and phenomenology, credited to Heidegger, phenomenology can bring together the 

important contextual relationship between language and being, while acknowledging the 

complexities of the experiences within descriptive texts (van Manen, 2014). Vagle (2018) writes, 

"[the phenomenon] comes into being and in language as humans relate with things and one 

another, again, 'in' the world. Given this assumption, when one crafts Heideggerian-oriented 

phenomenological research, one is studying the in-ness of intended meaning" (p. 43). In this 

way, social studies can be viewed as a pathway to interpret how educators are complexly 
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involved in what it means to be in-disruption of whiteness. Using language, social studies 

educators can describe their experiences and meaning can be interpreted based on what the 

language they choose might imply.  

Declining a theoretical framework, phenomenology seeks to understand rather than 

emancipate a phenomenon. Ahmed (2007) argues the need to investigate whiteness within 

ourselves and within spaces of research, as our society has allowed whiteness to "live as a 

background experience" (p. 150). This study foregrounds whiteness and asks participants to 

consciously engage with the phenomenon and reflect on it influenced and shaped their thinking, 

behaviors—their lives. Moreover, context matters. While Gadamer (1989) acknowledges the 

inability of individuals to step outside of their cultural boundaries; therefore, exploration of the 

spaces in which my participants and I were situated can add richness and complexity to making 

sense of my participants’ ongoing experiences with the phenomenon. Thus, my own subjectivity 

influences how I expose, understand, and report the phenomenon. Behal (2022) notes that I must 

make phenomenological inquiries about the lifeworlds in which my participants live if I wish to 

scratch the surfaces of my participants’ experiences outside of my own cultural circle.  

The Role of Hermeneutics and Hermeneutic Phenomenology  
To do hermeneutic phenomenology is to attempt to accomplish the impossible: to 

construct a full interpretive description of some aspect of the lifeworld, yet to remain 

aware that lived life is always more complex than any explication of meaning can reveal. 

(van Manen, 2016, p. 18)  

Hermeneutic phenomenology is a variant of phenomenology, which is commonly paired 

with educational research and is open to any writing as part of the process and product of 

research (Friesen et al., 2012). Educators often feel as though educational research does not 
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address their concrete moments of practice through theory (Friesen et al, 2014); therefore, the 

descriptions and narratives of educators’ experiences found in hermeneutic phenomenological 

research can illuminate those pedagogical practices and moments, which are sometimes 

overlooked, but are vividly real for educators (Henriksson & Friesen, 2012; Henriksson, 2012). 

Henriksson (2012) suggests articulating the lived experiences of educators can bridge the gap 

between theory and practice through provided the lived experiences of educators in ways that 

capture the depth of that human experience. Hermeneutic phenomenology can make visible how 

and why educators are consciously engaged in disrupting whiteness.  

As a former public school teacher, I often felt a divide between the two worlds of 

academic research and teaching practice. Because I had to address the needs (physical, 

emotional, and academic) of my students quickly, I resolved the immediate problems my 

students faced, without taking time to address the systemic roots in which the problem was able 

to grow. Early in my doctoral journey at WVU, an assistant professor questioned why I had not 

engaged in research when I was in a public school classroom. Once again, I confronted the need 

to address the immediate demands and problems of my public school students, which left little 

time for me to explore the academic, practitioner, and theoretical knowledge that might have had 

relevance for the challenges I faced. Therefore, I carefully designed this study as I want 

educators to find this research useful for understanding the worlds of their classrooms, for 

connecting their own lived experiences with the experiences of other educators to engage in 

disrupting the white supremacist foundations of U.S. society.  

Intentionality  
Husserl coined the term “intentionality” (van Manen, 2014) to acknowledge that our 

experiences in our world are not logical or always scientific; instead, he believed meaning comes 
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into existence when one is in an intentional relationship with their senses. van Manen (2014) 

wrote that intentionality is “all our thinking, feeling, and acting are always ‘about’ things in the 

world” (p. 91). This entanglement is a property of consciousness, a way of looking at something 

intertwined with our awareness of something.  

Intentionality is an always present and individualized knowing of the world. It includes 

consciousness, which is foregrounded and unconscious layers which are not. Our awareness of 

consciousness does not occur without interaction with outside forces. While consciousness is 

always a part of our lives and ever-present, for this consciousness to be brought forward, one 

must interact with something (a person, place, event, object, or experience).  

The Hermeneutic Circle 

Hermeneutic phenomenology is open to revisions and reinterpretations and rejects the 

transcendental conception of fixed meanings (Friesen et al., 2012; van Manen, 2014). A 

phenomenon's meaning is constantly circulating (Vagle, 2018) and is seen holistically. 

Therefore, interpretative phenomenology utilizes the hermeneutic circle to explain how meaning 

is made. The hermeneutic circle is not a technique (Peoples, 2021); rather, it is a way of 

understanding interpretation as constantly in motion and provides limitless opportunities to make 

meaning. At the center of the circle lies the phenomenon of disrupting whiteness. Each outer 

layer of the circle contributes to making meaning of the whole, with each individual part of the 

whole, carrying an independent meaning. The process within the circle includes constant 

movement between the micro and macro layers. In order to witness the circle's process within the 

study, it is essential to remember that each educator will consciously come to disrupt whiteness 

on their own—they will determine the meaning of their smaller parts. As a researcher, I can note 

the threads of meaning that contribute to understanding how the layers shape the meaning of the 
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phenomenon (Peoples, 2021; Vagle, 2018). Therefore, I need to revise my interpretations of the 

initial layers as I integrate the meanings of the successive layers. Figure 1 is an adaptation of 

Vagle's (2018) model of the hermeneutic spiral, which illustrates how the constant shifting of 

meaning informs this study (p. 21). 

Figure 1 

Model of Hermeneutic Spiral   

  

 

Researcher Role 

Researcher’s Lived Experiences 

As a researcher engaging in a study utilizing a philosophy and methodology centering the 

lived experiences of others, I follow van Manen (2016), who encourages researchers to expose 

their pre-conceptual frameworks using personal experience as a starting point within their 

research, as “they are immediately accessible to me in a way that no one else’s are” (p. 54). 

According to van Manen (2016), phenomenologists know their experiences may share possible 

connections with the experiences of others. Hermeneutic phenomenology invites me to 

investigate how the phenomenon entered my life and to engage in reflection (Vagle, 2018) and 

sharing those experiences may help readers better understand how my experiences with 
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whiteness and disruption might influence how I understood the manifestations of the 

phenomenon and made it more visible to others.  

Educator Biases  

Max van Manen (2015) impresses upon researchers to orient themselves to the 

phenomenon. We are drawn to a particular phenomenon because of a particular interest. My 

orientation to this lifeworld is that of a teacher, teacher educator, and parent. I come to this 

research with over a decade of experience teaching U.S. History and Civics/Economics in a 

middle school social studies classroom. I come to this study with biases reflecting how I believe 

educators should address social studies content and practices. I am frustrated by lecture-heavy 

practices that provide few active learning opportunities, as I see this help those with power 

maintain their positions oppressors (Freire, 2018). I care deeply about how social studies can 

empower students and their thinking. As a public school educator, telling the truth about the 

content being taught is crucial. Doing so means finding and elevating silenced narratives and 

perspectives. Unfortunately, assigned textbooks usually maintain a narrative that privileges a 

white, male perspective. As a white woman, it took a concerted effort to unlearn the content I 

was taught and to create an inclusive curriculum for my students. I knew they deserved to see 

themselves and others in the content. I want students to be active participants as they learn in 

social studies classrooms and hope their learning informs their advocacy for particular cause and 

their enthusiastic involvement in our democracy. If educators genuinely believe education is the 

pathway for all students to be free (hooks, 1994), teachers need to make visible the pedagogical 

platforms that accomplish this and their advocacy for all students.  

Teacher education has positioned me to see the knowledge, skills, and dispositions 

prospective educators develop before they enter their first classroom. My advisor created 
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opportunities for me to the connections between theory and practice through supervising student 

teachers, designing coursework, and teaching social studies methods courses. I am grateful for 

these opportunities to expand my understanding and experiences.  

Commitment as a white Woman Researching a Phenomenon about Race: My Consciousness 
of whiteness 

My identity as a white woman researching race and racism requires me to continue to call 

myself out for the ways my privilege blinds me, how my identity positions me as a possible 

oppressor (Freire, 2018), how I work to improve my practice or to destroy my work if it 

oppresses or colonizes others (Patel, 2016). I am committed to examining how my whiteness 

plays a role in how I come to understand the phenomenon, how I use my identity within different 

spaces, how my whiteness grants me access to knowledge and influenced my interactions. I did 

so by engaging in dialogues and reflexive journaling that promote a self-examination of anti-

racism, whiteness, and white privilege in both my professional and personal life. Being 

committed to ally behavior means facing hard and uncomfortable truths, and I must resist seeing 

racism as “undoing itself” (Patton & Haynes, 2020, p. 41) when feelings of shame, fear, and guilt 

arise. I cannot distance myself when I recognize racist acts, including my own, or deny ways I 

may continue to be oppressing others. Instead, I must continue to educate myself, to challenge 

myself to acknowledge wrong-doing, and to actively work to do better. As an ally committed to 

racial equity, I am determined to pursue this work without expecting a pat on the back (Patton & 

Haynes, 2020). Most notably, this self-reflection is a lifelong journey and must move beyond the 

pages of this study.  

Salamon (2022) explains that because of the connections between solipsism and 

intersubjectivity, where there is no “self” without “other,” the intersubjective conversation within 
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the researcher must be exposed. For me, my ontological relationship to critical whiteness studies 

influences much of my understanding of and experience with educational research. Vital 

connection needs to be made visible to understand how white supremacist ideologies are 

sustained and the ways in which I, as a researcher and individual, help unconsciously sustain 

those beliefs. If problematic structures are not revealed, they continue to produce harm and 

privilege whiteness (Applebaum, 2016). Therefore, it is important to acknowledge I view race as 

a socially constructed label weaponized by those in power to maintain hierarchies and systems of 

oppression.  

Taking a Phenomenological Attitude 

Phenomenology creates an alliance between philosophy and methodology. As van Manen 

(2017) points out, to conduct proper phenomenological studies, it becomes necessary to accept 

this as one’s life work and orientation. As a researcher committed to crafting a 

phenomenological study, I must become comfortable and confident with the freedoms 

phenomenology offers (i.e., forging an uncharted path to open up elements of a phenomenon). 

Therefore, I intend to question what I usually take for granted, to see what I have been 

conditioned not to see. I must remain open; I must question (Gadamer, 1989; Vagle, 2018). I 

believe that embracing a phenomenological attitude as I design and engage in this research is 

important and offers a sense of beauty to the work being conducted. Adopting a 

phenomenological attitude means I am committed to being perplexed. I am committed to 

withholding judgment about an object's existence and seeking to see the object through the 

disparate lived experiences of my participants. 
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Researcher Relationships with Participants 

 The point of phenomenological research is to explore the experiences of others in order to 

gain deeper insights into a phenomenon. Beyond meeting the criteria for the study, Merriam & 

Tisdell (2016) state that I need to disclose my personal and/or professional relationships with any 

of the participants who volunteer to be a part of this study. To this end, I reveal any connections 

or ties I have with my participants within the study as I described the research context.   

The relationships I establish with my participants, as well as my personal experiences 

disrupting whiteness, influence how I understand my participant’s lived experiences with the 

phenomenon. While it is more distant now from the secondary classroom and more located 

within teacher education, I realize I am viewing phenomenon through my perceptions, attitudes, 

and biases, which can be difficult to set aside and may limit my understandings. It is essential to 

recognize the two lenses operating simultaneously as I engage with my data; my participants’ 

understanding of their lived experiences and my understandings of their experiences with 

disrupting whiteness.   

My Commitments 

My commitment to earning my doctoral degree is a lifelong pledge that is personal, as 

well as professional. Heeding Bell’s (1992) sentiment, I am committed to fostering a community 

of consciousness in my classroom that honors my students’ experiences, ensuring their voices are 

heard by myself and their classmates. I am devoted to using my platform to further the legacies 

and movements in education which seek equity and justice in solidarity with the work begun and 

led by so many activists of color. As a white woman, I pledge to consistently critique my power 

and position as an oppressor, the biases that may blind me, and how my research may produce or 

reproduce harm. I realize my commitment to social justice means never settling or reaching a 
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finish line, even if my whiteness provides a false sense of comfort. Most importantly, I endeavor 

to investigate phenomena that raise awareness of social justice issues and can be utilized to 

promote action that creates a more just world. As a white woman investigating whiteness, I want 

to urge my white counterparts to stand with me and engage in this critical work. My role as a 

researcher is to contribute to the communities and spaces I study and to work for systemic 

change through sharply observing, critiquing, and challenging the whiteness that still informs our 

institutions and systems. 

The Research Context 

Participants  

 Phenomenology recognizes that while we interact with the participants as researchers, the 

researcher interacts with herself through reflexive practices. We influence each other through a 

paradoxical bilateral relationship (Behal, 2022). Therefore, the gap between the researcher and 

the participant is reduced in qualitative research and research becomes a co-created endeavor 

(Behal, 2022).  

Demographics and Criteria 

Purposeful sampling (Patton, 2002) was used to select educators for this study—social 

studies teachers who had extensive expert knowledge of social studies education (Battey et al., 

2016) and who were known for using disruptive practices in their classrooms and/or 

communities. Participants needed to be currently teaching or have taught secondary social 

studies (grades 6-12); retired educators were included in this study. Additionally, educators who 

had experience as curriculum directors for a district were also eligible. However, given the 

politically charged contexts in which many social studies educators are situated, I preferred for 

educators currently employed by a school district.   
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Due to racism embedded in the U.S. educational system, most teachers have probably 

encountered the ideology of white supremacy in their classrooms. Therefore, participants were 

not limited to an ethnic, racial, sexual, cultural, or religious group or orientation. Educators who 

engage in this study must be conscious of whiteness and have intentionality, or a conscious 

awareness of the phenomenon—disrupting whiteness. Participants also needed to be willing to 

describe and discuss their experiences disrupting whiteness.  

Three participants were chosen to engage in this study; two white females, and one white 

male. Each participant has taught social studies within the Appalachian region; some were born 

and raised in this region. They were each offered an opportunity to choose their pseudonym and I 

encouraged them to think of someone they considered a disruptor whom they knew personally or 

identified from an historical context. I have included a detailed description of my relationship 

with each participant at the beginning of their findings chapter (Chapter 4-7). Table 2 details 

their demographics. 
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Table 2 

Participant Demographics 

Participant Name Preferred 
Pronouns and 

Preferred Racial 
Identity 

Level when 
Teaching 

Secondary Social 
Studies 

Current Position Years of 
Teaching 

Experience Social 
Studies 

Ruth  She/Her, 

white 

Middle School Retired 26 

Ella  She/Her, 

white 

High School Teacher Educator 11 

Harry  He/Him/His, 

white 

High School Social Studies 
Classroom 
Educator, High 
School 

9 

Recruitment 

I personally contacted each participant via email or face to face conversations and shared 

a flier I had created to offer more information about the study including the purpose of the study, 

criteria for participant selection, the location of the study, the IRB protocol, and my contact 

information if they were interested in joining the study (see Appendix B).  

 Merriam and Tisdell (2016) suggest that preliminary conversations can be conducted to 

ensure a participant meets the criteria for the study. Therefore, I conducted informal 

conversations with each potential participant to ensure they met the criteria and were 

comfortable volunteering to participate in the study. I used these conversations to provide more 

information on the study, answer participants’ questions, and begin to establish a relationship.  
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 Incentivizing participants for their active role in a study is widely debated and sometimes 

contentious among scholars. However, I deeply value educators' time and wanted to provide 

some compensation to my participants as a token of appreciation.  

  I considered what a living wage might be for an educator. Because educators’ 

compensation is determined by the district in which they teach, I used the national average for a 

new teacher. Teachers are paid approximately $41,700 (NEA, 2022) as they begin their careers, 

roughly estimated at $25 an hour for their time based on a 200-day contract. This study required 

my participants to devote four hours of their time during the interview process; thus, each 

participant received a $100 gift card after their final interview. The money to purchase the gift 

cards was provided through dissertation funds available to doctoral candidates in West Virginia 

University’s College of Applied Human Sciences.  

Data Collection 

Interviews as a Data Sources  

Interviews are a robust way to gather information from participants about their lifeworld 

interactions regarding disrupting whiteness, as their stories provide a small window into their 

consciousness (Vygotsky, 1987). Interviews are the most popular approach within 

phenomenology to open dialogue and create conversation (Sloan & Bowe, 2014; van Manen, 

2014; Vagle, 2018). Merriam and Tisdell (2016) write “to get to the essence or basic underlying 

structure of the meaning of an experience, the phenomenological interview is the primary 

method of data collection” (p. 27). Therefore, I utilized semi-structured interviews in this study.  

 The goal of semi structured interviews is to “obtain description of the lifeworld of the 

interviewee in order to interpret the meaning of the described phenomenon” (Brinkmann & 
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Kvale, 2015, p. 6). As I reflected upon my own experiences with the phenomenon (Merriam & 

Tisdell, 2016), I created relevant, open-ended questions to explore participants’ lived experiences 

more fully. Semi-structured interviews offer the flexibility that Vagle (2018) and Peoples (2021) 

encourage.  

Three-Interview Series Model 

In order to explore the relationship between a participant's lived experience and the 

phenomenon of disrupting whiteness, I conducted three interviews in addition to an initial 

conversation that was used to gather demographic and school information and developing 

rapport with my participants. The series of three interviews provided in-depth phenomenological 

approach (Seidman, 2006), which helped me avoid "treading on thin contextual ice" (2006, p. 

17) and asking questions that may have lacked context and temporal organization.  

The first interview focused on life history—the participants' past lives up to the time of 

the study. Seidman (2006) recommended asking participants to reconstruct early experiences 

inside and outside the classroom, which helped to make the phenomenon visible.  

During interview two, the participants provided detailed narratives of their present lived 

experiences in relationship to the phenomenon. To reconstruct the details of a participant's 

experience, albeit impossible to be complete, the second interview asked participants to describe 

their daily events and interactions that revealed their encounters with the phenomenon. During 

this interview, participants were encouraged to bring an artifact of their choosing which 

represented an aspect related to how they disrupted whiteness in their classrooms. As participants 

reflected on the stories the artifact “recalled,” they deepened the participants’ connections to and 

understanding of the phenomenon by accessing and exposing parts of their lived experiences 

provoked by the artifact (Fox-Turnbull, 2009).  
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The third interview engaged participants in reflecting on the meaning of their 

experiences. Making space for reflection "addresses the intellectual and emotional connections 

between the participants' work and life" (Seidman, 2006, p. 18). This interview positioned 

participant to recognize possible factors within their lives and interactions that supported them in 

seeing whiteness in their classrooms and making conscious decisions to disrupt it. Seidman 

(2006) points out that participants are positioned to make sense of their lived experiences by 

tapping into how the factors in their lives brought them to the circumstances of their present 

lives. I also asked each participant to bring their artifact to this final interview and explain how 

they chose their artifact and how their recalled experiences related to the artifact (Fox-Turnbull, 

2009). Making meaning of their artifacts was an excellent way to bring forward experiences that 

may not have been shared during our interviews.  

Interview Location  

 Interviews were conducted with participants in person or on Zoom, a video-supported 

conferencing platform. I met in person with participants located close to me (an hour drive). I 

conducted online interviews with those who lived farther than an hour away or those participants 

who need to speak after school or during evening hours. While virtual interviews are adequate, 

non-verbal cues or unseen body language may be lost if I am unable to fully see the participant 

(Vagle, 2018).  

What we do before, during, and afterward is an integral part of the interview (Herzog, 

2012). How we enter the room and exit plays a role in creating social meaning collaboratively. I 

did my best to meet with each individual in person and we scheduled a private location to meet 

away from their school or hometown community. During online interviews, I ensured my office 

door was locked and a sign was placed stating I was conducting an interview. I asked my 
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participants, who participated online interviews, to choose a private space where they felt 

comfortable (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Because each interview was recorded for both in person 

and virtual interviews, the use of private locations (personal offices, for example) reduced the 

possibility of being overheard and limited the extraneous noises recording devices may pick up. 

Identity Protection 

As the primary researcher on this study, it was my top priority to ensure the protection of 

the participants, an important ethical consideration. Given the current political climate that does 

not necessarily support the disruption of whiteness, identity protection protocols were put into 

place to ensure as much privacy protection as possible as participants discussed their experiences 

with the phenomenon.  

A first line of protection was related to recruitment. I corresponded with participants 

though my school issued email, avoiding the informality and accessibly of text messaging. To 

further protect the participants’ identity, each of them chose a pseudonym, which I used when 

discussing my participants with my committee members. Finally, the location of their schools 

was identified as being within the Appalachian region without pinpointing location; pseudonyms 

were used for the names of their schools. 

Research Tools 

 A variety of tools proved helpful for collecting and organizing phenomenological data. 

Digital and handheld audio recording devices were used to record each interview. When 

recording interviews on Zoom, a secondary handheld recording device served as an audio-only 

backup. The recordings for each interview were immediately downloaded directly to my 
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personal computer, which is password protected. A duplicate copy of the interview recording 

was stored on a password-protected jump drive, locked in my office.  

 Reflexive journaling was used to bridle my personal biases and opinions and record my 

memos throughout the research process. I used a digital space to record these deliberations and 

reflections. I recorded my journal entries using Microsoft Word and saved them in a secure 

folder on my computer. I also used using my phone to record digital journal entries, for reflective 

moments that occurred when I was away from my personal computer. My phone and computer 

share an account, which permitted access to shared and protected folders. All audio recordings 

were also stored in that password protected folder.  

 Finally, transcription services, such as Otter.ai, were utilized for convenience and speed. 

It was essential to review the transcripts produced by Otter for accuracy and the benefit of 

hearing the participant's voice as part of the analysis process. All transcriptions were stored in 

my password-protected computer folder and password-protected jump drive.  

Managing Research Bias 

Reflexivity 
Interpretive phenomenological research situates the researcher within the act of making 

meaning. I must notice my biases and give them space to open up my participants’ experiences 

as I seek deeper, more layered understandings of the experiences. In qualitative research, the act 

of attending to those moments is known as reflexivity. To be a reflexive researcher, Vagle (2018) 

points to the constant "examination of how one's positionality, perspectives, backgrounds, and 

insights influence all aspects of the study" (p. 14). This style of reflection is not limited to 

analysis alone; instead, it is a significant consideration throughout every stage of the study. 
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A significant aspect of reflexivity is looking at my ideological spaces in which power, 

performance, agency, and responsibility interact (Pillow, 2003) and how my values and identities 

(Macbeth, 2001) shape and influence my process of making meaning. Rather than understanding 

“reflexivity as a confessional act, a cure for what ails us, or a practice that renders familiarity,” 

Pillow (2003) argues it is important to research “to situate practices of reflexivity as critical to 

exposing the difficult and often uncomfortable task of leaving what is unfamiliar, unfamiliar” (p. 

177). 

Bridling 

Various reflexive strategies help researchers recognize aspects of lived experiences that 

impact themselves and others (Pillow, 2003). Husserl felt that the true essence of a phenomenon 

could be revealed if the researcher removed all their past knowledge related to the phenomenon 

through bracketing (Moran & Mooney, 2002). Giorgi's (1997) understanding of 

phenomenological reduction "involves putting aside and rendering non-influential knowledge" 

(Vagle, 2018, p. 73) of all past knowledge. However, a better fit for interpretive 

phenomenological research, and one used in this study, is a newer approach called bridling. 

One day, Karin Dahlberg, a leading Swedish phenomenologist, was riding her horse. As 

she navigated her horse, she considered how the bridle's reins were moving in and out of her 

hands as she loosened and tightened her grip (Dahlberg, 2006). She saw this motion as an 

epistemological deviation from bracketing. Dahlberg (2006) wrote, "bridling means a reflective 

stance that helps us 'slacken' the firm initial thread that ties us to the world," referencing the idea 

of Merleau-Ponty. Bridling is a methodological move I used to become more familiar with my 

judgments. By becoming more familiar with my judgments, I was less likely to compromise my 
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understanding of the phenomenon. Additionally, bridling allowed critical-oriented thinking 

(Gardner, 2013) to play a more visible role in the analysis process.   

Journaling 

Another methodological strategy for engaging in reflexivity involves maintaining a 

researcher journal. While journaling is considered a post-intentional methodology (Vagle, 2018), 

it was important to adopt this approach early to expand on interpretive understandings. Writing 

and writing frequently created a space for me to focus on the data and pay attention to the biases 

I noticed in my understanding of the lifeworld. Gadamer (1989) states, "the goal is always to 

replace their current conceptions with more fitting ones through reflection (p. 269). Vagle (2018) 

states that the use of journaling "allows one to harness what is being read and thought" (p. 110). 

In particular, hermeneutic philosophy focuses on interpreting the text (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). 

A commitment to allow the phenomenon to give way through stories and texts, observations and 

conversations, requires a constant self-evaluation. Gadamer (1989) sees this constant revision as 

an opportunity to project new meanings. Peoples (2021) states that "contending projections can 

arise alongside one another until an agreement of meaning is clarified" (p. 65).  

 I used journaling to make my biases, assumptions, and thinking explicit for those who 

read the study. I journaled throughout the research process so that I could engage with the data 

and record how my understanding of disrupting whiteness evolved. I used a written digital 

journal to unpack my biases toward the collected data. I also used digital audio journaling to 

capture my thoughts when I was away from my computer and bursts (Vagle, 2018) of 

consciousness occurred. Each of those methods helped me captures my feelings right as they 

occurred and reflect upon the moments experienced by either myself or my participant related to 
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the phenomenon. Utilizing Dahlberg's bridling process, I hope to see and record the insight 

gained about how I think about the phenomenon.  

Data Analysis 

The goal of phenomenological research is to uncover the essence or essences within 

shared experiences (Patton, 2014). When interpreting phenomenological data, researchers 

commonly undertake a whole-part-whole analysis of the material. Focusing on intentionality 

rather than subjective experiences, researchers balance excerpts, paraphrasing participant 

responses, and researcher descriptions or interpretations. This method of analyzing data, 

especially within hermeneutic and interpretive phenomenology, remains emergent (Peoples, 

2021) and avoids identifying themes or constructing a final meaning in order to reveal rich 

aspects of the phenomenon. Peoples (2021) writes, 

Hence, the goal of phenomenological data analysis is to present a description 

from essential themes of an experience in a way that is comprehensible and 

identifiable to anyone who has had that particular experience. It should be 

apparent how one experience of a phenomenon differs from other experiences that 

are similar. (p. 58) 

The analysis process is understood as crafting text and "not merely coding, categorizing, making 

assertions, and reporting" (Valentine, 2021c, p. 6). It takes considerable time to work towards 

this craft. Finlay (n.d.) articulates this need to slow down during the analysis process, to allow 

assumptions to be examined and to "dwell" (p. 116) with the data.  
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Whole-Part-Whole Approach 

Peoples (2021) connects phenomenology with the hermeneutic circle, writing how “the 

parts inform the whole and the whole inform the parts” (Peoples, 2021, p. 57). The hermeneutic 

circle can capture the constant evolution of the phenomenon and move beyond coding.  

The phenomenon of disrupting whiteness includes moments and lived experiences that 

are positioned in relation to a broader context in which they are situated (e.g., communities, 

schools, or classrooms).  Recognizing these individual contexts and "[putting] them in dialogue" 

(Vagle, 2018, p. 108), helps to increase the visibility of themes can emerge and offer new 

meanings of the phenomenon. For that reason, this study utilized Vagle's (2018) process, which 

focuses on intentionality and emphasizes the crafting of a text rather than coding it or making 

assertions. Intentionality recognizes that our consciousness, which is permanently active and 

conscious of something, helps make our attachment with the world visible (van Manen, 2016). 

Therefore, it becomes helpful to utilize an analysis method that provides opportunities to 

discover those orientations in the data I collect. Vagle's (2006) six-step analysis process outlines 

a proposed protocol for balancing "crafting high-amplitude phenomenological texts" (p. 110) 

without dampening the omnific direction which phenomenology supports and encourages. This 

process is now described as the Whole-Part-Whole Process (Vagle, 2018). It is an ongoing 

endeavor that occurs during data collection and uses stages of data analysis to describe and 

represent the disruption of whiteness. The following section details the steps in Vagle's (2018) 

Whole-Part-Whole Process, which I used to engage with my data. 

Whole-Part-Whole Steps 

The first step occurred after the data was collected and the interviews were transcribed. I 

spent time with the data and engaged in a holistic reading of the entire material-gathering event, 
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which include the initial conversation I had with my participants and the transcripts from all the 

interviews. During this step, I listened to the audio-recordings as I read the interview transcripts.  

The second step required a line-by-line reading of all the data. During this first reading I 

engaged in careful note-taking and recorded initial meanings. I highlighted portions of the text 

and wrote notes in the margins. As I engaged in meaning-making, I also recorded my emerging 

thoughts through reflexive journaling, the practice of bridling (Dahlberg, 2006). Because I am 

not able to fully set aside my biases and preconceptions, journaling created a space for me to 

own and interrogate my thoughts.  

 After the transcriptions were reviewed and examined, I wrote follow up questions based 

on the meanings that emerged or the spaces I might explore with my participants to open up the 

phenomenon more fully. In order to compose these questions, step three included engaging in my 

first line-by-line reading. I considered the notes I had written in the margins as I designed follow 

up questions for each participant. These questions were designed to explore the phenomenon 

more deeply, to narrow the participant’s focus on a lived moment or experience which might be 

important for describing the disruption of whiteness. 

Vagle (2018) notes that step four is an initial view across all the collected 

phenomenological data, which creates opportunities for the researcher to identify connections 

among the participants’ experiences with the phenomenon. Step four invites researchers to read 

the data line-by-line for a second time to make meaningful connections based upon what was 

learned in steps one through three. Accordingly, after I collected the data from the three 

interviews, I will read all the transcripts a second time. As I read, I identified excerpts (based on 

my notes and follow-up questions) from the transcripts, which I felt might contribute to creating 

a phenomenological text. This task was completed by hand, and each part was placed in a 
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separate electronic document for each participant. Step five made use of this new document and 

included a third line-by-line reading, and the recording of my analytical thoughts and the 

connections I identified within each participant’s statements.   

 The final step brings the individual parts together to see a whole picture, and seek to 

identify what van Manen (2014) calls themes. Vagle (2018) encourages researchers to complete 

a “subsequent reading” (p. 111) of all of the participants’ phenomenological materials to begin 

seeing themes and patterns. As these patterns of meaning develop and create “meaning units” 

(Giorgi, 1997), Vagle invites researchers to create preliminary titles, but notes these titles may 

shift and change “as you will most likely notice new things and therefore add and delete 

analytical thoughts” (p. 111). The themes reflect how the phenomenon emerged and developed 

among the participants’ experiences so that we can see more clearly what we normally see 

through.  

Challenges and Constraints to Qualitative Rigor  

Phenomenologists dislike the word validity as to claim something is valid means it aligns 

with some level of truth. The concept of validity within educational research establishes 

boundaries that make anything falling outside of those boundaries untrue or untrustworthy and 

establishes othering mindsets. When considering validity criteria, van Manen (2014) writes, "it 

should be clear...that measures such as content validity, criterion-related validity, and construct 

validity apply to tests and measures that are not compatible with phenomenological 

methodology" (p. 347). Instead, van Manen states that the following criteria should be 

considered for phenomenological studies: 

1. Is the study based on a valid phenomenological question? 
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2. Is the analysis performed on experientially descriptive accounts, transcripts? 

3. Is the study properly rooted in primary and scholarly phenomenological literature? 

4. Does the study avoid trying to legitimate itself with validation criteria derived from 

sources that are concerned with other (non-phenomenological methods)? 

        (van Manen, 2014, p. 350-351) 

Vagle (2018) adds the need to remain open and sensitive when practicing reflexivity and 

journaling as it captures researchers' "sustained engagement with the phenomenon" (p. 72). As a 

novice phenomenological craftsperson, I valued the opportunity to discuss my thoughts and 

perspectives as my engagement with the data evolved. Outside of committee suggestions, I 

utilized a peer review process, in which I asked individuals outside my field to review my 

methodology and results for academic rigor. Additionally, Peoples (2021) recommends using 

rich descriptions, patterns, and themes to detail the participants' experiences, which offers 

context and illustrates the "the complexity of the lived world of the participants" (2021, p. 70).  

Assumptions Within Phenomenology  

 If our society cares about positioning our students to receive more accurate information 

about diverse groups in the United States (Gay, 2013, p. 49), how we approach educational 

inclusivity matters. Examining whiteness within our educational system that manifests and 

maintains racist ideologies (Applebaum, 2016) may provide a meaningful perspective for 

understanding how teachers disrupt those racist foundations. While states may or may not be 

addressing a lack of equity in our schools, some educators are fighting to disrupt whiteness in 

their classrooms. Tapping into my participants’ lifeworlds to view and understand their lived 

experiences created a space for the phenomenon to emerge and take shape and situated me to 

understand what might lead a person toward the phenomenon of disrupting whiteness. 
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 There is concern among phenomenological scholars about using phenomenology as a 

"catch-all" for anyone investigating lived experiences (Crotty, 1996; van Manen, 2017; Barkway, 

2001). Moreover Crotty (1996) felt strongly that the work of phenomenological researchers 

lacked a critical lens which, according to him, meant researchers would be unable to shed new 

light on the phenomenon. My goal for this study was to help educational researchers and 

practitioners to understand how disrupting whiteness manifests, not to liberate the phenomenon. 

As I began to understand the nuanced ways an educator's decision making agency entangled with 

their need to disrupt whiteness, I was able to make visible the deeply ways in which racism and 

racialization are entrenched in our schools, which may empower those wishing to become 

disruptors themselves. Utilizing phenomenology as a philosophy and methodology to investigate 

to explore the early aspects of how educators came to disrupt whiteness may uncover how the 

lived experiences of educators might be linked to how students learn (Brook, 2009). Therefore, I 

am firmly committed to a employing a critical lens as I engage with my data and to create a thick 

description of my approach visible so those who wish to expand upon this study may do so.  

 Sloan and Bowe (2013) address a critical consideration regarding the use of hermeneutic 

phenomenology. As scholars new to the method of analysis of hermeneutic phenomenology, it is 

"easy to make mistakes in identifying experiences … [and] isolating themes" (Sloan & Bowe, 

2013, p. 1292). Phenomenological views of experiences are complex, and it may be challenging 

for an emerging researcher. Engaging in this work as a novice researcher proved daunting, but 

exciting. My utilization of Vagle's (2018) whole-part-whole approach supported my 

engagements with the data and my ongoing reflexive journaling helped me navigate the 

complexities of engaging with phenomenology. 
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Phenomenology is a life's work and adopting a phenomenological attitude is necessary. It 

takes significant time, training, and studying to fully grasp the phenomenological attitude 

(Ahmed, 2006; van Manen, 2014; Vagle, 2018;); therefore, it is critical to dialogue with others in 

the field who have utilized this approach. As lived experiences cannot exist within a bubble, 

neither can phenomenological research.  

I came to this study with many years of experience teaching in K-12 and higher 

education. As I developed a phenomenological attitude, my own experiences influenced how I 

understood the ways in which the phenomenon shaped curriculum and instruction (van Manen, 

2014). I found it necessary to remain aware of the possible consequences for the educators who 

volunteered to participate in my study—as Jean-Paul Sartre might argue that educators taking on 

an educator identity inhibits their ability to be truly free (Moran & Mooney, 2002).  

Ethics 

 Trust is the most important aspect of maintaining a relationship between the participant 

and the researcher (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). This study required participants to share personal 

experiences, which could have led to feelings of vulnerability and discomfort. Thus, I developed 

safeguard to protect participants from harm or the reproduction of harm as a result of my 

research. Any conversation has the potential to be weaponized and held against participants, but 

this study provoked special concern, as the disruption of whiteness can be seen by those wishing 

to maintain white supremacist foundations as problematic. It was imperative for me to protect the 

anonymity of my participants. 

Out of an abundance of precaution, the questions asked in each interview were carefully 

selected and underwent a peer review process. When participants volunteered for the study, they 
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learned of the protocols in place to protect their identities. Participants were told they could leave 

the study at any point and the data from their interviews would be deleted. Per Internal Review 

Board protocol, consent forms were explained in detail and participants were informed about my 

plans to store their data and how the data would eventually be destroyed. Participants chose a 

location for their interviews—a place that ensures privacy, whether the place was physical or 

virtual. If they wished to participate on Zoom, I ensured I was in a location in which I had 

privacy and would not be interrupted. If we met in person, I asked participants to suggest a 

location, away from their school, where they felt comfortable. 

Summary 

In summary, my research study made use of phenomenology to investigate the lived 

experiences of social studies teachers who disrupted whiteness in Appalachia. Data sources 

included a series of three interviews with each participant that explored their past and current 

experiences with disrupting whiteness, as well as a final interview in which these educators made 

meaning of their experiences, as well as exploring their possibly new interpretations of these 

experiences. I also maintained a reflexive journal in which I recorded my bridling and memos. 

Data were analyzed using Vagle’s whole-part-whole method.  I adopted a phenomenological 

attitude and engaged with my data over time so that my emerging understandings could evolve. 

Ultimately, I attempted to share a rich description of the research process, the nuanced and multi-

layered experiences of my participants as they moved toward the phenomenon, as well as 

possible implications and lingering questions so that a reader of this research could make his or 

her own decision about its credibility, ethical rigor, and transferability.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 
RUTH’S JOURNEY 

“I have to get in an uncomfortable place myself to disrupt my own privilege, you know, so I'm 

trying to figure out how to do that. I'm still on that journey right there.” -Ruth 

Preface  

Our path toward disrupting whiteness is an imperfect journey. The following three 

chapters share the stories of how each participant learned to disrupt whiteness. The narratives 

and artifacts shared by each participant recount the milestone moments that led them closer to 

the eruption of disrupting whiteness. These anecdotes are not linear or chronological; instead 

each participant's experiences illustrate how they grappled with understanding diversity and their 

own racial identities, came to understand whiteness and racism, identified possibilities for 

disrupting whiteness, and made meaning of their experiences when engaged in practices that 

were disruptive. Learning to disrupt whiteness occurred over the course of the participants’ lives 

as they made sense of their experiences through reflection, an example of Heidegger’s social 

construction of Dasein. In this way, the participants came to understand themselves within the 

societal social pressures they experienced (Zuckerman, 2015). I utilized the hermeneutic circle to 

make sense of each participant’s experiences and to juxtapose their stories, circulating the 

meanings as I made sense of the phenomenon. The following chapters illustrate the participants’ 

individual experiences with the phenomenon and how the dialectic created by their individual 

stories illuminates the phenomenon of disrupting whiteness. 
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Meeting Ruth 

Ruth chose the pseudonym of Ruth to pay tribute to the former Associate Supreme Court 

Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. In her words, “She wasn’t afraid.” I believe the name matches both 

Ruth’s perfectly. Ruth is an individual who has crossed my path in various ways, mostly in 

educational spaces. She completed a teacher education program within Appalachia, and during 

her 26-year career, Ruth taught middle school on a two-person team, covering social studies and 

language arts subjects. Throughout her tenure, Ruth served on many curriculum committees for 

the county. She also participated in several county-wide grants which promoted innovative 

teaching, learning, and professional development in social studies education. Before retiring in 

2016, Ruth was honored as an outstanding educator within Appalachia and received a prestigious 

award, recognizing her teaching excellence.  

When I began teaching in the public school system, I worked collaboratively with Ruth 

on several occasions to redesign the social studies curriculum. We often met at the school board 

office to discuss ways the curriculum could be improved to represent our student population's 

demographic diversity and developing identities. During county-wide professional developments 

for middle school social studies teachers, I saw how Ruth challenged policies and directives that 

created constructs and instruction-based injustices for the county's student body. She was vocal 

about including race in our content, ensuring we created equitable curriculum and assessments. 

Rooted in Place: Location and Family Perspectives of “Others” 

 Now in her 60s, Ruth believes she was raised to understand a hierarchy of race that 

positioned white people at the top. She believes this perspective was implicitly inherited through 

her family members, particularly her mom and dad. Ruth's first encounter with recognizing 

differences came through her family's location on a military base in the southern U. S. Ruth's 
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father was an officer in the United States military, which had already eliminated segregation 

among the troops. Therefore, Ruth was not exposed to the segregation that still existed outside 

the base's walls in communal and educational spaces. She shared, "I was shielded from a lot of 

that desegregation; I was shielded from ever having to really wrestle with any of those ideas." 

However, Ruth can reflectively see how class, as a structure of the military, segregated people in 

a desegregated space.   

I lived on a base where you know, we all went to school and whatever. There was 

still a structure of, of class in the military, a very big structure of class. And so 

that class structure probably had more to do with segregation than on military 

bases then because you couldn't have segregation. But most blacks at the time 

were enlisted individuals, you know, they were sergeants or whatever in my dad 

was an officer. So you know, they have that class structure. 

As a young girl, Ruth was unaware of the intersections between race and class, and she 

did not question her whiteness, and how segregation could continue to operate within 

supposedly desegregated spaces. As Ruth reflected on her experiences growing up, she 

was able to identify how the superficial nature of the desegregation that occurred and 

how systemic structures maintained whiteness and white privilege: “I lived on a base 

where you know, we all went to the same school and whatever. There was still a structure 

of class in the military, very big structure, structure of class.”  

 Although Ruth lived on military bases that were desegregated, she also shared the 

influence of her more intimate relationships with family members. As Tyler (2020) 

suggests home can be a space where beliefs about race, racism, stereotypes, and 

marginalization can be reproduced, and Ruth’s stories illustrate how she was raised by 
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individuals whose everyday interactions utilized white 

supremacist language. Her mother, who was raised in the 

South, and father, who was raised New Jersey, frequently 

used contemptuous, racist terms which were intended to insult 

and oppress others. Ruth shared, "I have memories of her 

[Ruth’s mother] calling black people racially charged names." 

When I asked how she understood the language she was 

hearing in desegregated spaces, Ruth replied, "I think it's how white people in the South 

learn to live with the Blacks. You know, pity that they're the help." These experiences 

contributed to Ruth’s early understandings of race. Upon reflection, Ruth said, “The 

whole idea of stereotypes became very apparent to me, through little comments, and even 

jokes and things that my parents would engage in with other adults.” She now 

understands that her parent's dogma was rooted in problematic, white supremacist beliefs, 

which has taken her a significant amount of time to process, dismiss, and call out. 

Pity 

 Her family’s embrace of a “pity” ideology toward Black people has been something Ruth 

worked hard to overcome. Ruth’s family employed a Black woman, Rosie (pseudonym), to be 

their housekeeper, and Ruth noted how her parents passed along the mindset that “they were to 

be pitied. Poor folks.” In fact, she did not clearly understand the influence of this ethos until she 

left college. She came to realize, “You know, it wasn't a respectful look at human beings from a 

place of pity.”  

Bridling: There are 
several moments in our 
interviews that Ruth would 
use certain words that 
made me feel 
uncomfortable. I often 
wondered how she has 
come to terms with openly 
using that term, even to 
retell a story. The name 
referenced within this 
paragraph is one of those 
spaces I feel conflicted 
reproducing in my 
dissertation.  
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However, even as Ruth problematized this perspective, she continued to grapple with its 

influence on her life and teaching. Ruth said, “I don't like saying this, but I think it is true. That 

part of my interactions with [Black students] came from a 

place of pity.” The interview helped her give voice to those 

connections within her consciousness, “I really haven't 

thought about that in those terms. But when I'm thinking 

about how, you know, how I was brought up and where, 

you know, we kind of tried to take care of those poor black 

people. And you know, it was just kind of a pity. It was to 

take care of them.” Ruth describes how her family’s beliefs influenced her own mindset: 

“Because of that [her family’s perspective], I think I saw him [a particular Black student] as he 

was going to be my project.” It seems that the contexts in which Ruth was situated had a 

profound influence on her beliefs and actions and influenced how she was able to confront and 

disrupt whiteness (Amos, 2016; Leonardo & Porter, 2010; Sheppard & Levy, 2019). But then 

Ruth’s speech slowed down and dropped significantly.  

This was part of my journey. For me to be able to move through all these stages 

and shed that kind of thinking about a group of people, I’m glad I can face that 

and move beyond that. We had really good relationships, so I don’t think I did 

them any harm, but if my approach hadn’t been from a place of pity? And I do 

wonder, I'm kind of like, did they know that? Did they sense that I was this white 

teacher that was feeling, you know, sad for them being in this white classroom, 

and that I pity them, and did they know that in which case I would not want them 

to know that. (Ruth’s voice drops even further) I don’t know. 

Journal Entry (3/8/23): I love how 
she shared her truth when 
referencing her conceptions of 
pity. She did not choose to hide 
anything. But I am conflicted when 
she says her pity led her to think 
of students as a project. Was that 
her past feeling or one in the 
moment now? I didn’t unpack that 
enough to understand what she 
meant, but I struggle when any 
white person thinks of a student of 
color as a project.  
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When asked if that pity was similar to the pity she witnessed within her mom, she said:  

I think it was different. Kind of like, damn, this must suck having to be a Black 

kid in this freaking white-ass classroom with this racism, and you know, with the 

world the way it is. I mean, it's a pity for his perceived lot in life, you know? 

Whereas the pity for Rosie was, was pity for their poverty. And we, it was our job 

to take care of them. 

Ruth stated that her family’s conception of pity was not about achieving equity in the world, and 

she realized that her pity for her student was rooted in wanting him to be successful and 

comfortable in the classroom. “I wanted him to know that I deeply care for him as a human being 

and I felt sorry that he had to be in this white classroom.” What Ruth did not address was how 

poverty is not identity; rather it is a condition in which people are situated. Race, however, is 

socially constructed and imposed identity (Brown et al., 2017) that individuals cannot escape. 

Ruth’s family had created a racial hierarchy that positioned Black people at the bottom, a place 

that engendered their pity and centered whiteness, a perspective that Ruth could not easily 

dismiss and influenced her perceptions of and interactions with Black students.  

Fear  

 Instilling fear of non-white individuals, particularly people of color, was a way to create a 

racial hierarchy and maintain white superiority. Ruth 

recognized that this fear, reinforced by her family’s beliefs and 

media portrayals of Black people, was strongly associated with 

violence.  She shared, "I had been socialized throughout my 

childhood and into young adulthood to really have that 

hierarchy and have that sort of fear." Ruth was able to 

Bridling: I am glad she can 
see their perspectives more 
now as an adult, but I was 
hoping Ruth would be able to 
tell me that she could also see 
the structures that white 
supremacy put in place that 
made them feel like they 
needed to protect themselves 
like that. 
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recognize the diversity of others and then confront that fear of difference through education—her 

own and that of her students. To explain her recognition and confrontation with that fear, Ruth 

shared a story of her family’s move to the Northern Virginia area for her father’s military 

relocation. The high school she attended had desegregated many years before she arrived; 

however, there were still social structures which racially divided the student body. Ruth 

describes the bathrooms in her high school as unofficially segregated. Ruth shared, “That's the 

Black girls’ bathroom. And they [Black females] would carry like, chains and stuff. And that was 

just a place not to go.” For Ruth, this reinforced her fear: “That was the way it worked. That was 

the unspoken systemic kind of behavior of whites and Blacks in that school,” When asked to 

make meaning of this moment further, Ruth stated, “I wasn't recognizing that probably if I would 

have been Black, I would have been pissed off and right within as well. You know, I wasn't 

recognizing a racial dimension.” Later in this chapter, Ruth shares how her fear contributed to 

her recognition of racism and white privilege.  

Ruth made meaning of how her family impacted her awareness and perception of 

diversity, she identified three factors that contributed to her problematizing her family’s beliefs: 

education, distance from family, and peer influences.  

I think that the way I've had I've been able to put that on a shelf is that's the way 

my parents grew up and thank God, I was able to get out of that bubble and ask 

questions, and I think I already told you the most influence was those students 

that I went to school with and in St. Louis. 

Ruth sees some members of her immediate family as “stuck in the mold” and believes the 

way she was able to recognize differences in individuals was through “climbing out.” Her 
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peer group, discussed later in 

this chapter, were the first 

people to offer her a hand to 

climb out of the whiteness in 

which she was situated.   

Ruth’s Reckoning with Her white Racial Identity 

In Relation to Teaching 

 Ruth taught in a space where she was one of many white teachers with a student 

population she described as “Whitesville.” When asked how she saw her role as a white teacher 

within a predominantly white space, she replied, “You (meaning herself) need to be careful, you 

need to check your privilege at the door, and make sure you know that all students are equally 

welcomed in your classroom.” As Picower (2021) describes how whiteness is wielded to 

maintain power and privilege white individuals (Leonardo, 2009), Ruth’s acknowledgment of 

this power was a critical aspect of whiteness for Ruth to identify and embrace. 

As Ruth described her role as a white teacher teaching Black students, she referenced 

cultivating a relationship with a particular Black student. She did have regrets about how she 

approached him as a Black student saying, “We never talked about race at all. And we never 

talked about his need to or his feelings. We never, we never, we never talked about that.” When 

asked if she addressed the structural racism within the curriculum, she shared her acquiescence, 

as a new teacher to the status quo: “I mean, you do but that was in the day… I was a fairly new 

teacher. And the history curriculum was the history curriculum. And I had certain things that 

bothered me about the curriculum, but my journey wasn't full on then.” As a novice teacher, 

Ruth’s apprenticeship of observation and her enculturation into the teaching profession may have 

Journal Entry (5/15/23): After all is said and done, I would 
love to go back to Ruth and ask her, “How do you encourage 
others to climb out? How are you offering others your hand?” I 
would hope our conversations could have helped to spark 
some great examples.  
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limited her willingness to problematize the sacred stories of school and create secret stories in 

which she might take on an activist role and disrupt the whiteness in that persisted in curriculum 

and instruction.  

However, even as a novice teacher, Ruth wanted to expose white students to some of the 

racialized structures and barriers their Black peer was facing. Ruth could see the racist 

foundations of U.S. society, and she wanted the white students to recognize the “stuff stacked 

against him.” She realized that her white students were shielded from recognizing how they 

benefitted from white privilege, and she wanted them to recognize the 

systemic oppressions that exist beyond more immediate issues of 

disempowerment (e.g., homelessness, food insecurity), which could 

lead to pity, rather than disruption. Ruth believed that exposing white 

students to the systemic goal injustices in our society might “help save 

them a step in their own journey.” However, saving white students a 

step, while highlighting the burdens of our Black population, poorly 

situates all students and continues to overlook the systems which 

disenfranchise (Landreman & MacDonald-Dennis, 2013). If white students do not develop a 

critical perspective, “whiteness assumed that the lives of people 

of color depend on white progress and enlightenment” 

(Leonardo, 2009, p. 94), which could result in a loss of 

emancipatory progress to decenter whiteness. 

Journal Entry (6/2/23): This is a crucial recognition during her journey, which van Manen (2015) 
connects with expertise based on reflective teaching practices. Taking it a step further, this creates 
further questions about how new educators may be more susceptible to acquiescing to the white 
narrative and less likely to remain open and engaged with this phenomenon. As new teachers are 
taking on a challenging new career, they may be less ready to implement their own personal beliefs 
until they understand the lay of the land. 

Journal Entry 
(3/11/23): I am 
reminded of the poem 
by Clint Smith, Ode to 
the Only Black Kid in 
the Class. How have I 
done this to my 
students? 

Bridling: By wanting 
to show the system 
stacked AGAINST a 
Black student 
continues to center 
whiteness. Plus, I 
worry that mindset 
may continue to 
spotlight the Black 
student population. If 
the issue is the 
structures, how could 
she frame it to directly 
attack whiteness? 
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Ruth’s Perceptions of Racism and white Privilege 

Racist Ideas 

 In A Talk to Teachers, James Baldwin (2008) writes: 

I began by saying that one of the paradoxes of education was that precisely at the 

point when you begin to develop a conscience, you must find yourself at war with 

your society. It is your responsibility to change society if you think of yourself as 

an educated person. And on the basis of the evidence—the moral and political 

evidence—one is compelled to say that this is a backward society (p. 19). 

Much like Baldwin's talk, Ruth's view of how racist ideas and white privilege work together was 

at war after she moved to St. Louis. No longer on an army base and educated at base schools, 

Ruth vividly recalled the first time she confronted racism. When asked about her first encounter 

with racism/racist ideas, Ruth told me that a young man sitting in her class, who learned she had 

moved from the South, asked, "Do you bring black people into your house to do your laundry?" 

Her initial response was disgust at his assumption that people from the South still utilized 

practices that suppressed others. However, as time passed, Ruth recognized her family's 

complicity with racist ideas, action, and structures: 

I just remember being horrified by that question… but then later I had to examine 

the fact that all growing up, “Rosie” cleaned our house… it was so difficult 

thinking back on those years and thinking back about how my family supported 

that [racist] structure. 

Ruth’s classmates in St. Louis were influential as she grappled with how to disrupt the influence 

of her family’s racist ideas and actions. According to Ruth, her peer group “were kids of liberal 
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professors. The kids of liberal professors at Washington University in St. Louis. Here I was an 

Army brat and conservative, and they were liberal.” As a group, they discussed current events 

and topics which challenged her thinking, including Richard Nixon and the Vietnam War. For 

Ruth, “it was about being exposed to people that thought totally differently than I did,” Because 

her father had served several tours in Vietnam and Ruth felt obligated to be staunch supporter of 

Nixon and Vietnam War. However, these debates with her peers helped her to confront the 

ideologies that supported or problematized current events. Ruth stated that this became a time of 

contemplation and change: 

And so I was the one that was put in a place to argue in favor of Richard Nixon. 

And argue, you know, because I was still teetering. You know, I was still 

investigating and thinking, and I wish to hell I wish I could look them up and tell 

them how influential they were because they pushed me, maybe not outwardly to 

them, but they did push me. Then I, you know, made my parents sad. 

Ruth acknowledged that the relationship and dialogue with her peers created circumstances in 

which she was able to interrogate her thinking. The friction created by her peers’ disparate 

perspectives caused Ruth to slow down and assess her own beliefs. Although these intellectual 

conversations took place among a privileged, all white group, they helped Ruth to recognize 

some of the real world consequences and impact that the Vietnam War had for diverse others. 

Ruth recognized the importance of these interactions when she shared, "It was about being 

exposed to people that thought totally differently than I did." 

 When Ruth’s family relocated to Northern Virginia, she left her influential peer group 

and began to scrutinize her own education in order to identify the visible knowledge gaps in her 

learning that were rooted in racist ideologies. When asked to comment on these gaps, Ruth 
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replied, "I think maybe how to learn and how to question and what depth can look like became 

more apparent, but I still had a lot of gaps." She came to believe questioning was critical for 

disrupting the status quo of the social studies curriculum. A pivotal turning point for Ruth 

occurred in college: "I was beginning to interrogate my whole belief structure then. But it 

developed more in earnest when I got out of my house and went to college." During her college 

coursework, she began an exploration of her whiteness and privilege. After reading Peggy 

McIntosh's (1990) White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack, Ruth noted, "I just 

remember thinking these examples are just like, 'Wow, this world is white' and 'Man, that's a lot 

of examples'."  

 Racist ideas, especially those planted in early childhood, are difficult to shake (Kendi, 

2019; Leonard, 2009; Picower, 2021). Ruth recognized how influential her family and early 

educational experiences were in shaping her perceptions of diversity and race/racism; therefore, 

Ruth saw a need to challenge her children’s conceptions of race and 

racism, as well as her own. When her daughter (who was white) 

began dating a young, Black man, Ruth had to confront her thinking 

about race, which still bore the imprint of her past. She shared that 

she wished the young man was not Black because, "I knew it could 

be a really hard place for both of them." She remembers saying to 

herself, "Come on. Now. Let's face it, you know, you got to work through some shit. Get in 

there. Get down in there and get that out of there." When asked to reflect on this aspect of her 

journey, as an adult who believed herself to be active in disrupting whiteness, Ruth paused for 

several seconds, then quietly said, "It's uncomfortable that you even have that work to do."  

Journal Entry 
(3/29/23): I just listened 
to Ruth’s story about 
her daughter dating 
again. I appreciate her 
sharing this vulnerable 
moment with me. That 
was not an easy 
moment for her. 
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When asked how she continued to address the gaps in her understanding of racism and 

disrupting whiteness, Ruth her engagement in classes and professional developments on Zoom. 

She was particularly fond of the Teach the Black Freedom Struggle from Zinn Education. Ruth 

noted: 

I still have these gaps that didn't allow me to do the job I needed to do in the 

classroom to the best. I mean, I guess I've come to the place of, ‘Okay. What this 

says is that my body of knowledge was so shallow when I started.’ Filling those 

holes is a lifelong journey, I mean, I won't fill them. I'll die before they fill up, 

because I did not have access and I did not pursue it until I started teaching, and 

then you can only do so much. So the whole notion of making sure as a teacher 

that you don't think you've ever arrived, I think very important. 

As Ruth confronted the racist ideas that informed her own thinking and actions, as well as those 

of other white educators, she came to understand how the lack of diverse narratives and voices 

left gaps in the social studies curriculum. This lack of diverse perspectives within traditional 

social studies curriculum meant Ruth had to sift through our weaponized false history (Loewen, 

2018) and seek the missing historical knowledge on her own in order to create curriculum that 

stretched beyond the whitewashed narratives she had been taught. What is important to note is 

Ruth’s awareness that her pursuit of knowledge is ongoing and demonstrates the relationship 

between “the truth of the past and the [need to continue] fighting for justice in the present” 

(Loewen, 2018, p. xix). Her commitment to continued learning in order to shrink the gaps caused 

by racist ideas that informed in her own education is a fundamental component of how she 

worked to disrupt whiteness. 
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Visible Acts of Racism 

Identifying Her Own Racist Actions 
 As Ruth recognized the racist ideas that informed her own thinking and the thinking of 

people around her, she began to grapple with how these racist ideas led to her engaging in racist 

acts. Kendi (2019) described our being in the world as being informed by racist ideas. He 

suggests that “racist” is not an identity; instead we engage in racist acts because we live in a 

racist society. However, we are not powerless against racist ideas and racist acts; we must be 

aware of how culture continues to shift, which creates new spaces for racism to persist.  

Throughout our time together, Ruth mentioned college as an essential part of her journey, 

leading her to the eruption of disrupting whiteness. She saw it as a break from "being surrounded 

by that kind of attitude towards black people or towards Jewish people or whatever." Upon 

reflection, Ruth also recognized how her college experience contributed to her awareness of 

whiteness and white privilege: "I think I was becoming very much more aware of the white 

privilege I had." However, distance from others, specifically her family, did not eliminate the 

racist systems in which Ruth was situated and attempting to disrupt. Even as Ruth sought "to 

know [and] do better" (Angelou, 2018), she was always moving in and out of racist moments, 

some of her own making. As Kendi (2019) noted: 

 The good news is that racist and antiracist are not fixed identities. We can be 

racist one minute and an antiracist the next. What we say about race, what we do 

about race, in each moment, determines what- not who- we are (p. 10). 

Even as Ruth was becoming aware of systemic racism and moving toward disrupting the 

whiteness that maintains it, she was not always able to escape the racist ideas of her upbringing 

and current circumstances. During a trip home from college, Ruth detailed a moment in which 
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she participated in a racist act of her own. She shared this event in “a letter to her then boyfriend, 

now husband, which he has held onto “much to my [Ruth’s] dismay.”  

I was traveling on a bus to [extracted] from here where my parents lived. And I 

got there late at night, and I was waiting for my parents to pick me up. And it was 

on a military base. It's like two in the morning. And this car comes by and slows 

down and rolls the window down and was kind of gawking at me. And it was a 

big ass Black guy. And I wrote about that to my now 

husband. I called him a n*****. And I you know, later, 

remembering that I remember going to a workshop on 

race through our county. I remember confronting that in 

a group. I mean, I confronted it, that I wrote that word. I 

frickin’ wrote that word. You know, but I mean, I, I'm 

not making excuses. I'm just saying my experiences 

growing up and hearing all the adults and you know, 

including my Mammie and Papa, my parents, my mom's mom and dad. And I, I, I 

just heard a lot of that.  

Author’s Decision: I have 
spent a lot of time thinking 
about how to approach this 
moment within this 
dissertation. To be clear to the 
readers, Ruth fully said the 
uncensored version of the N-
word. This language was a 
part of the discourse in which 
she grew up. I made the 
choice to add censorship 
because I will not allow my 
work to reproduce a word so 
deeply associated with hate 
speech and white power. 

Journal Entry (3/8/23): She talked later about using the n-word. She said the whole word. No 
censorship. I felt pretty uncomfortable when she said it and wonder why she made the choice to 
continue to repeat it again. I don’t think she meant to do it for shock value, but… geez. I am totally lost 
here…. I'm uncomfortable with how she let fear of others help open her eyes so that she shouldn't be 
fearful. maybe I'm more uncomfortable with the idea of fear being a catalyst to her meaning making. 

Journal Entry (5/15/23): Was she owning her mistake and allowing me to call her on her racist act? I 
have been researching for a while now how to navigate the use of that word in my research. How do I 
include her words (and maybe her intentions for using it) without reproducing harm again? I need to 
do this work on my own and not rely on others, but what I’ve been reading offers so many opposing 
directions. Sharon says to use it fully. I’m going to think on this a while and when I have a plan, I can 
ask Tiffany what she thinks. Co-chair to co-chair. I just have to do this work on my own first.  
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When unpacking this moment, Ruth understood that the fear associated with her comment was 

rooted in and cultivated by family members' belief in white superiority. Ruth recognized this 

moment as a racist act, influenced by her family’s continual use of racial slurs and their belief 

that Black people were to be feared—a belief that she, to some extent, had adopted. When 

confronting personal experiences and truths, Mills (1997) noted the atmosphere can be 

uncomfortable but pivotal. However, unless and until white people confront and acknowledge 

their complicity in racism while developing awareness, racism will continue (Applebaum, 2016).  

Ruth also noted how she understood the power of the language used in her household, 

which especially became visible when her family moved to St. Louis. They were no longer on 

base and had moved into a Jewish community. A Black family later moved across the street, and 

Ruth remembered overhearing comments made by family and friends, which shook her. “I just 

remember in high school feeling like, sort of sad and embarrassed that my parents would engage 

in jokes, and comments that disparaged people based on their religion.” Ruth noticed the 

differences in the language her family used to describe her friends, who were white, and the 

pejorative stereotypes her parents were using to describe her Jewish friends. While Ruth’s 

understanding of racism might have been relatively naïve, she was able to recognize the racist 

ideas that informed her parents’ characterizations of her Jewish friends. Ruth recounted:  

I had. . . a lot of Jewish friends, and the whole stereotype of Jewish people was 

shattered for me personally, as a kid with friends that were Jewish. I was like, 

"What the hell are these people [her parents] talking about?" That is really not 

depth to it, but surface kind of level, it was more of an association with 

stereotypes. 
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Ruth’s firsthand knowledge of her friends created an opportunity for her to see how 

untrue the stereotypes were and to disrupt the whiteness her parents centered. This friction with 

her family made visible how their ideological differences informed their language and actions. 

Although Ruth described college as the beginning of her antiracist and social justice 

orientation, it was also apparent that learning to disrupt whiteness was not always a 

straightforward journey as particular situations found her reverting to previous ways of thinking. 

Ruth had previously confronted her actions (described in the letter to her husband) at a workshop 

on race and had decided her actions were situated in fear. As we dug into the moment, Ruth 

noted: 

And I tried to think, “even if a white guy would have been in that car, I probably 

would have still been scared, but would be a little bit of a connection, that would 

take a little edge off of it, because you're both white.” But because he was Black, 

that fear just really, because I had been socialized through, I think, throughout my 

childhood and into young adulthood really to have that hierarchy and have that 

sort of fear of what you don't know. 

Focusing on her fear may have allowed Ruth to overlook a central component of racism: white 

supremacy. Ultimately, Ruth recognized the privilege her white identity and superiority afforded 

her in ignoring racism: "Because [of fear] you don't seek to know it, because you don't have to 

know it, because you are the white people." 

Confrontations with Racist Acts: Ruth and Action  

The ability to confront racism and expose how people maintain and reproduce white 

supremacy actions is critical if racism is to be unwoven from the threads of our society 
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(Applebaum, 2016). At the end of the second interview, Ruth shared an anecdote of a time she 

confronted her superintendent because of his response to a racist policy the school board had 

recently implemented. This new policy banned the confederate flag on the school grounds. To 

appease the white population, who were upset by this mandate, the policy also mandated no 

“Black power" messages on student clothing. Ruth shared her first response to this mandate: 

I was so pissed off, because I'm like, number one, that's stupid because there's no group 

called Black Power. There is not a group called Black Power. Number two, clearly, you 

were throwing crumbs to bigots. I mean stop it. I mean that it was just ridiculous. So I 

sent that blurb to Southern Poverty Law Center and got a response from them. As you 

can imagine, the response was that [policy] is unacceptable.  

When Ruth had the opportunity to meet the school system's newly hired superintendent, 

she confronted him about the policy at a Meet-and-Greet: 

So I decided to broach this topic with the new superintendent. I said, “Hi, nice to 

meet you. I teach history.” I said, “One thing I hope that you will tackle that is 

really bothering me is the wording in our dress code.” And I shared it with him 

and I said, “It's just problematic.” I told him “There's no such group as Black 

power. So kind of we look stupid on top of it being offensive.” And what he says 

to me? Unbelievable. I mean, I just met him. And I mean, from that moment on, I 

was like, that guy is a jack_________. He said, “Let me tell you a story. When I 

was the principal in [extracted] High School, we were dealing with you know, 

there were a lot of Blacks at the school.” That's right, a lot of Blacks at the school, 

where he said we had a large Black population at our school. Then he said, “This 

good ol’ boy, senior, he would come in every day with his confederate flag hat on. 
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So this is how I dealt with it.” I thought, Oh, God, here we go. He said, “I pulled 

him aside and I said, ‘Son, I am worried that you're gonna get your rear kicked by 

these thugs for wearing that hat.’" That's what he said. Thugs. I think I was like, 

“Wow, I just met him!” So I said, “Wow, that is unexpected. That is just racist. 

Clearly, we don't know each other yet.” And I walked off. 

Ruth had recognized the entanglement of racism and white privilege in a policy and the 

importance of challenging the whiteness that informed this policy. However, she characterized 

this experience as helping someone to “climb out,” but then walked away rather than pursuing 

the changes in ideas and actions that needed to happen. It seems Ruth left white privilege 

unchallenged. As she said, “I was easy on him. I just walked away.” At that moment, it might 

have been difficult to see how she might have supported the superintendent in disrupting the 

whiteness that informed the policy. When asked if she recognized any of the consequences that 

might have arisen from the confrontation, she replied: 

I'm gonna tell you, he was in my damn classroom all the effing time. He would 

show up in my classroom. People in the sixth grade would sometimes call me and 

say, “He's in the building.” I expected that he would just show up, and he would 

be all friendly with me. And then when I didn't tell him, but I was retiring. He 

came in and he was like, “I am so sorry that we're losing such a fine teacher, I 

hear that you're retiring. Can I talk you out of that?” I was like, “No.” And I think 

him coming to my classroom was him trying to intimidate me. But I mean, it's 

like, “Come on, buddy. You're not going to intimidate me. I don't know what 

you're doing. I know why you're visiting here.” I just think I would just be like, 

“Have a seat.” 
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Ruth’s confrontation with the superintendent may not have had the effect she desired—to disrupt 

whiteness. The superintendent might have seen this interaction as a white, female teacher 

challenging not only his power as a superintendent but also as a white male, instead of an attempt 

to decolonize his language and thinking. When asked why this memory stood out to her, Ruth 

responded: 

That someone that is a new hire in 2016 felt that someone he doesn't even know 

felt that it was okay to say that. It just shows for me it was, it just shows the 

acceptance of white superiority and the fact that he thought he could use the word 

thug. 

Based on the superintendent’s response to Ruth’s diatribe, it seemed he had missed her message 

and was not reconsidering his own thinking and 

actions that were informed by centering whiteness. 

Ruth’s adoption of an approach, rooted in 

compassion and patience (see San Pedro, 2018) to 

racist behaviors, actions, and thinking may have 

helped the superintendent climb out of his racist 

ideologies sooner. 

Seeing whiteness: The Earth, Wind, and Fire Concert 

 When Ruth was attending college, she and her friends (mainly white) attended an Earth, 

Wind, and Fire concert. At the time of this concert, she described herself as stuck in a place 

where fear was the foundation of her understanding of race. While Ruth could see race and 

recognize herself as a racialized being, she still centered whiteness in some of her interactions 

with Black peers. Ruth recounts how she began to feel sick during the concert and pushed her 

Journal Entry (6/5/23): After this 
interview, I wondered how the 
superintendent’s perception of racism 
changed due to that moment. Additionally, 
had Ruth stayed to engage in a 
conversation regarding his choice of 
words, trying to help him understand the 
structures, would he have changed his 
perspective of racism? Of her as an 
antiracist educator? How did she want to 
be an advocate at the moment, be 
mistaken as her challenging his whiteness 
and his position?  
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way through the crowd from the front stage to the back of the Coliseum. During this time, she 

described “being scared,” as she was called names as she pushed her way to the back. 

 So then I was weaving and bobbing through this sea of people and man I was, I 

was pushed and shoved and kind of through there and "white bitch" and all this, 

this, these, I was just like, "Holy shit, I gotta get the hell out of here fast." 

When she finally made it out of the crowd, a couple of people, whom she identified as Black, 

came to check to see if she was ok: 

It was scary going through that. And, "man, those people were mean to me, and 

blah, blah, blah". And then what happened was a couple of Black people that were 

also out, I don't know if they went to the bathroom or whatever. We're like, "Hey, 

are you okay?" And came over. We were chatting… And I came to the conclusion 

that it was, you know, it was a fear of Blackness, really. And then when those 

people were like really concerned, and I guess I didn't look too good, and came up 

to me, then that kind of helped shatter that notion. 

Ruth identified this moment as the first time she disrupted whiteness, a moment of force 

that moved her away from the racist ideas that informed her white privilege. She began to 

interrogate her fear of Black others, as the Black couple, who responded to her distress, “I was 

able to interrogate my belief structure a little bit more. Did I arrive? No, but I felt like that's 

where I was able to make a clean break.” 

As Ruth reflected on that moment, she noted she did not have to ponder her “whiteness,” 

the ways in which her race positioned her in society. For Ruth, the juxtaposition between her 

reactions with the reactions of the Black people who attended the concert, particularly the Black 
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couple that inquired about her distress, encouraged her to disrupt the way she saw whiteness. 

Ruth noted that this moment opened her eyes, challenged what she saw as “fear,” and encourage 

her to explore the systems of whiteness (privilege and beyond) that were made visible. At that 

moment, she realized something needed to be changed in herself. "I came to realize, ‘Oh, my 

God, Black people do that every damn day.’ I experienced this once, and it opened my eyes." 

Ruth’s Eruption: Disrupting whiteness In Her Classroom 

 Learning to “disrupt whiteness” is the phenomenon of interest to this study. It is a journey 

that participants encounter in their personal, as well as professional lives. Every observed or 

remembered encounter with racism that Ruth reflected upon, often invisible to others in her life, 

led her to erupt visibly- and engage in disrupting whiteness in her classroom pedagogically and 

instructionally. Ruth explains how she made use of her classroom's physical space by displaying 

quotes on the walls. She also shares how she encouraged student inquiry through her teaching 

methods, and how she designed the curriculum to challenge the established norms. Ruth 

experienced a strong connection between how she experienced white privilege in her everyday 

life and how those experiences influenced how she recognized and disrupted whiteness in her 

classroom. This section captures how Ruth witnessed the powerful grip of whiteness and white 

privilege firsthand and how she chose to disrupt the whiteness within the social studies 

curriculum and begin to unravel the threads racism has woven throughout the educational 

system. 

Creating a Learning Environment for Disruption 

One of the artifacts Ruth shared during our interviews was the small brown bag with the 

quote, "It's the job of a citizen to keep his mouth open," by Gunter Grass, written in black block 

letters (see Figure 2).  
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Figure 2 

Ruth’s Quote Bag 

 

According to Ruth, the quotes were an ideal way to disrupt whiteness in the classroom. She liked 

to display them around her room because they "instigated" students; Ruth did not simply put the 

quotes on the wall, she integrated them into her curriculum. For example, when she attended a 

Women's March, she saw Susan B. Anthony's quote, "Organize, agitate, educate, must be our 

war cry." She snapped a picture and brought it back to her classroom to discuss the connection 

between the social studies curriculum and the Women's March with her students. 

And they had this big, huge sign with that on it. And it said Susan B. Anthony. 

And so I took a picture at the protest. When I went back to school on Monday… 

so I had that up on the smartboard. They already knew about Susan B. Anthony as 

I mean, why not? We were studying it right at that point in time. So the kids were 

like, “What, what is the sign?” “Oh, cool. So where did where was that?” I said, 

“Well, that was at a protest that I was at this weekend. It was at the March and I 

saw that sign and I thought of our study and I thought holy cow, Susan B. 

Anthony, 100 years later, rah rah, she lives on.” 
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Ruth went on to say, “If there's a quote that is powerful, it has a person attached to it. And 

generally, that person is a disruptor.” I asked Ruth to elaborate on the possible connections 

between the disruptors she chose to display and the social studies content she wanted her 

students to understand and interrogate. She said: 

When you're teaching seventh grade students, that's your community of learners, 

then, you know, introducing them to powerful folks who have used language as a 

powerful tool to shine a light… They were using their language to be provocative 

and I think that for kids to know that they, too, can use their language, you know, 

to be provocative or to understand, “Here's a quote, here's the person that said it, 

this is what that person did to use the word disrupt or to shine a light or to spread 

love or whatever.”  That’s powerful. It's about the power of words and writing. 

Ruth used the physical artifact she captured from the March to amplify that experience and 

create a space for students to consider the many tools that can be employed to disrupt 

whiteness—words/ideas and actions. When educators display quotes on their classroom walls, an 

important consideration may be how the quotes might be utilized to support their students in 

developing a critical consciousness (Freire, 2018) or encouraging student agency and voice (San 

Pedro, 2018). These considerations are especially essential when educators engage their students 

in interrogating the status quo and disrupting the curriculum to make whiteness visible.  

I asked Ruth to share her understanding of the quote by Gunter Grass [in her artifact] and 

her decision to display that particular artifact in her classroom. She said:  

It was just to let the kids know that if you are a citizen of this fine country, your 

job is to make sure you function as a citizen by speaking truth to power. And so 
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you know, just making sure you're aware that's your job, to be aware, and to show 

up. And so I just think that is important in setting a classroom environment that 

also lays out an expectation that not only as a citizen, you better show up in here 

in, but in the classroom as well. It’s important to participate and be open to new 

ideas… Showing up and participating is vital. 

When asked why she chose to share that particular artifact, Ruth said, “It showed my belief in 

the power of language and the power of words to inspire all sorts, to inspire action, to inspire 

weeping, to inspire love, to inspire more questions- since the part of learning is the question.” A 

parallel can be drawn between the way Ruth positioned herself as an educator and the message in 

the Grass quote, as she found language and questioning 

to be essential aspects of her personal life as a disruptor 

of whiteness within society, as well as to support student 

learning.  

While Ruth had decided to display the quotes to 

provoke discussion during class, she also noted that the 

quotes created opportunities which encouraged students’ 

questioning and inquisitiveness. 

I think that having the quotes hanging, usually, you know, kids would come up 

and they were always like, behind my desk, they would come up and they would 

be like, “What does that mean?” You know, so I could explain that. 

Journal Entry (5/22/23): I am provoked by the quote Ruth displayed in her classroom. I am 
left with more questions, such as when should mouths be quiet (thinking of whiteness, in 
particular). How does it work to make changes? How might someone with an opposing 
political perspective or racist beliefs have that same openness, especially given our political 
climate? 

Bridling: I loved using posters in 
my classroom that were people 
seen to motivate and disrupt. It was 
a subtle way I felt like I was pushing 
against the system. But, I also 
found it incredibly discouraging to 
students when educators left their 
walls empty. What message does 
that send to those who walk into 
your room? I always saw it as 
someone who didn’t care. I think I 
asked this question because I 
wanted to see how she saw the use 
of classroom spaces. 
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Rather than a list of rules which impose the power and control of the classroom, or signs 

which encourage bad feelings to “vanish in an environment of mandatory cheer- where 

they just get swept under the rug where people end up tripping over them” (Kohn, 2012, 

p. 36), Ruth’s quotes created a space for students to analyze and question, which Kohn 

(2012) notes can provoke a needed disruption of the 

message of meritocracy found on commonly used 

classroom poster. As Ruth said, “It [the quote] was 

there to capture the interest and intrigue the students 

in some way.”  

Developing Curriculum 

“You can't disrupt anything unless you know, and so the only way you know is to continue asking 

questions”- Ruth 

 For Ruth, the curriculum was at the heart of her interaction with the phenomenon. 

According to Ruth, “you can't disrupt anything unless you know, and so the only way you know 

is to continue asking questions.” Ruth disrupted whiteness through disrupting the traditional 

social studies curriculum she was expected to follow. When I asked Ruth to describe her first 

encounter with disrupting whiteness, she replied that it occurred when she began teaching and 

realized the social studies narratives reflected a whitewashed perspective:  

Journal Entry (6/5/23): This is a wonderful start to using classroom decor to introduce or possibly open 
the phenomenon to students. Her description of their intentions sounds like an excellent hook. I am left 
wondering what other quotes she displayed or how she may have used them in her classroom to help 
students understand how they can promote social justice causes or disrupt whiteness.  

 

Bridling: She knows the 
questions are powerful and 
necessary when disrupting 
whiteness. She seems 
comfortable disrupting the 
curriculum. Questions are a good 
start, but I would love to know 
how did she incorporate this into 
her daily teaching practices? 
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Wait, hold on, where the hell is the Black voice 

in our curriculum? And trying to figure out how 

to do that. And then being able to share that 

history even though it wasn't in the curriculum 

is kind of like you know, “Okay, you know 

what? Let's talk about some redlining here even though it’s not in your 

standards.” 

I asked Ruth to reflect on her early teaching experiences where she may not have pushed against 

the whiteness prevalent in the curriculum. She stated how she wished to apologize to her early 

students, then said, "That's dangerous. I didn't think that then, but looking back on it, I realized 

that it was just a framework of American history that we were all taught for so long. It was white 

center for sure."  As Ruth gained experience teaching, she became more comfortable with and 

more committed to disrupt the whiteness in the social studies curriculum disruption. Ruth began 

to recognize how racism was woven throughout the curriculum, relegating various racial groups 

to the sidelines (Brown et al., 2017). Furthermore, she embraced her responsibility as an educator 

to challenge the whitewashed histories that the state standards reproduced. 

 I think it's easy to you know, just go through the facts instead of interrogating the 

why of the rise of Hitler…  We can use the standards as a framework and not to 

touch stone, and then saying, “I'm sorry, but Native American history needs to be 

taught as genocide”, because that's what it was. And I used that word and I taught 

that and I talked about the massacre at Sand Creek in Colorado, totally showing 

that and that's not in the curriculum. 

Bridling: She knows the 
questions are powerful and 
necessary when disrupting 
whiteness. She seems 
comfortable disrupting the 
curriculum. Questions are a 
good start, but I would love 
to know how did she 
incorporate this into her daily 
teaching practices? 
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In order to add more depth to her students’ exploration of history, Ruth developed her curriculum 

as units. This was a clear disruption of the pacing guide the county-level curriculum manager set 

in place that studied history as a series of chronological events. Ruth believed her units valued 

the depth, rather than simply the breath of U.S. history: 

That would be more comparative analysis of everyone through our history and 

would be a richer study to do a unit like that. Same thing with American African 

American history, instead of just, you know, throwing in Frederick Douglass here, 

we can elevate the perspectives of African Americans throughout the history of 

our county to add more depth. 

Ruth actively challenged the unity of social studies curriculum and the privileging of 

whiteness (Barbour et al., 2007; Ross et al., 2014) as she made decisions that moved beyond the 

traditional curriculum, standards, and pacing guides set in place by governing individuals outside 

of her classroom (e.g., the Department of Education and her curriculum manager). The anecdotes 

that follow describe how she included additional historical information to disrupt the white 

narratives of historical events and deepen students’ understanding of the content.  

 When discussing Jim Crow Era Reconstruction and the Jim Crow Laws, Ruth shared with 

students how white Americans terrorized Black people through the fear of lynching, which was 

not included in the social studies standards or addressed by the textbook used in her district. She 

described her inclusion of imagery depicting the acts of white supremacists, including a picture 

of an angry white mob lynching a Black man. When asked to describe this moment in her 

classroom, Ruth said: 
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There were gasps always. And I always said, you know, I would always say, 

“This slide is very disturbing. They're very disturbing, and you should be 

disturbed” and then I would give numbers of blacks lynched and we would talk 

about that…. And then we would go talk about Ida B. Wells and how heroic her 

writings were to expose lynching and how brave it was for her to do that. So it 

was just not here [in the South] lynching happened. It was more of a lesson about 

that as well. And I didn't leave it up there.  But I just felt, do you know, I never.... 

I'm gonna use that word never. Because I never got pushed back on that slide. 

Ruth also described the standard covering the Progressive Era. She noted how Black 

women within the Women’s Suffrage movement were utterly absent from the standards and 

curriculum, which often left many students believing that Black women gained voting rights with 

the passage of the 19th Amendment. Therefore, she asked students to read articles that 

encouraged them to interrogate this aspect of history. 

And then we would have a conversation around it. And it talks about how 

intentionally Black women were excluded from the 

women's suffrage movement, how they were an 

intentional exclusion. I mean, I wanted them to 

understand that because I mean, I said “I find the 

women's suffrage movement joyful. You know, 

what a good movement. But within that joy look at this, look at the insidious 

Journal Entry (5/21/23): While I recognize educators make choices to expose the 
historical context that offers a broader perspective of history (more than the whitewashed 
narratives), I wonder what it may have been like if she was able to connect this to modern 
day systemic structures? How are students being critical of this learning and able to see 
how this kind of white mob mentality still exists today? 

Bridling: We should be ashamed 
of our country’s past; I hope Ruth 
doesn’t drown in guilt, but can she 
settle for places to still feel 
comfortable or thinking that it’s just 
in the past?  
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nature of racism and how it played a part in our history”…. I just wanted to 

expose those things as I learned them, so I tried to do that not to shame our 

country, but just to highlight the nature of racism. 

The final experience Ruth described as an instructional choice to disrupt whiteness was 

her inclusion of the 1968 Olympics in the curriculum. She remembered students asking questions 

to learn more. 

But we talked about how they lost their medals. The kids were like, “Why?” I'm 

like, “Yeah, why?” This is like 1968 guys but think of the times and this is what 

they're talking about… they're these athletes making that statement on a world 

stage, about our situation. They [the students] were very interested in that and, of 

course, that's not in the curriculum. So I think that kind of, I think that was a good 

lesson. A good lesson for bringing us way beyond just Martin Luther King and 

Malcolm X. And showing all the other players during the Civil Rights Movement. 

Ruth helped students not only understand how athletes, such as Tommie Smith and John Carlos 

were making a statement, but she also showcased them as disruptors. They pushed against the 

norms of the metal stand, demonstrating against racism in the U.S. on a global stage. Ruth and 

her students were exploring and interrogating how racism operated in the past; there was no 

mention of how Ruth might have helped students recognize how racism and white privilege 

persist in societal structures and norms, as well as in the thinking of individuals. Many scholars 

note the importance of teaching how our racist past informs our racist present and current 

protests around equity and justice (Bolgatz, 2005; Hall, 2021; Salienas & Castro, 2010). While 

Colin Kaepernick’s kneeling during the National Anthem (2016) had not occurred yet, racial 
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injustices were very present within the communities in which her students lived. Ruth seemed to 

understand that she had made progress disrupting whiteness, but she could have gone further:   

Well, Black Lives Matter was that movement around before I left, right before I 

left. So that was still that lesson with that image depending on what was going on 

at the time, but in our in our world, I could take on even more.  

As Ruth worked to disrupt the whiteness of social studies curriculum, she experienced the 

resistance this work often engenders in white people. When discussing Black Lives Matter, her 

students responded by suggesting white lives/all lives matter: 

I mean, we did, we talked about that. And I tried to plant things and have the kids 

say thing… I can give the facts about where Black Lives Matter comes from, why 

it was, you know, to do that, provide that framework, but then beyond how you 

feel about Black Lives Matter, I could hear Kitchen Table Talk coming into the 

classroom. 

The contexts in which we are situated matter, and Ruth experienced how challenging it is 

to disrupt whiteness, a status quo that has often been sedimented in our hearts and minds. 

Designing Learning Tasks 

 Ruth understood her inclusion of previously silenced voices as a disruption of a social 

studies curriculum the privileging of whiteness. She believed it was important to create a space 

for her students to witness the truth about history and to grapple with the questions and thinking 

these diverse perspectives provoked. “I had kids do these reflective journals; this was mine (see 

Figure 3).” 
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Figure 3  

Ruth’s Personal Interactive Notebook 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The cover of her journal was an array of pictures, including a helicopter flying during the 

Vietnam War, a picture from the civil rights movement of the 1950s and 60s, a document with a 

quote from Mahatma Gandhi which reads, “An eye for an eye leaves the whole world blind,” 

images from immigration throughout U.S. history, and several pictures taken during the Great 

Depression and dust bowl. When I asked Ruth how her journal cover was connected to the 

phenomenon [disrupting whiteness], she replied,  

It showed the systemic nature of the white power structure. The notebook showed 

that page after page after page you know, starting with westward expansion, and 

the annihilation and genocide (and I use that word) of the Native Americans all 
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the way up until you know, the civil rights movement… It was a collection of 

their thinking… We were creating the textbook for the course. 

These interactive journals provided her students with an opportunity to “rewrite” the dominant 

historical narrative, to construct more nuanced and critical understandings of their country that 

exposed the racism that is embedded in our institutions and 

cultural narrative.   

Students created their notebook covers during the 

first days of school, as Ruth wanted her students to interact 

with history early and identify “the connections and the 

relationships between one historical event to another historic 

event,” and Ruth was clear about her intentions for the 

notebooks—to disrupt whiteness. “You can kind of disrupt whiteness using this. I remember 

giving them the term genocide in their notebook and talking about what our founding and our 

country did to Native Americans. So that puts whiteness in its place, frankly.” Introducing 

students to the term genocide, which they could continue to reference throughout the year, 

vividly illustrated how “racist policy” (Kendi, 2019, pp. 18-19) was directed at Native 

Americans. However, Ruth did not elaborate on how she connected this historical event (the 

genocide and prejudicial treatment of Native Americans from our history’s past) to the racist 

actions inflicted on other groups or how she provided them with tools to challenge the racism 

(oppression) that persists today (Applebaum, 2016; Freire, 2018). 

 Ruth explained the first step to easing her students into disrupting the curriculum, after 

creating their interactive journals, was to introduce them to the text The House on Mango Street 

by Sandra Cisneros. When asked how she saw disrupting whiteness, Ruth said: 

Bridling: I wonder if students’ 
notebooks were coupled with the 
more commonly adopted white 
narrative to juxtapose and 
expose whitewashing. Were 
students able to examine 
whitewashed narratives critically 
to investigate and analyze 
multiple perspectives? If so, this 
would be an excellent tool to 
reflect upon to show the fuller 
perspective of history. 
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There is a little essay in there called “My Name.” And she’s writing about her 

name, so it's just a way to bring in culture from the start and to bring in, you 

know, where your name comes from, who gave it to you, what does it mean? So, 

even though it's not specifically about race, but that's about your journal and 

you're going to own your journal and then we're going to read that story. And she 

is a Latino author writing about her name. And now we're going to write about 

our name and find out about our name. . . and that I think just making sure to have 

kids think about theirs [names] and where they come from was important to me in 

my classroom. 

I asked Ruth how she saw her students’ examination of their 

names as an inclusion of culture and a means of disrupting 

whiteness. Ruth answered, 

Yes…  I think when you honor students and their cultures and needs and you 

honor curriculum that requires and honors questions, 

curriculum that questions are at the heart of learning. If you 

do all that you disrupt. I'm not saying that at the time that I 

was thinking that would disrupt whiteness. I just was at the 

time trying to bust up the rote-ness of school and, and to 

make it much more of an environment that honored kids’ inquisitiveness. 

Bridling: Admittedly, I 
initially thought this was a 
choice seen as a safe use 
of culture in the classroom.   

Journal Entry (4/3/23): I 
wonder how things may 
have played out if she 
had challenged it more 
directly, as any inequities 
may need to be inferred 
by students. 
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 Ruth went on to share a specific experience in which her students used their notebooks to 

disrupt whiteness. She used the narratives of 40 individuals 

killed by white supremacists during the Jim Crow era of 

American history, resources from the Southern Poverty Law 

Center, and asked students to read and retell the story of an 

individual murdered at the hands of white people. Ruth 

further disrupted the regular classroom routine by turning 

down the lights, which created a somber atmosphere for this 

work, Ruth shared the parameters for the learning task: 

They would read the story and become that person. They could bring an artifact 

they could do something to help them, but they then presented their 

impersonation, it was a quiet, solemn day. And white people were not brought to 

justice. 

On the presentation day, one student after another took on the persona of the individual they 

chose and shared the stories of their experiences at the hands of white supremacists. Ruth 

remarked, “I think that the stories that people were telling were serious enough that they 

responded like it was serious.” As she continued to reminisce about this lesson, Ruth recalled a 

vivid moment, which occurred halfway through the day.  

I’ll never forget… There was this one story and he was run over purposefully by a 

pickup truck with these whites. So this kid sat at a desk. I'm in the front of the 

room and he had a little matchbox car, truck thing, just a small one. It was a truck, 

but it was a pickup. He sat at the desk with it in his hand and just went like this 

back and forth. While he told the story. It was that frickin’ simple and powerful. 

Journal (7/10/23): I am very 
much against impersonation 
lessons, as it involves taking on 
and potentially distorting 
individuals and their identities. 
This becomes even more 
problematic to me when the 
individual being impersonated 
may belong to a marginalized 
group. Can Ruth see this same 
feeling? Is this why she selected 
a resource from The Southern 
Poverty Law Center? 
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When I asked Ruth if she and her students had engaged in dialogue, she reported that there were 

no conversations after these presentations. Furthermore, Ruth did not share how students 

explored the systemic foundations which made these stories possible, nor how these individuals 

were murdered because they were exercising power to be disruptors and disrupting whiteness 

themselves. While Ruth ensured her students had access to 

the voices that were often silenced during the Jim Crow era, 

she missed an opportunity to support her students in 

questioning and disrupting the white supremacist ideology 

that persists today. While exposure to the unvarnished truth of U.S. history is important, it is 

equally important to support students in identifying how a white supremacist ideology condoned 

these historical events, as well as how disrupt the racist ideas may inform their own thinking and 

actions.  

Life After Retirement: Ruth Today 

When asked how she supports social studies education today, Ruth indicated she is 

currently working with a local grassroots African American organization dedicated to enriching 

the African American community and engaging in community conversations about race. She also 

belongs to a group that investigates white privilege. This group hosts book clubs that actively 

engage in challenging whiteness through reading texts such as White Fragility by Robin 

DiAngelo, Waking Up White by Debby Irving, and Stamped by Ibram X. Kendi.  

Ruth also wrote a position statement to the Governor of her state to address the 

whitewashing that informs the newest K-12 social studies. Ruth, and her colleagues, are calling 

out the blatant racism found within the latest version of the social studies state standards. When 

Bridling: I was left wondering 
how the student saw the 
symbolic nature of the 
matchbox car. Ruth spoke as 
though she identified the 
symbolic representation.    
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Ruth is not actively participating in this group, she enjoys participating in Zoom professional 

developments that explore topics around racism and whiteness. 

During the pandemic, she held classes, which her daughter called Dangerous Minds 

Class, at her kitchen counter for her middle school aged grandchildren to supplement the 

curriculum they experienced as they learned online. She described this as a direct link to how she 

disrupts whiteness in her personal life. She utilized Nicole Hannah Jones' 1619 Project and 

different resources on sites such as Learning for Justice. She approached her grandchildren’s 

instruction intentionally and critically. "We learned about Black Lives Matter because I would 

try, even though I did start back way back with slave trade, the whole idea was rooted in racism. 

I used a lot of Kendi's stuff." Recently, Ruth’s granddaughter casually mentioned how she saw 

the curriculum gaps that would occur from banning books in schools—how the complexity and 

diverse narratives of our history would be silenced. When asked how Ruth understood the 

implications of the moments she spend teaching her grandchildren at the kitchen counter, she 

said: 

And so to hear her say that at that counter, I was like, yes, yes, because what that 

means is that she is going to continue and she knows that there is this tension in 

this country. Tension about what is our history, and that's all I want her to know… 

She's gonna talk to other kids. I mean, because we need our current young people 

to grow up having questions… She has armed her with other narratives. I would 

love to see how she has also helped her move toward advocating for social justice 

causes which can change systemic practices. 

 Ruth recognized the need for reflection in order to recognize racism and to disrupt 

whiteness. She also noted how her experiences beyond classrooms walls had a profound 
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influence on what and how she taught. Ruth noted, "there's a lot of stuff in there I didn't know. 

And I should know, I should have known all that before I taught history." As she spoke, she also 

realized how her access to these spaces, in which to learn other stories, was a manifestation of 

white privilege. She said, "I mean, I was able to retire kind of early and to do zooms, to read 

books, to buy books to be privy to a lot of information and have the time to do so. And that's, 

that's white privilege." 

Ruth’s Ghosts: Companions on Her Journey 

Our journeys through life are influenced by the contexts in which we live, the people 

meet, the ideas we encounter. Koro-Ljungberg (2016) has suggested that our life experiences are 

shaped by various specters—vestiges of what and who we have experienced, after the encounters 

have taken place. These ghosts are: 

specters of past thinkers, texts, pedagogists, teachers, and forms of ourselves. We 

teach/learn with the past but not necessarily in the past. The past is with us in its 

haunting and pervasive forms but not in ways that necessarily close our options, 

release us from Derridian responsibility, or force us to follow established patterns 

and traditions (p. 138). 

As Ruth navigated her understanding of the phenomenon (disrupting whiteness), I 

realized her ghosts were often the resources she encountered as she learned to teach and that she 

utilized to teach her students. She spoke of using particular texts that promoted the teaching of 

people’s history, as “good stuff,” according to Ruth. These ghosts included sites such as Zinn 

Education Project (https://www.zinnedproject.org/), Learning for Justice 
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(https://www.learningforjustice.org/), Southern Poverty Law Center 

(https://www.splcenter.org/), and Teaching for Change (https://www.teachingforchange.org/).  

Ruth shared, “I relied a lot on Rethinking Schools and Learning for Justice all the time.” 

During our interviews, Ruth often described the need to add depth to her curriculum, and she 

found solace in the sites that supported teachers with helpful lesson plans and resources to 

challenge their understanding. James Loewen’s (2018) text Lies My Teacher Told Me was one of 

the first books she used in a study group in her teacher education program and proved to be a 

catalyst for her instructional decision to teach students that the treatment of Native Americans 

was genocide, exposing them to content and terminology beyond and/or avoided by state 

standards. Teaching both social studies and language arts allowed Ruth to engage with these 

resources or ghosts to position the phenomenon in both subject areas. Ruth’s ghosts remained 

present throughout her teaching from “those kinds of people who are doing that kinda work” and 

were always there. 

 People also acted as specters for Ruth. She noted several colleagues, administrators, and 

teacher educators who remained present, haunting her time in and outside of her classroom. 

When referencing the Loewen (2018) text, she said  

That was one of my first books that kind of exposed me. I feel [my teacher 

educator], she's very, very supportive. People like [colleagues] would come to the 

group. We were in these kinds of teacher groups together, where we would be 

reading a common thing and we would be sharing while questioning and this and 

that and the other. That is the support. That's all the support you need. And my 

principals were all very supportive.  
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These same educators encouraged her to create better learning spaces for students, and Ruth 

traveled abroad to learn about the Reggio Schools. In these ways, her teacher educator connected 

resources and teaching practices critical to Ruth.  

Though not an educator, her father may also have been one of Ruth’s ghosts, as he often 

lingers within her stories. Early in our interviews, Ruth shared how her father was deployed for 

many years to fight in Vietnam War. I heard whispers of Ruth’s father as she shared her thoughts 

on curriculum and the need to disrupt whiteness, ".... as far as presenting a curriculum that 

disrupted whiteness, and not just from a Black/white point of view, but just disruptive whiteness. 

Like, let's look at the Vietnam War from the Vietnamese perspective." In her early years, Ruth 

understood this war through the perspective of the U.S. military.  However, she eventually 

traveled to Vietnam and spent time learning about the Vietnamese culture. This experienced 

helped Ruth to understand an historical event (the Vietnam War) from a perspective that had 

been silenced in the history she learned during her youth. Learning to disrupt whiteness was a 

personal and ongoing journey for Ruth.  

Tracing Ruth’s Footsteps 

Life in a military family allowed Ruth to live in various places across the United States 

and shielded her from segregation. She recalled her family’s problematic, racist beliefs and spent 

much of her adult life grappling with those ideological perspectives. Her peers played an 

influential role in helping her to understand oppression, inequities, and injustices.  

Ruth described the fear that characterized her view of non-white people and how it 

impacted how she saw her own privilege and position within society. Most notably, Ruth was 

determined to make invisible and historically silenced narratives prominent for students. These 
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were significant lived experiences which led to the visible eruption of disrupting whiteness in her 

classroom. She disrupted whiteness through the physical space on her classroom walls, through 

inclusive instructional practices, and how she designed and created the curriculum that disrupted 

master narratives. 

Ruth continues to seek opportunities to continue her learning and disrupt her privilege 

(i.e., the grassroots community group discussing race and racism). In addition to challenging her 

own ideologies, she works to disrupt the problematic beliefs of her family and those she 

encounters. Ruth is willing to do the necessary and uncomfortable work that disrupting whiteness 

requires. 

“That's the hard part for me right now is to try to figure out where it is that I am participating in 

this white privilege world that I need to disrupt that for myself.”- Ruth 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 
ELLA’S JOURNEY 

“And as a social studies teacher, who has had profound experiences in having my reality shaken 

and questioned and pushed at, I've come to understand the power of this work in a really 

different and nuanced way... I want to know more, but also further the field for future social 

studies teachers and for my children.” -Ella 

Meeting Ella 

Ella was the pseudonym selected by this participant who admired the hard work of Ella 

Baker, a Black Civil Rights activist. I first met Ella in the fall of 2020, during the height of the 

COVID-19 pandemic when she hosted a student teacher in her classroom. She earned her 

Bachelor's and Master's degree in secondary social studies education at a university in the 

Appalachian region and taught in a variety of settings until 2018 when she moved back to 

Appalachia to be closer to her family. Ella taught high school civics and economics, U.S. 

History, and World History in an Appalachian high school before she left the classroom to work 

in social studies teacher education. When asked how she saw her identity in relation to social 

studies, Ella responded, “I don't know how to separate myself from social studies.” 

I witnessed Ella's teaching when I supervised student teachers for the university. I vividly 

remember observing a lesson in which Ella taught about the first amendment and had students 

discuss how racism was contextually woven within the various freedoms. Her predominantly 

white students were engaging in respectful, but intense, conversations that examined privilege, 

including their white privilege. Ella's preferred pronouns are she/her, and she identifies as a 

white female. 
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Ella’s Changing Awareness of “Others” 

When it comes to identity, Hawkman’s (2020) metaphor of the swimming pool being a 

space white individuals splash around and help make sense of their whiteness is a perfect image 

of Ella’s ability to recognize difference while coming to terms with her own whiteness. As Ella’s 

understanding of difference seemingly steams and swells under her surface, her “understanding 

of human beings as shaped by the interaction of different social locations (e.g., ‘race’/ethnicity, 

Indigeneity, gender, class, sexuality, geography, age, disability/ability, migration status, 

religion)” (Hankivsky, 2014, p. 4) eventually lead her to connect her experiences with larger 

systemic structures and powers. Ella’s experiences in multidimensional and complex realities 

help her tread the metaphorical water and support her understanding of diverse others and 

conceptualize race, racism, and whiteness.  

Seeing Gender 

Ella did not grow up in a traditional gendered household, with the expectation that 

women do “women’s work.” Her mother and aunts could be 

found renovating family members’ homes. However, upon 

reflection, Ella recognized how a lack of male influences in her 

formative years of education shaped her understanding and 

knowledge of herself as a disruptor. She detailed how her 

recognition of gender, coupled with the white space in which she lived, helped her to be able to 

see racism more clearly and provided experiences that informed her disruptive practices. 

I went to this all girls Prep School, so I never had boys around me to laugh at me, 

or let their social constructs define me because they weren't there. In those 

formative years, like fifth and sixth grade, they weren't there. So I got to play with 

Bridling: I wonder if white 
people have to couple our 
understanding of whiteness 
with other elements of 
oppression and 
marginalization in order to 
grasp the way whiteness 
twists with power.  
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my identity in a way that I was really constructing myself. I just got to be who I 

wanted to be. 

This prep school was run by Catholic nuns, who Ella described as “badass women.” She 

described these women’s dedication as admirable and noteworthy and noted that even though 

their position limited them in the eyes of the church, they broke barriers. 

 Attending a co-ed Catholic middle school proved disconcerting, as Ella encountered more 

traditional expectations related to gender. Her early experiences with female role models inspired 

her to resist the more traditional gender norms of her new school. Ella did not silence herself or 

bury the confidence she had developed.  

I remember going to the school and girls didn't talk up or speak up. And boys 

were like, middle school boys... like stunk and made fart jokes and the girls 

giggled and laughed and wanted to be pretty. I didn't get that because I was like, 

from this all girl school that really instilled this confidence in me. 

Her confidence was likely influenced by the strong females, who had surrounded her—

women who disrupted the status quo. Her female family members and the nuns at school, 

provided examples of women who adopted non-traditional gender roles and embraced their 

power and authority.  

So I had these women in my life that were really smart and set this tone of 

questioning everything and pushing back on everything… They were girls who 

played in the creeks and streams and built stuff. But also they were aware of the 

structure and systems that they existed in. 
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She noted her mom’s desire to advocate for social justice within their church and engage with 

jobs typically deemed unfit for women. She witnessed her aunt breaking barriers as a college 

athlete. Ella remarked that the nuns played a critical role in leading her closer to the 

phenomenon. She said, “They heard us. They even say things like, ‘Go ahead and ask that 

question.’ These were badass women doing cool things.” The nuns’ call to action mirrored 

Freire’s (2018) belief that those in authoritative positions, particularly those in education, should 

challenge learners to examine the structures that uphold power. In her early life, Ella was 

situated in spaces where she witnessed women she deemed powerful pushing her to confront 

patterns of inequity and privilege established by those in positions of authority (Freire, 2018); 

therefore, Ella’s encounters with male privilege did not was cause significant friction during her 

schooling.   

The Lockers 

 Ella's experience with gender stereotypes and male privilege rose to the surface when she 

attended the co-ed Catholic school. These incidents, in which she confronted male privilege, 

foreshadowed her later disruption of whiteness. For instance, Ella recalled an incident in a 

makeshift locker area. A classmate laughed at her and yelled to her cousin, "[Cousin's Name], 

your cousin [Ella] is causing trouble again. Remind her where women belong." This was one of 

the first times Ella felt the imposition of traditional gender roles. When asked to elaborate, Ella 

shared: 

We have these coat closets in a back room. We didn't have lockers. We had these 

coat closets and you went in left and right... Everybody hung their jackets on one 

wall. And then the other wall were like milk crates that were bolted to the wall. 

And that's where we kept our books. . . And one day, the books all fell because I 
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had one at the top. . . and I was just so embarrassed. And this boy said, “Oh, they 

should give the girls ones lower because they're not as strong. And then like the 

books just fall on them,” And I was like, “They fell because I had them stacked 

wrong. Not because I'm not strong enough to carry my books!” And this boy like 

laughs, he's like, “[Cousin’s Name], tell your cousin to keep her mouth shut and 

remind herself where she belongs.” 

She went on to explain a later experience with the same person. 

And that same boy, we were doing an E-mission for [redacted] and I knew the 

answer! I knew the answer! We were in this computer lab and I'm arguing with 

my boy classmates, and they were just like, “Here she goes again, mouthing off 

like she knows the answer.” And it was like, they were joking. But they were 

serious. Like it gives that like, (HUH HUH) (Puffs out her chest) look. 

These young boys were attempting to muffle Ella’s voice. Houston and Kramarae (1991) detail 

this method of silencing as a level of ridicule intended to marginalize young girls. I asked Ella 

how she responded. She was quiet for several seconds, then solemnly answered,  

I responded by shutting up. Oh, yeah. I mean, I 

wouldn't pipe off. I would push back occasionally. But 

then it was just like, I wouldn't say rubbish so much that 

it wasn’t like ‘well, he or she has been a bitch again. So 

it was just like, “This is not worth my energy.” It was 

the choice to be quiet because I was like “I have other 

Journal Entry (3/9/23): Her 
response feels so vivid to me. 
While I can’t think of any 
moments off the top of my 
head, I know this is exactly how 
I would have responded had 
someone called upon my 
learning disability in similar 
ways. For me, it was along the 
same lines as imposter 
syndrome, like I didn’t belong 
there. For Ella, it was her 
expenditure of energy.  
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things to do. I'm not gonna waste my time arguing because I'm not going to 

change you." 

At this moment, her classmates succeeded in silencing her. These 

actions were rooted in systemic spaces of oppression with patterns 

maintained by those who were privileged according to the 

dominant narrative. Ella remained silent, as she realized the 

futility of pushing back, In spite of the fact that her classmates 

attempted to marginalize Ella and suppress her voice, Ella did not lose momentum; instead she 

embraced the positive power within her silence (Houstin & Kramarae, 1991)—a silence that is 

not seen as a tool for compliance (Aronson et al., 2020).  

The Lady Mustangs 
Ella recalled another moment in middle school when she recognized the gendered nature 

of team names. She challenged the mascot on their jerseys along with “my teammates and my 

principal and my seventh grade seventh and eighth grade math teacher.” Ella said:  

At the school, we were the Mustangs and because I went to the all-girls school, 

they were always just like, “well question things.” I remember saying, "Why do 

our jerseys say lady Mustangs?" and at that time, I didn't know anything about 

othering. And I was like, “This is stupid…technically like a Lady Mustang cannot 

exist.” And I remember saying that, “But it's a boy horse! How can we be the 

Lady Mustangs?” And I wanted to get jerseys because that was the other thing, 

we were getting new jerseys for basketball. And those are expensive. So you have 

to make sure they last for year after year. But like we got these brand new jerseys 

that said lady mustangs, so I'm like, “why can't they just say Mustang? Like why 

Bridling: This leads me to 
wonder when disruption is 
worth energy? Was this 
moment a trade-off or her 
giving in? When a disruptor 
is in control, as Ella felt she 
was in the moment, how 
does it make the disruption 
easier? 
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do we have to be the lady Mustangs? Will we get ones that say men mustangs 

like, gentlemen, Mustangs?” 

For Ella, the inequities related to gender that existed and challenged the decisions that had been 

made. She advocated for change so future players “don’t look stupid.” She brought it to the 

attention of those in power, hoping to dislodge the gender biases that exist in U.S. educational 

system. Ella realized the schools often privileged a male narrative. Despite her efforts, her 

campaign to disrupt traditional gender norms was unsuccessful, but nonetheless a powerful core 

memory. 

Recognizing Difference: Context Matters 

  We do not know what needs to be disrupted until we experience oppression based on a 

dominant societal narrative that privileges particular groups. As noted in the literature on the 

disruption of whiteness, Mills (1997) maintains that the relationship between students and 

educators lies at the heart of disruptive pedagogy. Moreover, emotional and intersectional 

environments in which students engage in uncomfortable dialogues can create opportunities for 

disruption (Amos, 2016; Leonardo & Porter, 2010; Sheppard & Levy, 2019). Ella identified a 

number of motivators in her childhood environment that helped her see how people were 

different. 

I grew up in a Catholic school, in a Catholic house, 

in a community that was more than half Catholic. 

Everybody I knew was white. There were maybe 

two black kids in my graduating class. Now, like the 

public school would have been more diverse, but I 

Journal Entry (4/16/23): Ella 
heavily associates the 
Catholic church with 
whiteness. This hasn’t always 
been my experience. Her line 
about othering being 
juxtaposed to someone similar 
is interesting. Had she arrived 
at a place to recognize 
differences when she 
surveyed her spaces? 
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wasn't exposed to that… I did not feel othered because there was no one to other 

me against. 

Upon reflection, Ella realized how her context constrained her ability to see differences. The 

seeming homogeneity of her community and classmates may have influenced how Ella 

responded the first time she recognized difference,   

But I remember my first experience with seeing someone who had different food 

than me. I remember there was a Filipino student in my class. And they were just 

like eating Filipino food. And it smelled so differently in the cafeteria. And I 

remember thinking, “That stinks.” I knew that they were different because they 

brought in different food. All of my friends had the same food as me. But they 

had different food. That was one of the first times I remember somebody looking 

different than me. 

This was Ella’s first memory of identifying difference, triggered by her response to a smell she 

had never experienced. The smell of her Filipino classmate’s food allowed her to become 

conscious of someone different from herself. From a phenomenological perspective, her sense of 

understanding that smell was profoundly entangled with her being in the world. Vagle (2018) 

would connect Ella’s realization of smelling, recognizing, and questioning differences as her 

consciousness intentionally attaching her to the world she lives in. In this way, Ella’s sense of 

self became intertwined with the differences in others unlike her.  

 During our interviews, Ella repeatedly referenced a high school English teacher who had 

a far-reaching impact on her life. She described her participation in this class as “a rite of passage 

and the reason [she] has note cards on her desk for writing papers.” Ella credited him with giving 
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her the tools to disrupt whiteness. Ella noted he saw her desire to embrace social justice causes, 

as well as her fiery spirit.  

He would assign you a novel, and I read Middlemarch by George Eliot. George 

Eliot is a woman who took a man's name as her pseudonym. It’s a women's 

coming of age story through like, bucking a system, bucking the system that she 

knew she couldn't block like, she knew that there was not a tangible 

end on the side of it on the other side of it, but she still had to do 

something because her little action would change something 

eventually…So like, he knew me. I was, for lack of better words, I 

was mouthy and I had opinions and I knew that they mattered. I 

would cry, “I don't know why you gave me this book. Why can I 

have a shorter one like so and so?” He'd say, “Ella, you know why I chose this 

book. Like, it matters. This is your sport [disrupting the system]. It matters.” And 

he would just leave it at that. 

This English teacher motivated and challenged Ella. He created circumstances that helped her 

find actions to support her thinking. He encouraged her to take a stand. I asked Ella to make 

meaning of the ways in which he pushed her.  

There are the people that see and when I get upset or frantic that people don't see 

me. Because I've always had somebody who I don't want to put on blast, I don't 

want it to be attention seeking, I just- someone to see me and say like, “Okay, you 

keep just chugging along with the work that you do. I know what you're doing.” 

He just saw the core of me, I think, that has always been outspoken and 

discerning and I have my convictions. But he allowed me to just struggle and 

Journal Entry 
(4/16/23): This 
moment reminds 
me of Ted Lasso 
when Ted gifted 
Roy A Wrinkle In 
Time to help him 
see his 
leadership 
potential. 
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grapple with coming to understanding something I never had to have the answer. 

And that was okay. I just had to be working toward it and proving that I was 

working toward it. 

Ella’s need for positive affirmations and to be seen offered significant insight into her identity 

and trajectory as a disruptor. Ella’s statement showcased her desire for a metaphorical pull to 

keep her heading in the direction she felt was right. Her English teacher navigated the tension 

between challenging and supporting Ella. As Freire (2018) noted, educators like her English 

teacher did not seek to turn their students into containers to be 

filled. Instead, he saw her possibilities and supported her in 

taking action. In our final interview Ella, once again, spoke of 

his support. “[He] gave me that space to push and to struggle 

and to question… He’d say, ‘Good work. Now go push a little bit harder. Here's a new place to 

go, try, and push but you think come back here’... But I think it set up the pattern for how I push 

on whiteness.” 

Conceptualizations of Racial Diversity 

 Wingfield (2015) noted that racial inequities and injustices cannot be visible if we do not 

acknowledge diversity within race. To understand how a person experiences the disruption of 

whiteness, it is essential to hear how they see diversity in race. I asked Ella to think back to her 

earliest experiences in which she conceptualized race. She shared a moment at summer camp 

when she and another camper examined their hair textures. 

I was at summer camp, and there was a girl who was mixed, I'd say Black and 

white. And her hair was different. And I didn't know that my hair belonged to 

Bridling: Does she see 
significant things as worth 
doing if it goes unnoticed? I 
believe she does, but still 
the question lingers.  
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white people. Like I didn't know that. And she had braids in her hair. And she 

didn't have any holders. There were no ponytail holders holding them in. And I 

remember saying to her, how do you do that? Look, I want to be able to put my 

hair back and not put ponytail holders in. She's like, and she didn't know either. 

She's like, why just braid my hair and then it stays? 

While Ella could differentiate between the hair of her Black friend and her own, she was still 

unable to see the connection to whiteness. "I don't remember associating it with whiteness 

because whiteness was so normal in my life that I couldn't see differences as being differences." 

At this moment, Ella was not able to recognize the privilege she was afforded by the dominant 

narrative. While Ella realized she was not able to identify the differences she noticed that 

summer as attributed to the social construction of race, as an adult, Ella understands her 

racialized identity as a white person is normalized as the status quo. In fact, diversity belongs to 

all of us when we drop the othering mentality. Ella reflected:  

It makes me sad. That experience was isolated, almost that like, I never came 

back to that. Like, I never ended up having like a diverse 

group of friends. Because it was so innocent. Like, it was not 

grounded or rooted in anything racial.  

This moment at camp provoked Ella. She recognized she was surrounded by people who were 

mostly white. “I can remember, it always feeling like Sesame Street did not represent the world. 

I remember being like, ‘Nobody lives in neighborhoods like this. Who has all these different 

kinds of friends? Nobody!’” I asked Ella to reflect on this perception and she replied:  

Bridling: Does your 
environment create 
isolation from diversity? 
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I remember thinking about textbooks, when they would have different kids' 

names. Because like this would have been the early 90s when I think I was 

starting to be a push for some diversity in these kinds of spaces. Like, I don't 

know anybody with a name other than Sarah or Michael or Mary. In terms of 

Sesame Street, That was not my reality. 

Ella recognized whiteness, although she could not name it. Her earliest experiences with 

diversity occurred as she watched Sesame Street, a 

children's show known for using inclusive clothing, 

language, and food from various cultures to help children 

understand differences. Because her experiences with 

diverse others were rooted in Sesame Street's fantasy and 

tokenism, Ella struggled to understand the relevance of 

these experiences for disrupting the commonplaces of her 

real-world life.  

Racial Identities: white as a Race 

Being white Within Spaces of whiteness 

 The solitude of Ella’s predominately white school and geographic environment 

contributed to her initial, superficial understandings of race and diversity. Ella’s exposure to race 

occurred through her school’s multicultural fests and ethnic 

festivals and cursory celebrations of heroes and holidays 

(Fields et al., 2012; Holladay, 2013), which the tenets of the 

Multicultural Education movement eschewed (Banks, 1993; 

Journal Entry (7/10/23): Ella 
is curious but still has a 
separate reality than those 
seen within fantasy spaces. 
This is her connection to a 
world she is not exposed to 
but can see the diversity in 
race. At this stage, it isn’t a 
very sophisticated view of 
racism, as it is framed in a 
white way to view race and the 
system which maintains that 
privilege. She was struggling 
to move past the facade, but 
she has the will to do so. 

 

Bridling: While well intended, 
did these exposures to culture 
and race leave her seeing 
differences as removed from 
her whiteness? A me vs them 
mindset? 
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Sleeter, 2018b; Urban & Wagoner, 2014). Ella was not encouraged to identify the invisible 

foundations of race and racism or to take informed action against this oppression. Meanwhile, 

Ella had a curiosity, “[a] curiosity about people, about me, about my community, about where I 

fit in things.” The homogeneity of her community and school created barriers that limited 

encounters with the phenomenon of disrupting whiteness. 

 Because U. S. society centers whiteness as the status quo, it is difficult for white 

individuals to understand themselves as racialized beings. As Applebaum (2016) noted, 

whiteness lies at the center of racism; therefore, examining the meaning of white is essential. I 

asked Ella how she understood herself as a white person.  

That answer is very much in flux for me, always. But if I think about myself, 

historically, I never would have thought about myself as a white person. Like it 

never occurred to me because again, it's back to that space of like, there was 

nothing to other against, there was no opposite. There was no there was no 

difference. Everybody was the same as me, painfully the same. 

Our class, geographic location, religious beliefs, and environmental factors influence the sense 

we make of this world and we often reproduce what we have experienced. Ella experienced the 

strictures of her contexts and experiences as she navigated 

the privilege of white identity and the injustices she 

noticed. What Ella is witnessing at this training 

contradicts her habitus, “...the Habitus, then, represents a 

sort of deep-structuring cultural matrix that generates self-

fulfilling prophecies according to different opportunities” (Swartz, 1998, p. 104).  She struggled 

to see how people are very different.  

Journal Entry (4/10/23): From what 
I know about Ella, she sees rules as 
essential but also can’t stay quiet 
when someone pushes her buttons. 
That must be a difficult space to be 
in when you see injustices. A life of 
teetering…  
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A pivotal moment in Ella’s understanding of race and racism occurred when she attended 

a summer program at the Children’s Defense Fund Freedom School. Ella shared, “I never 

thought about myself as a white person until I did Children's Defense Fund Freedom School.” 

The program took place at the University of Tennessee and Alex Haley’s farm. For the first time 

in her life, Ella’s focus on her racial identity was influenced by the fact that, “I was probably one 

of 15 white people in 

probably 2000-3000 

people there.” Being 

surrounded by so 

many people, who 

were different from Ella, disrupted the homogeneity she had come to expect and supported her 

recognition of a racialized identity. Ella shared:  

I get there. And I'm like, there's like drum circles happening. I mean, like, the 

leaders from SNCC are sitting on the stage…. I didn't know what Berea College 

was. I didn't know what an HBCU was. I knew nothing… And I just remember 

like taking it all in. But I also have like white people with me because we all came 

together. So I have my safety. But I remember saying to my cousin, like, “I didn't 

realize I was one of 12 white people here” and she just laughed and she was like, 

“I just like I knew you wouldn't care. But like, I didn't want to taint your 

experience.” 

Bridling: She says this was helpful because she understood her white 
identity better because of the training. She was visibly able to see 
differences and so heavily surrounded by racially diverse people for the 
first time in her life. Could she recognize her complicity in racism more 
clearly now? The structures of whiteness? Was she willing to open up to 
the training more, like a giant push on her social construction?  

Bridling: I wonder how she would have thought of things differently had she been given exposure 
to the group earlier in her life? How does disruption need a tipping point? Does it need an 
unexpected, out of the blue push? 
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While Ella recognized her white identity, she was not able to identify the privilege she had 

inherited with this identity. Additionally, she did not recognize the power of whiteness and white 

privilege. “No, privilege was not a thing that I understood going into it. I think that’s because I 

came from a blue collar family… but all of my needs were met. But like, I didn't understand 

power at that point.” However, this event [Freedom School] was a tipping point to seeing beyond 

skin color toward the systemic racism that exists in U.S. culture. 

I remember Marian Wright Edelman saying, “A lot of people would say that this 

is the end of the story, check the box that we have now achieved having a Black 

president, like the American dream has come true.” And I remember it like 

looking back. It's like so foreboding, she was like, “This will be used though, to 

change the narrative.” Like she knew it. She knew that the fight was not over. 

And like to me at the time, it just seemed like, hyperbole like all the fights still not 

over. 

This experience at the Freedom School provided a contrast to the microsystem in which she had 

grown up (Bronfenbrenner, 1982) and, while her exposure to television and other media offered 

a glimpse into a more diverse society, she had not seen 

how racism was embedded in our society. Marian Wright 

Edelman’s words resonated with Ella. Her experience 

with the Freedom School created cracks in Ella’s white 

Journal Entry (5/24/23): I spent some time with Sharon talking about this today. I came to our 
conversation thinking about how I heard her cousin’s quote projecting as negative. It was the word 
taint. I thought Ella was telling me her cousin felt she might not come had she known about the 
diversity of the population attending. Sharon helped me practice my critical-oriented thinking, as 
she helped me to see her cousin wanting her to experience this herself and disrupt things. This 
was a like-minded person. Sharon helped me to see this as a pivotal moment- and possibly a 
needed slap in the face for Ella to come to reality.  

Journal Entry (5/24/23): Her 
microsystems! It just dawned on me 
how when your microsystems are 
isolating your ability to access other 
systems, how might that influence 
your ability to interact with others? 
To see people different from you? 
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world and created opportunities for her to see difference and the oppression experienced by 

Black people who are marginalized by the dominant narrative.  

Revealing Racism and white Privilege 

Targeting Racist Philosophies 

Ella's entanglement with racism and white privilege occurred at different junctures in her 

journey. As she reflected on her experiences, Ella was able to identify moments of realization 

and growth. For example, Ella saw the racist ideologies built into the Teach Like a Champion 

curriculum she was required to use in her classroom. "At the time, I didn't understand its 

problematic racist meritocracy and neoliberal agendas… Every system, and I mean every system, 

was racist. We had core values, and one of them was grit." These racist philosophies were woven 

through much of the education U.S. students experience (Leonardo, 2009). As Ella continued to 

think about her school experiences, she shared how whiteness was saturated in her early, 

religious-based schooling. 

It was just the norm…whiteness that is so normalized in all aspects of society is 

even more so normalized within the confines of the Catholic Church. It was 

because of power. White cis men centralizing their power… [it was] conforming, 

there was nothing to challenge it. 

However, Ella also experienced moments that interrupted the privileging of whiteness. 

These moments created opportunities for Ella to begin 

questioning how racism and racist ideas were reproduced 

in school. The detailed narrative below highlights how a 

Bridling: When 
confronting our whiteness, 
do we need to be put into a 
position where there is no 
escape? How does 
belonging link to fitting in, 
and leave no movement to 
disrupt? 
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former teacher decentered whiteness in his curriculum and made visible the structures 

that are often camouflaged.   

My English teacher pushed and questioned. It was in my face. I mean, like we 

read Invisible Man. Like, he talked to us about the Harlem Renaissance. And we 

read, like I said, the Color of Water. There was no escaping it [racism]. There was 

a sense of community. It was the reason for action. There was a sense of urgency 

and belonging to something bigger. 

Mentors Nudge Ella to Examine Her Own Racist Ideas  
 Throughout our conversations, Ella referenced a professor in her teacher education 

courses who opened her eyes to the inequities that exist in society. This respected person 

supported Ella in questioning her acceptance of the status quo. Similar to her English teacher, 

this professor saw a spark in Ella. “I believed in social justice and this professor was maybe the 

first professor I had that talked about it.” Ella described how specific racist ideas were made 

evident, and supported her progress becoming a social justice advocate. 

It was like the first time I heard about the school to prison pipeline. It was the first 

time that I saw the connection between the civil rights movement of the 60s and 

before as still applicable and happening. Like it didn't end, there wasn't like a 

period. It was the first time I knew that like none of this stuff just stops and ends. 

There's something you can't put things on a timeline, like it is always in flux. 

This professor embraced a culturally disruptive pedagogy (San Pedro, 2018), which 

exposed white vulnerabilities and offered white awakening. Ella was able to realize that 

making a commitment to disrupt racism would be ongoing as the situation remains in 
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flux. She understood the need to keep momentum as she encountered barriers and 

challenges meant to stymie her disruption of whiteness.  

Although Ella appreciated the social justice-oriented curriculum that informed this 

college class and served to reinforce her commitment to disrupt the inequities she encountered, 

events in her personal life derailed her progress toward understanding and disrupting whiteness.  

Her father’s illness and financial difficulties created challenges for Ella, which she equated with 

a lack of privilege. 

I was having a really bad semester. My dad was really sick. I had to take out 

student loans that year, and my privilege is showing. I was very upset that I had to 

take out loans. And my parents just were not available for a lot of things, because 

my dad was in the hospital dying for most of my last year of school. And so I had 

a hard time seeing the world. I had a hard time 

recognizing my privilege, because my life was so 

hard that year. The textbook would have told me 

that I had privilege because I was in college and I 

had parents that supported me and my whiteness 

allowed me to be there and no one to question my being there. But none of my 

friends had to take out student loans. None of my friends' parents were sick, none 

of my friends... I just remember my parents who were available for everything, 

they never missed the basketball and they never missed a swim meet. Then all of 

a sudden couldn't come to an awards dinner. And like little things like that. So 

then don't say that I'm privileged. My life is really really hard. 

Journal Entry 4/10/23: This was a 
step back for her, especially after 
the progress she had made from 
the Freedom School. I can see her 
navigating her own privileges and 
understanding them at the same 
time. 
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Ella struggled with her emotions as she grappled with her family and financial troubles during 

this semester.  These emotions emerged when, during a class session, she was asked to examine 

the contents of an article that dealt with how educators should handle a particular inequitable 

situation among students in the classroom. Ella, who stated, “I was pissed,” shouted a comment 

that sustained injustice practices described in the article. Instead of addressing the behavior as 

slanted and narrow-minded, the professor paused after Ella’s comment and said: 

"I'm gonna.....I'm gonna let you think about it. Because I'm pretty sure that's not 

what you meant to say."  Wow. Or something along those lines. Like she met me 

with kindness. But she met me and did not back down. 

Instead of approaching the situation with a direct (possible attacking) correction or apathy, the 

professor offered her a moment to pause, offering Ella a chance to climb out and change her 

perspective. As a result, this moment, which compassionately challenged Ella to reconsider her 

thinking, served as a turning point in which she was able to disrupt her perspective (Helmer, 

2014). The professor had designed a curriculum informed by social justice (Mills, 1997) and 

created a dialogic learning environment that welcomed the interrogation of multiple perspectives, 

empowered students to explore their thinking, possibly disrupting ideas that might lead to 

inequitable actions (San Pedro, 2018). I asked about the significance of this moment and how she 

made meaning of it, and she replied, 

She knew what I had previously done with that class, or at least I thought she 

knew. And just like how I operated, she knew that it was, I was lying to myself 

when I said that. But every time I would say something that was social justice 

oriented, or founded in equity, she celebrated this moment. I think I can only 
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remember it because of the work that I've now done. And then knowing “Oh, 

shit... that's what was happening.” 

The professor’s response to this moment propelled Ella forward on her journey and continued to 

offer her energy to continue her learning and questioning. 

Racial Equity Institute 

Everyone participates in racist acts unconsciously or explicitly (Kendi, 2019). However, 

when white people participate in racist microaggressions or behaviors, these acts uphold white 

privilege and white supremacy.  I asked Ella if there were moments in which she better 

understood race and herself as a racialized being. She shared an experience she had as a 

practicing teacher which assisted in her meaning making around whiteness and white privilege.  

Ella learned to recognize how racist acts were intricately woven within systemic oppression and 

entangled within the U.S. school system, and how these oppressions occurred outside the walls 

of her classroom as well. She described this realization, which targeted her personally, as a 

gateway that helped her recognize the visible and invisible racist acts that occur within our 

society. She felt it was important for her journey to continue to seek and embrace moments that 

required her to grapple with her privilege, her whiteness, and the racist systems in which she was 

situated. 

I participated in Racial Equity Institute. I participated in 

phase one. It was like a two-day training for school 

personnel. So teachers, some administrators, and I had two 

friends, a mother and daughter duo [who were] both social 

studies teachers… And they are Native American. They are 

very much and they have opened my heart because I saw 

Journal Entry 4/10/23: 
She references a group 
of friends again. This 
idea of safety in 
numbers seems to be 
rising. They saw her as 
having a willingness to 
be disrupted. It was a 
push from her peers- 
Comfort in 
uncomfortable spaces. 
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them as people I trusted, and they were willing to be vulnerable in spaces. They 

had gone through phase one first and I remember them telling me, “You have to 

do this. You're gonna love it.” Okay, fine. Sign me up. They really pushed me to 

get involved in any kind of professional development that was coming through the 

school district… The first thing you do is everybody sits around in the room and 

they talk about things like, you go around and you identify your race. And right 

after you're done identifying your race, you say what you like most about being 

your race. So keep in mind they had gone through phase one, they came back and 

reported on this… So they came back and they were like, “We went through it 

and it was really interesting.” And they identified as Native American. Now, if 

you looked at them, you would not know they were Native American. They 

explained to me that the moderators of the event said, “No, you're white,” and 

they pushed back and they then the moderator pushed back, and then ultimately, 

the moderator was like, “Okay, tell me what you like being Native American” and 

I forget what their answer was, and then the moderator said, “Okay, now because 

I told you, you're white, tell me what you liked 

most about being white,” And so they were like, 

“we didn't have any answer.”  

Ella's experiences with the Racial Equity Institute 

supported her understanding of the ongoing and 

powerful influence of racism in education. She 

continued to make sense of this line of questioning: 

Journal Entry (6/2/23): This 
was a profound moment, no 
doubt about that. But seeing the 
reaction of the other group, I 
wonder how much more of an 
impact it could have been had 
Ella not been tipped off by her 
friends. Or was that tip off 
something that helped her know 
her movement better (like 
someone spoiling a movie). 
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And then what the moderator explains is that you don't 

always get to choose your identity. The world chooses 

your identity. They tell me this and I like, “So basically 

what they say is that like 

white people?” Okay, black 

people will say come up with things like, “I like my 

hair. I like my food. I like my community, my music.” Because our [white] 

identity, our whiteness is so normalized, there's nothing for us to 

pick. That is our favorite because everything’s is white. Nothing 

binds us together. Nothing is like that.. whiteness is here 

because we've forced our narrative to be everywhere. There's 

nothing to like. So I go, and so I think I'm slick, right?…we go around the circle 

and this one woman, red curly hair, pale skin. She's like, “I'm Irish.” And the 

moderator’s like “Irish is not a race, that is a nationality. What race are you?” And 

she got really defensive…there was a guy that went. He's like, “I'm Haitian.” The 

moderator, “You're not Haitian, you're Black.” He's like, “But I'm not Black.” 

Like he was really fit because he didn't want to be African American Black. He 

was Haitian, and Haitian is different than African American… So it goes around 

the room, and I knew the answer. And it comes to me and they're like, “What's 

your race?” And I'm like, “I'm white.” And they're like, “What do you like about 

being white?” And I said, “Everything” [big pause]. And people looked at me 

like, “Oh my God. Oh, my God.” And I said, “I like everything. Because my life 

is really easy being white.” 

Journal Entry 
(7/10/23): She is 
defining whiteness 
through social 
constructions here 
with the recognition 
of how centralized 
whiteness is. 

Journal Entry (7/10/23): But 
this answer is still 
problematic for me. It felt like 
she was proud to know the 
answer, but I worry it 
continued to project a 
confidence to others who 
weren’t aware of the 
moderator’s intentions. Bridling: Is she is seeing 

the entering and 
normalizing of whiteness?  
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Ella identified as a white person; she recognized herself as a racial being. She also realized her 

life was easier because she was white, and the many advantages Ella had enjoyed were a result of 

her white privilege, which is evident in the following reply: 

I don't have to tell my kid, “If you get pulled over, keep your hands on the 

steering wheel.” I don't have to worry about applying for a job, “Are they gonna 

think anything differently of me?” I don't have to worry about anybody 

questioning my intelligence… I felt safe saying that because I was there with two 

of my friends, who the second time around identified as white, they did not 

identify as Native American. We learned it's not about your identity. That identity 

is put on you. Yeah, that Haitian man couldn't, when he gets pulled over by the 

cops, can't say, ‘I'm not black. I'm Haitian.’ The cops are going to treat him the 

same as they would the descendant of an enslaved person. And they're going to 

treat me like this because they don't see the Irish, they don't see the German, they 

don't see the Hungarian, they don't see those parts of my past…. We learned how 

whiteness is CO opted. And that was a huge breakthrough for me… that's the first 

time I came to terms with whiteness… I can see these layers now. 

This was a breakthrough moment, as Ella realized how society places labels on individuals 

without their permission, and how the oppressive and racist systems in which we are situated 

influence how people who are not white are perceived and treated.  

Ella learned more about the racism endemic to U.S. society when she watched the 2003 

documentary Race: The Power of An Illusion (Adelman, 2003) 

(https://www.racepowerofanillusion.org/) (See Figure 4) during the Racial Equity Institute. Ella 

chose episode three as her artifact and described how she engaged with her peers in critically 
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analyzing and reflecting on the content of the film, which made visible the social construction of 

race and revealed the social, political, cultural, and economic institutions which maintained 

racism. 

 Figure 4 

Race: The Power of An Illusion (Adelman, 2003) 

 

 

 

 

As a result of viewing this documentary, Ella connected the origins of race and racism to the 

consequences which shape the way race is viewed today, similar to Bolgatz’s (2005) study, 

which recognized disruption as manifested through the connection between factual information 

and ideas and events. 

It was the first time I understood why race was a social 

construct. I could see that thread, how race is a social 

construct and how it is systemically oppressive and I 

didn't know that. Like the language for me of dominant 

narrative and whiteness was not yet in my vocabulary. And now I can, because I 

can see the inequity as a systemic problem. Now I can take action against it. So 

that was the first time I saw that… in our conversation last time you asked me 

like, when did I first start to like push against race? And, all of these examples 

that I can think of throughout my life, we're not necessarily me pushing against 

Journal Entry (5/8/23): 
What does a word do to help 
you have a conceptual 
understanding and then take 
informed action? 
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whiteness. But it was just like, seeing injustices and trying to work against the 

injustices but this video grounded race for me”.  

In a later interview, Ella recounted, “I would not have named it disruption of whiteness until 

Racial Equity Institute like that was a line in the sand and then I knew everything was race bound 

at that point.” Ella had learned language that helped her make sense of whiteness. She used what 

she had learn to identify societal inequities and actions she might take to disrupt the oppression 

(Stone, 1996). 

The soldiers came back getting the GI Bill, but Black soldiers were denied the GI 

Bill and then even if they got it, the houses like [inaudible] town would not have 

been available to a Black family. And so why families were forced to keep 

renting. So they never were able to build equity. And then once a Black family 

was able to buy in one of these new suburban neighborhoods, If a Black family 

moved in, then immediately houses started to depreciate; the banks would come 

in and offer white families cash on the spot. White families would sell their 

houses for cheaper, for cash, because they saw the Black family and then this 

panic started. And then like white people were the cause of white flight. Like all 

of these historic things that were in textbooks that I read or like we learned about 

in classes like to have it grounded in systemic racism. This video was just a line in 

the sand for me. I couldn't unsee that video and I couldn't unknow that. And I 

could no longer be in a social setting when someone you know talks about like, 

“Well, you just need to save your money better.” 

This documentary had a profound influence on Ella’s perspective and thinking related to 

whiteness. Ahmed (2007) spotlighted how whiteness has lived and continued to exist as a 
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background experience for much of our lives. When a spotlight is shone on inequities that your 

identity cultivates and recreates, white individuals can either choose to do the uncomfortable 

work of disrupting whiteness or ignore it and carry on.  

The Eruption: Disrupting whiteness in Her Classroom 

Recognizing race, racism, and whiteness were critical points in Ella’s life that led to her 

erupting point and her disruption of whiteness in her classroom. Undertaking the disruption of 

whiteness calls for white individuals to decide to take action to eliminate racism, even as they are 

aware of the potentially negative consequences within a predominantly white space. Disrupting 

whiteness requires an action and a motivation to help others to see the tightly woven threads of 

racism within the U.S. education system (Milner, 2020). Ella chose a number of tools to 

empower her students (hooks, 1994) as she engaged them in disrupting whiteness in her 

classroom.  

Experiencing Disruption as an Educator 

The Chinese Exclusion Act 
 A district employee of Ella’s public school system observed her teach a lesson in her 

civics classroom. The students were asked to debate the Chinese Exclusion Act using the 

Socratic Seminar method. The county employee was impressed by how well Ella facilitated the 

seminar.  

She's like, “Oh my God, I want to do a professional development and you come in 

and show them how to do this. Like I've never seen a teacher 

do it so well. Like I love it. I love it. I love it. The students 

talked the whole time. It was all their ideas… but you call it a 

Journal Entry 
(6/4/23): I don’t 
disagree with the 
idea of slowing 
down to know the 
community.  
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law racist. And that language is charged and now we are in a Trump presidency in 

a rural conservative space.” And I have this science teacher, who doesn't 

understand my curriculum, who doesn't understand systemic racism, who doesn't 

understand the work that we’re doing, telling me that I shouldn't talk about race or 

racism in a social studies class. But I pushed back on her and I said, ‘With all due 

respect. I have a chapter called the civil rights movement in my textbook, and I 

have standards that specifically tell me I need to talk about the role of race and 

oppression in our country, and how laws do this.’ And she was just and then she 

gave me an example of like, well, you need to know your community. I get so 

angry about it. Like I always have tears in my eyes because it is like the further I 

get away from it, the more damage I realized she could have done if I didn't know 

better. 

I asked Ella to tell me more about this moment and why she decided to challenge this woman. 

She shared how she weighed the possible negative consequences. 

There were not bad scenarios. My husband had a job. We only had one kid. The 

worst thing we were going to do was to move out of our rental that our friend 

owned and move in with my in-laws. I knew I didn't have a fear of not being able 

to make it but then I also think I've not had that fear in [the other spaces she 

taught]. I think a lot of it comes down to like I have racial privilege 

Ella was not afraid to question her perspective and acknowledge her privilege. However, the 

local context might influence the extent to which students could understand and conceptualize 

the modern-day realities of race and racism. Ella had previously taught in more urban areas 
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where race and racism were visible to and experienced by her students, thereby making racist 

ideas and actions difficult to avoid.  

When I get afraid, like I'm still going to find a job. I've got degrees. I've got 

parents and in laws that the worst financial situation for me is credit card debt. It's 

not unpaid bills. It's not hunger. It's not sick kids. I have a space of privilege. And 

I just get so angry when other people don't see that they have it and then try to 

silence people that are trying to talk about it 

Fellmayer (2018) saw this disruptive thinking as an integral aspect of questioning one’s role in 

the phenomenon. Ella had reflected on her white privilege, which was informed by two 

identities: race and class. Drawing upon Vanassche’s and Kelchtermans's (2014) description of 

Positioning Theory within education, Ella realized that many of her peers, who enjoyed white 

privilege, attempted to position her toward silence. However, Ella realized she had the power to 

resist this positioning. She refused to acquiesce, to be silent.  Instead, she kept learning, kept 

using her voice to disrupt the status quo.  

Spatial Disruptions of whiteness 

Much like Ruth, Ella described how she used the walls of her classroom to disrupt the 

white narrative. She begins by describing the “We the People Girls,” which are pictures of 

female leaders designed as a response to the Women’s March by Shepard Fairey. These visuals 

featured Native Americans, African Americans, Muslims, and Latinas. She described this 

disruption in her classroom.  
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Well, one of the girls is in a hijab, one is Chicana and one is Black. And I first 

saw these girls, they were like, the art was made from the women's movement… I 

knew that those girls were going on that wall and so I printed those three pictures, 

and then below them I intentionally hung the Constitution 

and the Declaration. That was intentional. And then I had 

classroom decorations that were like Black leaders that I 

hung against like on one of my chalkboards. And then I had all the female 

Supreme Court justices. And then I had the free posters from Learning for Justice 

hanging. All intentionally. I also had the Native American lands dedication… I 

intentionally did not hang a picture of a white man in my classroom. There's not 

one. 

While Kohn (2012) would note that Ella chose the signs without student consultation, the posters 

did not send “satirical messages” (p. 45), hold unrealistic expectations, or reinforce the ideology 

of meritocracy. I asked Ella why she saw the walls as an important space to disrupt: 

I had to corrupt it in ways that were not…[pause], like at [her previous school] the 

just the way we lived was disruptive of whiteness, like we didn't celebrate Black 

History Month because we celebrate Black History every month. Like we didn't 

celebrate Hispanic history or Native American history in a month. We made sure 

that we were celebrating all of those histories every month and we talked about 

that. Like we told our students we aren't going to do this because we won’t 

minoritize anybody's history and we will decenter whiteness, but if we continue to 

“other” than that holds power in whiteness. But at this school, that didn't 

Journal Entry (6/4/23): 
This shows the 
intersectionality within 
the phenomenon!  
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happen… So I had to get creative about how I was going to send messages. 

Without always just saying them. 

I asked Ella if anyone noticed or pushed back. She responded, "I don't 

know. I have no idea. They're all still up. [My classroom] still has them 

up." This does not mean that others did not notice the posters, but in a 

school where whiteness was centralized and normalized, her students 

might have ignored the posters. However, it is also possible that her pedagogical choices, which 

disrupted whiteness, served to reinforce the whispered messages of the posters on her wall for 

her white students.   

Creating Curriculum Disruptions  
 Educators are the bridge between content knowledge and students (hooks, 1994), which 

may require educators to make difficult choices regarding the design of their curriculum and 

instruction (Sheppard & Levy, 2019). Ella described multiple moments in her classroom where 

she disrupted curriculum by including multiple narratives related to an historical event. She made 

use of her content knowledge and praxis to create a curriculum independently highlighted 

counter-narratives and diverse histories. These lessons were not a resource provided by the 

school or through the textbook company the school system utilized; they were designed by Ella. 

For instance, when exploring U.S voting processes, she used Fannie Lou Hammer’s experiences 

to spotlight the difficulties with past voting processes. Ella explained: 

I wanted to use a voice other than a white voice. I didn't want to use the textbook. 

I didn't want to use a curriculum… Like we watched some videos with interviews 

of her, like her voting card was there, it incorporated all the aspects that I wanted 

Bridling: I wonder 
how her fear and 
her discomfort kept 
her from using the 
posters more 
intentionally to 
disrupt whiteness? 
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to have to touch on like those skills, but just to use a narrative that was not a white 

narrative. 

She had to seek the perspectives that were not already a part of U.S. history, develop her 

curriculum, and locate primary sources for students to explore and interrogate. This level of 

planning was significantly more time-consuming and demanding than utilizing a prescribed 

curriculum or a textbook. 

 I asked Ella if she experienced criticism as she developed a 

curriculum that included counter narratives. Ella shared, "There 

was no pushback. Because I think by then I was good enough. 

That I got a little bit more sneaky about how I disrupted whiteness, 

like I didn't draw attention." She described how she connected 

voting processes in the past, such as poll taxes, to modern-day 

restrictions. "I would still talk 

about the racism, it just looks 

different." I asked Ella about her decision to make invisible 

foundations of racism more visible.  

By the time I was doing that, the community trusted me. And the kids . . . could 

joke with me and give me crap about it, and I would tell them things like, “You 

can't say that, You know that's wrong and racist.’ I would still draw that line. But 

it wasn't from a place of aggression. It was from a place of love… So I had to 

create a space where students who did agree with or not agree with me understood 

the work that I was trying to do, where they felt safe enough to speak up. And 

then I had to create a space where they hold each other accountable and that I 

Journal Entry (5/31/23): 
Did she feel threatened by 
her context to need to be 
more secretive? Was it the 
content or the location? 
Was she threatened 
somehow?  

Consider: Therefore, she 
talks a lot about the facts 
but misses the systemic 
and racist policy that 
impacted people. We skirt 
what leads to the facts. Bridling: Without being there, I 

wonder, did she help her 
students see the racism that 
established the poll tax? Was 
she able to connect the 
historical roots within the civics 
class?   
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wasn't the one doing it. So once I have built those spaces. Then I was able to 

instead of saying like, ‘Well, our electoral system is set up in a racist way.’ I 

could say, ‘Okay, let's understand gerrymandering, and who does gerrymandering 

harm’ and, ‘Why would you who would want to do gerrymandering? Why is it in 

anybody's interest? Why not just draw better boundaries? 

Why is there this weird shoestring annex off of account? . 

. . I think they saw that I cared about them. Even though I 

might stand up here and talk about systemic racism, and 

whiteness, and how that works, I still want you to be the 

best that you can… I never had a kid get in trouble in my 

class for saying they like Donald Trump. They never got 

in class trouble in class saying build the wall. They get in 

trouble in class when they used racial slurs. And they did get in trouble when they 

used hate speech. 

Ella was able to maintain positive relationships with her students while exposing the structures of 

racism and nudging her students to think more critically, to interrogate the dominant narrative 

(Helmer, 2014; Mills, 1997). She created a dialogic learning environment that valued multiple 

perspectives and voices, and encouraged her students to engage in respectful dialogue as they 

explored their differences (San Pedro, 2018). However, Ella described the need to disrupt some 

of the language students used (e.g., racist slurs, hate speech) as they grappled with the systemic 

racism of our society. She created a “public square” (Bakhtin, 1981), in which students used 

dialogue to share and explore their disparate beliefs and perspectives in ways that did not 

demean or marginalize any group or individual. Ella believed that in order to disrupt problematic 

Journal Entry (7/10/23): In 
previous conversations 
outside of the interviews, 
Ella and I have talked 
about how this hate was 
always there. Donald 
Trump gave that power to 
people, making this ok to 
say and have racist ideas. 
All this continues to create 
the white supremacist 
America. It’s about white 
people trying to hold onto 
their power and privilege. 
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ideologies, she and her students needed to confront and interrogate these ideologies, rather than 

silencing them. Words and actions provided visible access to the iceberg of racism; however, we 

also need to disrupt what is not visible—the racist ideas that inform racist discourses and 

behaviors.  

Challenging The Dominance of whiteness in Teacher Education 

Through Planning  

 Now that Ella is teaching social studies methods courses, she can share some of the 

practices she used to disrupt whiteness within her public school classrooms with her pre-service 

teachers. To this end, Ella adopted a course text with themes 

focused on anti-oppressive education, a term established by 

Noreen Rodriguez and Katie Swalwell (2022). She felt anti 

oppressive education was appropriate for social studies because it 

addressed “so many different spaces, and students love it because 

it talks about oppression and how to work against it.” Ella 

described an assignment in which she incorporated historical literacy into her curriculum 

(Muhammad, 2021). This learning tasks required her students to plan a social studies unit based 

on a picture book. 

And they had to choose a theme for social studies, and then justify why they 

chose this [picture] book. And one of my students chose the book, The World 

Needs More Purple People. And I don't know if you're familiar with it but Kristen 

Bell wrote it. And I think her [the author] intention was good, as in we all need to 

get along. However, it's really problematic from my view, because it is a 

Journal Entry (5/31/23): I 
have not read the text in its 
entirety, I've only skimmed it. 
It appears to be a strong and 
well liked book in the field. 
When thinking of the 
individualism within each 
social issue, the isms: How 
does racism still have space 
to stand out within this lens?  
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colorblind book. It upholds the dominant narrative. It really diminishes the value 

of diversity and makes diversity hyperbole. 

Racist acts are often disguised through the use of color-blind language (Wingfield, 2015). Ella 

wanted her students to identify how a book may use inclusive language, but still be problematic. 

Ella wanted her students to acknowledge and confront the systemic structures that influence the 

seeming inclusivity of language used in a text and understand how these practices ensure that 

whiteness will continue to be privileged.   

Exposing Foundations 
Race is our albatross. The documentary Ella viewed when attending the Racial Equity 

Institute supported her in identifying and understanding the ideologies of white privilege, 

disrupting some of the racist ideas that informed her thinking and, metaphorically, dislodging the 

albatross from around her neck. She described her decision to incorporate Race: The Power of 

Illusion (Episode Three: The House We Live In) (See Figure 5) into her methods courses for 

preservice elementary educators.   

I forgot how powerful it was for me and how I couldn’t unlearn it. I've been using 

Social Studies For a Better World (a social studies text) which is really grounded 

in anti-oppressive education. So my students really are hearing 

current language about anti-oppressive education and about the 

dominant narrative. And I showed it, and as I was showing it, I 

was reflecting on my conversation with [a faculty member], and 

how she has said, ‘You know, there are really conservative 

students in our program.’ I'm showing them I am. It was my 

choice to show it. I know that it is disruptive of whiteness. And 

Journal Entry 
(5/24/23): How does 
the content from this 
video help give life to 
the first experience? 
The content wasn’t 
dormant as it 
impacted the way she 
taught and saw 
structures, but the 
second view gave her 
visibility to the things 
she didn’t see before. 
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then the fear that I used to feel in the high school classroom of talking about 

systemic racism, or I probably never use dominant narratives, but just like 

uncovering whiteness, and I had all of the same anxious feelings showing it and I 

felt comfortable enough. 

Figure 5  

Episode Three: The House We Live In (Adelmen, 2003) 

 

Disrupting whiteness can be an anxiety-producing action. In fact, Ella worried about the 

repercussions of her decisions to disrupt whiteness. The context in 

which we are situated matters. When Ella first encountered this 

documentary, the conservative voices of the Trump-era did not exist, 

voices can be found in her university classroom. I asked Ella if she 

experienced any negative consequences for showing this the film, and 

she replied: 

We talked about it at the end, and several of my students made the same AHA 

connections that I did… But several of them were like, “Oh, I see it now.” Like 

we have talked about the dominant narrative, but they now see why the dominant 

narrative is the dominant narrative. And they see the systemic oppression of it. I 

Bridling: Does the 
context make it more 
difficult to disrupt 
whiteness? But if you’re 
committed, how do you 
do the work instead of 
becoming silent or 
silenced? How does her 
security in her role as a 
teacher allow her escape 
from that anxiety? 
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think I had some that sat pretty quietly and were uncomfortable or disagreeing 

with what I was showing them. And they didn't say anything, but it was just the 

vibe. 

Educators, who are intent on disrupting whiteness, must create opportunities for their students to 

recognize systemic racism, but they must also challenge their students to actively disrupt the 

whiteness that informs and shapes our racist systems and institutions (Hawkman, 2020; Milner, 

2020; San Pedro, 2018).  It seemed that some of Ella’s students were able to acknowledge the 

systemic oppression explored in the documentary. Her hope was that these prospective teachers 

might begin their own journeys disrupting whiteness in their personal and professional lives. 

Ella’s Ghosts: Companions on Her Journey 

Ella's past experiences with religion had a significant impact on her and influenced her 

perspective on life. She viewed social studies as more than a subject or a job; for Ella, becoming 

a social studies educator was a spiritual journey that helped her question the power she saw. Her 

experiences in a parochial school inspired her to question the authority of leaders, including a 

priest, who told her she could not hold a leadership position because she was not chosen by God. 

When Ella was asked to describe herself, she oriented herself with faith: 

“Be who you are and be that well” was like Francis de Sales. Yeah. And that was 

like in me… I was a good Catholic student. I was a good scholar. I was a good 

daughter, like, I didn't really like to break the rules. I like to mouth off. I like to 

push boundaries. I like to ask questions, but like, I wasn't gonna cause problems.    
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Her English teacher was a supportive figure, who provided Ella with a safe space to 

process her thoughts and feelings, even when they were uncomfortable. This support gave her 

the courage to push back and grapple with complex issues, without fear of judgment.  

As a social justice oriented educator, Ella identified the documentary she chose for her 

artifact as having a profound influence on her worldview. “Race: The Power of an Illusion” 

presented a narrative that opened Ella’s eyes and created an opportunity for her to move closer to 

the phenomenon. Ella’s decision to use this with her students may have been prompted by a 

whisper from her conscience, reminding her of the power this film held for her. Ultimately, this 

documentary provided Ella with the motivation to disrupt whiteness and continues to be an 

important touchstone for her. 

Ella’s Conundrum  

Initially, Ella became aware of differences related to gender, which eventually led her to 

understand race as a social construction and to recognize how “racial” identities led to 

discrimination and inequity. Her access to education and support from educators helped her 

move beyond her own white isolation. She attended trainings that explored racism, which have 

further fueled her passion for the phenomenon. Throughout her journey, Ella reflected on her 

actions and knowledge; she continues to seek ways to help her students and the people she 

encounters to disrupt the systemic racism of our culture through education and taking action to 

create a more just world. These experiences led her to her visual eruption, her disruption of 

whiteness within spatial and curricular choices.  

I asked Ella to tell me more about her fear of talking about systemic issues, specifically 

racism, and how engaging in these conversations produced anxiety. She reflected on that feeling 
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and shared some of her significant considerations related to possible negative consequences for 

disrupting whiteness. Ella shared: 

There were moments when I pushed my students to places where they were 

uncomfortable and they reacted. And I always question, “Did I go too far, and 

now they're so angry that they can't hear the message anymore?” And that's the 

anxiety, “What are they going to say?” Whether it's behind my back or just in 

talking to each other? Or, “What are they going to say to my boss, and have I lost 

them? What if I'm trying to pull them along on this journey?”... I dug too deep on 

the racism of the literacy tests for voting when someone uses a racial slur, I draw 

too hard of a line or I tried to educate too much that then I turned them off 

because I'm just a talking head with ideological differences. And then I've lost 

them. And that's the anxiety that I fear. It is the swing back. “Oh, now they're just 

tuning me out. They don't care. I'm just a liberal snowflake that doesn't get the 

whole world.” and my fear is self-centered. It's like, “Well, yeah, I'm afraid I'm 

gonna lose my job. I'm afraid I'm gonna get in trouble. But I'm really afraid that 

I've just made my students so angry that they can't hear anything from me 

anymore.” 
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During her journey, Ella reached a point where she was actively working to disrupt 

whiteness in social studies. She had gained a deeper 

understanding of the events in her life that led her to 

this point and was able to recognize structural 

racism that exists in U.S. society and address it with 

her students. For Ella, there was a delicate balance 

to be negotiated between hearing students’ 

perspectives, which might contain racist ideas, and 

challenging them to interrogate and disrupt the dominant narrative in ways that do not 

encourage resistance. While the current political climate has contributed to some of Ella’s 

anxiety, her journey toward the phenomenon continues.  

“It matters. All of it matters. And, yes, like, I will never have a single answer. I'll never 

have a single solution. It just keeps growing and changing and like there are days that 

I'm really tired of doing any of it… but it's gotta happen right now. It's all about just like 

surviving the battles, not even necessarily winning them. Just like making it to the other 

side so that I can be ready to fight the war.”- Ella 

 

Bridling: Ella's questions prompt us 
to consider: how fear affects a new 
teacher's willingness to challenge 
whiteness compared to an 
experienced teacher? How much 
privilege must one possess to take on 
this challenge? I don't believe Ella is 
suggesting we only do the work when 
it's convenient. How important it is to 
acknowledge the challenges and seek 
the motivation to keep moving 
forward? 
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CHAPTER SIX 

 
HARRY’S JOURNEY 

“I think it's always been important in my teaching. Before I really even got active into trying to 

understand the phenomenon of whiteness in education, I always thought it necessary to ensure 

that other voices were heard.” -Harry 

Meeting Harry 

It did not take Harry long to choose his grandfather’s name as the pseudonym he wished 

to use. Harry’s grandfather was the first person he knew who disrupted the status quo, doing 

some “pretty cool, disruptive, wonderful things” to help his grandson “see” and understand the 

world.  Harry was born and raised in the same town in which he teaches, which sits in the center 

of the Appalachian Mountains. He spoke highly of his teacher education program, which was a 

teaching college in close proximity to his current school district. He especially appreciated the 

way this teacher education program prepared him to grapple with social studies content 

knowledge and instructional design. Over the course of his nine years teaching full time in a high 

school social studies classroom, Harry has taught a wide range of social studies subjects, as well 

as multiple AP level courses. Outside of the classroom, he has held various positions in the 

teacher union, which addresses the assorted needs of educators in his county.  

It was through my role as a university supervisor that I was introduced to Harry, and I 

quickly recognized his expertise related to social studies content knowledge and pedagogies. 

Harry acted as a cooperating teacher for my field placement students and student teachers, and I 

learned about his expertise and teaching through the virtual observations I conducted during the 

pandemic and the complimentary feedback provided by the pre-service teachers placed in his 
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classroom. The PSTs Harry supported shared how he challenged them to notice the connections 

between what was happening the classroom and the larger society in which the high school 

students lived. During one of our post conferences with his student teacher, I listened as Harry 

offered her pieces of advice that were deeply rooted in social justice pedagogy. He nudged her 

toward recognizing some critical social issues with a particularly quiet and reserved student by 

asking her to pay attention to what might not be visible on the surface. My handwritten note from 

that meeting read, “Impressive and compassionate pushing. Seeks social action and action from 

[the student teacher]. He sees the whole student and the systems in place.” Harry’s preferred 

pronouns are he/his/him and identifies as a white male. 

Perceptions of Race Based Characteristics 

Neighborhood Kids 

 Harry was excited when a new family with children moved into the neighborhood.  He 

walked to their house wearing a full Ghostbusters costume, rang the doorbell, and asked, “Do 

you got any kids to play with?” Those were the first words that three-year-old Harry asked his 

new neighbor’s mom and, being an only child, he hoped the answer was, “Yes.” Harry’s 

hometown was predominantly white, and Harry noticed that his skin color (white) was different 

from his new friends (Black), who were twins.  

A Black family moved into my neighborhood… they’ve been only the second 

Black family and they still live there, just below where I live like our backyards 

connect… One memory I do have is I remember they were all in like their living 
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room. On the floor playing video games probably 

like regular Nintendo and I just went in there and 

started jumping on them and was like, “Want to 

play?” This is like a three year old. That's what I 

remember. The rest comes from stories of others. 

However, obviously, you know, I could probably 

realize at that age that there were differences in 

skin tone and stuff. 

Harry’s experience meeting his neighbors entangles with the delights of a young child, his 

realization of their race is viewed through reflection. van Manen (2017) notes that a phenomenon 

does not show itself because we turn to it (e.g., seeking answers), but rather “they can only do so 

because they have already given themselves to us” (p. 775). In other words, Harry began to see 

what was revealed in that moment (differences) by reflecting on this memory. As a three year 

old, Harry may not have been able to articulate what he noticed as “race,” but he was noticing 

and making sense of the diversity in his social world.  Harvey (2017) notes that “children begin 

to work out their racial perceptions, concepts, and ideas long before they can articulate them” (p. 

54). 

 These neighborhood friends were also around to help Harry see differences by calling out 

his white privileged behavior, which he was blinded to as he grew older. He noted the 

significance of their friendship in helping him see these critical differences, and he shared how 

they often checked him. "Once we were listening to rap music, and I asked if I could use that 

word. And they'd be like, [Harry], you don't get to use that word at all." These friends made it 

possible for Harry to “see” himself as a white person, to recognize his white privilege and to 

Journal Entry (3/28/23): This 
memory reminds me of the pensive 
from Harry Potter. Harry (in this 
study, not the wizarding wonder) is 
able to reflect back upon his memory 
of meeting his neighbors and 
recalling the visible realization of 
their difference from his own. In the 
Harry Potter series, only the most 
skilled or advanced wizards could 
use one. I wonder if the same can be 
said for his journey to disruption. 
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correct problematic behaviors. The twins created a safe space for Harry to experiences 

dissonance related to his understanding of race and privilege. These dialogues with his friends 

created opportunities to interrogate his ideological positioning and understandings and to begin 

to understand the world from another perspective. Harry acknowledged his three friends aided 

him in identifying the initial indications of eruption as he observed and made sense of the 

different forms of racism in his life and education. This led to his eruption point and how he 

challenged the dominant narrative (of whiteness) in his classroom. 

Recognition of Racism and white Privilege 

 Being white in the United States means you never have to think about being white. Our 

society has centered and normalized whiteness, which can prove dangerous. White supremacists 

wield whiteness to stamp out other cultures and identities that they believe threaten the white 

culture and white identity (Grover, 1997). Harry saw and named that oppressive architecture 

early in his life through the racist acts inflicted upon his good friends; he was a bystander to their 

abuse. This event, early in his life, supported him in seeing racism, a precursor to 

conceptualizing the racist ideas that inform and shape U.S. institutions and systems. The racist 

acts he witnessed created a conscious opening for him to understand himself as a racialized being 

and his relationship to the phenomenon. 

Climbing Trees 

Harry was a bystander to a racial attack upon his next-door neighbor at a very early age. 

A moment of innocence, “We were all in my backyard. That’s where we would all congregate to 

climb trees” morphed into bewildering violence that may have influenced how Harry understood 

his privilege and the realities of racism for his Black friend. Harry shared:  
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I remember [being] probably five going into 

kindergarten. Another neighborhood boy called one of 

the twins the N word… he [his friends] was red in the 

face. He was angry. And [his friend] beat the living snot 

out of the kid. And I 

remember going home and asking my grandpa 

what does this mean? Why did that happen? And 

he had to sit down and explain to me like, hate 

speech essentially, and ignorance of people and I 

think that was like the first time that I recognize that like, what's going on and 

then I started paying attention to like, “Wait, there's way more people that look 

like me than look like [his friend]. And I think that was probably the first time at 

least that I can remember that I was cognizant of it. 

This was the first time Harry witnessed his friend use physical force to defuse his anger. While 

the twins were “big boys, their nicknames were the Bear Brothers,” Harry knew something was 

not right because he had never seen his usually gentle neighbor hurt anyone. “He was very 

gentle. And I had never even recognized that at that time, anger in him like that.” As he struggled 

to make sense of the moment, Harry reached out to his grandfather for clarity. 

So my grandpa had to explain to me, and I don't remember the conversation totally. But I 

remember asking him about that. You know, I'm sure I asked him point blank, you know, 

what does this word [the N word] mean? I got the early, “Yeah, we don't say that word. 

But here's what it means.” 

Journal Entry (3/23/23): As 
a mom, I can empathize 
with this moment. I 
remember trying to think of 
the ways I position my 
children to notice race, 
rather than practicing color-
blind behaviors. 

Journal Entry (7/10/23): I 
wonder if his granddad 
called the reason as racism 
or if he just based the 
moment on race and 
because they were Black. If 
he had addressed racism, 
how did explain that? 
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While Harvey (2017) suggests it is difficult to know where and how to begin when 

raising white children, it is important for white families to engage in conversations about race, 

white privilege and racism. In fact, Singleton and Hays (2008) 

call for educators (and I would add parents) to have 

courageous conversations with children. The authors define 

courageous conversations as “a strategy for breaking down 

racial tensions and raising racism as a topic of discussion that 

allows those who possess knowledge on particular topics to have the opportunity to share it, and 

those who do not have the knowledge to learn and grow from the experience” (p. 18). As parents 

engage in these conversations, the authors suggest parents work through the four agreements: 

“They must stay engaged, expect to experience discomfort, speak their truth, and expect and 

accept a lack of closure” (p. 19). Although the conversation between Harry and his grandfather 

might not be characterized as courageous, it did offer Harry the time and space to understand the 

complex issues at play in what he witnessed, which influenced Harry’s conceptualizations of 

race, racist ideas, and racist acts.  

Harry experienced a shift in his thinking and Dasein as the phenomenon showed itself 

(Zuckerman, 2015). His interpretation of this moment was visceral and illustrated how powerful 

the experience was for him as a young child. I asked Harry to elaborate on the meaning he made 

of racism at such a young age. 

I'm sure I had to have living in West Virginia heard that word before, but I guess I 

saw it directed. And seeing the reaction from that and watching [his friend] chase 

down this kid and just beat the snot out of him. And just like trying to figure out 

why that happened. I didn't get the full history of the word, but it was more about 

Bridling: The questions loom: 
How do we address racism 
when it’s encountered? How 
do we give white privilege a 
name? At what age can they 
unravel the more complex 
aspects of racism and white 
privilege? 
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the ignorance and hatred of people. I probably understood that people were mean 

because he was different from others. 

Racism became more tangible, more gut-wrenching for Harry because the racist actions were 

directed toward someone he knew. Although Harry could not 

articulate his understandings as a child, he was able to see the 

effects of racism on his friend.  

Dr. King and Seeing Racist Ideas 

 White supremacy, rooted in a racist ideology, weaponized racist ideas that support white 

privilege and racist actions. In this way, racism remains tightly woven in the cultural fabric of the 

United States. Moreover, curriculum and standards in social studies education uphold those ideas 

(Ross, 2006b; Ross, 2016). Racism may remain invisible for students who have not had personal 

encounters with racism, and the dominant narrative may not be questioned and disrupted. 

Because Harry had vicariously encountered racism through the experiences of his Black friends, 

he could see the threads of white privilege in his curriculum, and he questioned how the 

dominant narrative of U.S history whitewashed and/or erased our racist foundations. 

I totally would have had to have understood it by third grade. Because I remember 

we did something on Dr. King in third grade and I fully got it…  we were learning 

about Martin Luther King [in school] and I know asking him a lot of questions 

about, well, “what do they mean by like discrimination?” And “What do they 

mean by not allowing people to do certain things?”  

Harry detailed aspects of his grandfather’s past, as an Air Force navigator, highlighting his 

activism fighting against discrimination locally once he came home from Vietnam. “And he 

Bridling: As white 
individuals, how can we 
make racism feel more 
personal and less 
abstract? 
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talked a lot to me about a story of him training one of the first African American air traffic 

controllers in this region and how he worked to get them a house in our neighborhood.” Harry 

continued: 

So when he started to explain these things to me, I understood because I'm sure I 

was asking the questions that I see kids ask like, Well, why don't people like Dr. 

King, and why would somebody shoot him?… I remember his stories the most, 

because they're very personal stories… what discrimination was and 

understanding how people could view one another that way so I think like when 

we started to learn more and continue to learn about Dr. King, I was like, Oh, I 

understand, like, I understand what he was trying to do… Its picture’s becoming a 

little more full, but I felt like in third grade, like I really got it… But it came down 

to it being about race. But like, the more power of him being assassinated. And 

actually, at that age, being able to read things that were even I guess for a third 

grader… (pauses). A little more like, “Oh, they were treated really, really badly,” 

and finally starting to understand that. Of course, I wouldn't see the pictures out of 

Montgomery and all that kind of stuff till years later, but it was just that idea that 

“Oh, now I kind of get it. It's the color of the skin they hated, just like my 

neighbors, and his message. That's the difference.” And like I was just starting to 

understand that more. At school, we learned surface level about the passing of the 

civil rights legislation a little bit, and anti-discrimination, what that meant. 

I asked Harry to expand on how, at such a young age, he conceptualized race and identified 

racist ideas. 
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I understood the differences of like, people are different because of, you know, 

small evolutionary change. I just knew people were different and that was normal. 

It was more through racism. It was like not only are they different, but they're 

willing to kill for these differences. They're willing to create legal systems, they're 

willing to kill, they're willing to protect these, like insignificant differences 

between people. Well, I shouldn't say insignificant. I'm not trying to say people's 

cultural and racial differences are not significant. Biologically, they're 

insignificant. 

His caveat did not utilize colorblind language; Harry recognized that our visible differences are 

not as significant as the invisible ideologies that lead to hate, 

white supremacy, and racism. He saw black people as people 

and not “others,” which often centered whiteness and 

marginalized any other race or culture. In this way, the 

experience of Harry’s life, with his Black friends, his 

grandfather, and the whitewashed public school curriculum, moved him toward the phenomenon. 

Identifying Racism Woven Through Curriculum 

Harry, a white student, observed that his social studies curriculum focused on the master 

narrative, which he identified as a deficiency. Busey and Russell (2016) point out that Latine and 

other BIPOC students also notice this and suggest that integrating diverse narratives in the 

curricula, standards, and supplementary resources would create a more truthful and inclusive 

curriculum and disrupt the racist ideologies, which inform current curricula. 

Journal Entry (4/20/23): Their 
skin color. It was a visible 
identity that was the easiest 
aspect to target for murders. It 
still is. That became their 
reason. Their actions based on 
those visible features are what 
led to the killing. 
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I've always been interested in the past. But in thinking about how social studies 

was presented to me for many, many years, you know, other than maybe talking 

about Dr. King and then later maybe talking a little bit about like, the Civil War 

and Reconstruction and Jim Crow. I always thought like, 

“Why are we only talking about this in Black History 

Month? Why is it just February that like, okay, but it was 

always like the safe figures?” It's George Washington 

Carver and it's Harriet Tubman. It's like the heroes and the 

tried and true, right. And it's Dr. King, but like the Dr. King that everybody loved 

and that had a dream. Not Malcom X, you can't talk about him. Yeah, no, I 

learned Malcom X on my own… It's always been the great white figures of 

history, right? It's always been the great, especially the great white men of history, 

and how it's been presented… You don't recognize how many voices you're not 

hearing and that stood out to me and I had great teachers, but they're stuck in what 

they're doing. 

I inquired if any of his former educators, who presented content differently, intended to shift 

students’ perspectives or amplify silenced voices. 

And I had actually a former teacher who's still at [his high school], who was one 

of the first people to like, really present us with other voices just hearing other 

voices, whether it was women, or, you know, black authors and writers. I don't 

think it was openly from the idea of disrupting whiteness or whatnot, but she's 

very much like “No, you just need to hear from different people and you need to 

hear different perspectives.” That was kind of her thing. I've been able to be like, 

Journal Entry (7/10/23): 
The Heroes and Holidays 
so often found within 
social studies standards 
and curriculum. The 
surface level stuff that 
regurgitates the master 
narrative. 
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“Okay, I understand what she was doing”, but I definitely recognized at the time, 

“Hey, we're doing something a little bit different,” especially with how and what 

she taught. 

Clandinin and Connelly (1996) described sacred, secret, and 

cover stories—the stories of schools and the stories of 

teachers. They noted that educators who wished to disrupt the 

sacred stories of school, which can reinforce the inequities 

faced by many students, developed secret stories in their classroom as they engaged in creating 

more just learning environments and curriculum. Because these educators were expected to 

acquiesce to the sacred story, they developed secret stories that camouflaged their intentions to 

disrupt the status quo and framed what happened in their classrooms as remaining compliant 

with the school culture. If the status quo is not interrogated and dismantled, it is repeated. Harry 

and this former teacher became colleagues, and I asked if he understood his experiences in her 

classroom differently, from her perspective as an educator.  It seemed she lived a secret story in 

her classroom; did she have a cover story? Harry responded: 

So, she gets a lot of shit from parents and administrators from time to time about 

being disruptive and having hard conversations. She gets a 

lot of pushback, particularly from like our well to do white 

athlete populace. Because God forbid she makes them think 

a little bit. She is not one to shove beliefs and faces but like 

she'll challenge the status quo. And she was always like that. 

That was awesome. I loved it and she was one of my favorites. 

Journal Entry (6/5/23): As 
educators doing disruptive 
work, especially during 
politically charged times, how 
do we need cover stories? Do 
we need cover stories to disrupt 
whiteness? 

Bridling: How do 
educators consider the 
consequences? As 
educators engaging in 
this disruption, do 
consequences play a role 
in how they are 
intentional and direct? 
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Harry described another one of his teachers, who taught a humanities course, and was 

responsible for pushing his thinking and “exposing you to things you normally wouldn’t be 

exposed to.” Harry shared: 

I just remember her throwing stuff at us that was not easily digestible on 

sometimes the first read, the first look, or the first lesson. I would often say, “This 

is stupid. This is awful. It's above me. I don't get it.” Well, I'd never say it was 

above me. That it was just stupid that I didn't get it. And just like she would help 

us spend time with it, and she'd also put in like biographies and real life stories 

about different people. But just like you'd learn and you'd see what they were 

doing, it would have to go deeper and then just that first kind of, “Oh, I see what's 

happening here" kind of thing. She exposed racism and racist ideas. And music, 

trying to understand lyrics going beyond it was, this was really one of the first 

times and music is so important to me now. She showed me just like lyrics aren't 

always what they seem, the hidden messages and you know, deeper context that 

you have to read through. So, I think that was a big thing was just like peeling 

back layers. And it was a skill that has carried on for me and then like she opened 

it. These teachers kind of cracked that open a little bit to get out of there. 

At this point, Harry shared his artifacts, a pair of headphones, which symbolized his love of 

music and music’s ability to shed light on the complex social issues of the world. Music has the 

potential to reach deeply into social issues, and music educators and scholars have been calling 

for a curriculum that includes Black music, a valuable tool for dismantling whiteness (Hamilton, 

2021). Harry noted how the inclusion of music, from the Harlem Renaissance provided him with 

a different narrative that was often ignored in public school curriculum: 
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She did a unit on the Harlem Renaissance and 

poetry and I know there was a lot of music 

involved and we got to see different art 

involved. And I kind of just even knew, “I 

don't think we get this at any other class.” Like 

it was really, really neat. And it was all white kids. You know, it was like, “There's 

something neat that's going on here that I'm not seeing in other classes, even in 

some of my history classes.” You know, in my modern American history class, it 

felt like we're just going through the [standards] it like, “Here's the civil rights 

movement,” and we'll spend a month on World War Two, but we'll do civil rights 

in a week. 

While Harry’s encounters with Black people were rooted in his reality, he had limited insight 

into their experiences in a racist society. He came to understand how his experiences learning 

about influential Black people and movements helps him to appreciate the importance of 

including black perspectives in his curriculum. 

Racist Acts 

Harry’s conceptualization of racist acts resulted from observing racist behaviors that 

targeted his Black friends, who lived in an area shaped by a white supremacist ideology that 

fueled “physical altercations” in the neighborhood. While these bigoted and prejudicial acts were 

not directed at him, he observed these acts and listened to the stories of the consequences of 

these experiences for people he cared deeply about. In high school, Harry’s encounters with 

racism moved beyond his neighborhood. He characterized the response directed at the Muslim 

Journal Entry (6/5/23): As I reread 
this section, I kept asking myself- what 
kind of music is she using to help 
expose racism? I always feel like 
music is a great way to connect 
everyone to a phenomenon, as we can 
bring in diverse experiences from 
hearing the same song. I’d love to 
know if/how this educator did this! 
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community after 9/11 as problematic and harmful.  Harry realized “just how far we still had to 

go” as a society. 

Racist Foundations of Pop Culture 

It's not the 1960s. There's no slavery. We're not putting 

people in internment camps like World War Two, but 

yeah, the reactions to Muslims post 9/11, even in 

comedy and on television shows, and the stereotypes 

that people just thought were hilarious, I was like, 

“What are we here?”... I think the levee broke for me 

was 2007-2008 with President Obama and the birther movement…It made me 

just really understand how far we still had to go…I’m really starting to pay 

attention and then coupled with just hearing more voices understanding situations 

that my friends and neighbors had gone through. I was starting to pay attention to 

the economic collapse in 2008-9 and watching how things were 

disproportionately hurting certain groups over others. I'm starting to feel like 

we've really had some problems that, I don't know if I was blind to, but didn't see. 

Like there's some major issues going on. Not for just my neighbors [the twins] but 

for other friends from other ethnicities that I have seen who had run-ins with 

police around this area. Different stories and meeting 

people that I just really started to notice there's a lot 

of cracks in the foundation… So in this high school 

class, my teacher was teaching about parody . . .We 

were tasked with bringing in a comedy sketch 

Journal Entry (7/10/23): 
Racist acts directed at his 
friends are not the only racist 
acts he witnessed. I do think 
it helped him connect the 
repercussions of white 
supremacy with contextual 
foundations in our society. 
But I do wonder how he 
stepped in to no longer be a 
bystander when they faced 
discriminatory behavior.   

Journal Entry (6/5/23): I have 
a big problem with using 
stereotypes to tell stories for 
entertainment. It continues to 
reproduce harmful stereotypes. 
I am not earning a degree in 
comedy, but have never been a 
fan of that level of 
showmanship to get a quick 
laugh. 
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showing parody.  And I still remember one group of students brought in Jeff 

Dunham and he had the dead terrorist character 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GBvfiCdk-jc). And I remember just being 

like, this is screwed up. Like the kids bringing this in and like most of the class 

laughing and I'm like, this is just punching down. Like this is mean it is hateful. It 

is xenophobic, it is stereotypical beyond belief. And I just remember being like I 

told my buddy, my best friend Ben was in that class to steal my best friend to this 

day and I just remember being like, that was kind of fucked up. I don't like this. 

This use of irony and banter targeted the Muslim community, produced a rhetoric of 

Islamophobia, which reproduced white supremacist discourse as humor, and positioned students 

from the Muslim community as alien to mainstream 

America (Brandt, 2020).  

I asked Harry what he did with the emotions this 

experience provoked.  “I spoke with [my teacher] and 

told her “that sucked” and she’s like, “Yeah that did.” I 

then asked him if he reacted in the moment and 

confronted the group who brought the clip. 

No, and that's all I talked about, like being comfortable in my whiteness. I just 

was like, “I don't like this” to myself. But I never said anything. So that that kind 

of stuff bothers me thinking back but it's the uncomfortableness we do need to sit 

with. But I hate that I was inactive on a lot of those kinds of things. 

Journal Entry (4/18/23): I noticed in 
this moment the teacher also did 
nothing. It wasn't just him. The person 
who actually had the opportunity to 
say something didn't confront it. 
NOW... I also know that sometimes 
repercussions happen without 
student's noticing. I hope she 
addressed this someway and 
somehow. If she saw it as racist, I 
hope she challenged it. 
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His reflection on these experiences created an opportunity for him to slow down and recognize 

his white privilege, and his complicity in reinforcing racist acts. He noted his “reckoning with 

these ideas needed to grow” and said: 

The phrase was used in my house all the time. “We don't see color. We don't see 

color. We treat people based on merit.” And my grandpa was always like, “There 

are shitty people everywhere.” He'd always say, “Trash is trash. It doesn't matter 

what color they are.” And I'm like, when I think back on it, I know he meant well. 

But like, you know, I think it was just for himself. I think what I needed to say 

was, “We've done these things, now we need to grow.” 

His distance from this experience created an opportunity for Harry to grapple with what he could 

and should have done. When asked how now understood the inherent racism manifest in this 

experience, he stated: 

It was personal to me. I felt like it was palpable, a different kinds of racism 

creeping back in outwardly. Like, stuff you'd see on television 

and talk radio and things like that. And of course, you know, 

not as much directed towards African Americans, but 

definitely the Muslim community and Hispanics and different 

groups.  

Harry had begun to understand the implications of institutionalized racism, which led to 

the racist acts his friends, as well as members of other marginalized groups experienced. 

Au (2012) noted that personal experiences, especially those that direct teachers to 

consider different instructional practices, transformed how they taught and understood the 

Bridling: This was 
capturing religion. 
Therefore, how does 
the phenomenon 
intersect with various 
identities? How does 
that help us visualize 
the phenomenon 
clearer?  
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curriculum. White people, who reckon with their 

whiteness, must also recognize how they are personally 

complicit in creating systems of power that oppress. 

Personal experiences with racist ideas and actions require 

personal exploration and interrogation; therefore; moving toward the phenomenon (disrupting 

whiteness) and activism can be uncomfortable. Although Harry’s experiences with racism were 

secondhand, they influenced his worldview and his teaching, and informed how he hears history. 

Comfortable Places 

After Harry shared his neighbors’ experiences, I was curious about his perspective on 

possible connections among white privilege, power, and taking action against racist behavior. 

I think it definitely helped me understand a lot because some of the moments that 

has been the least proud of in my life have been moments where I didn't speak up 

against things that were wrong, and I think it was mostly in situations where it 

was a predominantly white group of friends or white group of students. And it 

was a non white friend or classmate… but I didn’t do anything. I didn’t say 

anything. I'm at at that point in my life things I would never let go now that I'm 

like, so I think just I knew where I was. I was part of the in group. They were out 

group. And while I can say to myself, Well, I would never call you that and I 

would never say that I sat back and let it happen. I didn’t anything, you know, 

probably just way too comfortable in the environment. And that's been hard to 

recognize. You know, that's been one of the things that I think I've tried to that 

has helped me empathize the most is like, we're always in a safe space. You 

Bridling: If social studies consists 
of secondhand narratives, how can 
we work to help our students to 
hear these stories while providing 
them with the tools or knowledge 
to be disruptive themselves? 
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know, my friends of color are very rarely in a safe space. And that's hard. That's 

hard, and that makes me feel so uncomfortable. 

As a bystander, who did not act when witnessing racist acts, Harry realized his complicity in 

upholding white supremacy. Kishimoto (2016) noted that, an essential step in disrupting 

whiteness was to become aware of how one is positioned socially and conduct a thorough self-

examination. It is essential for white individuals to confront the uncomfortable aspects of 

whiteness through examining their privileges if they wish to become involved in fighting 

injustice (Kendi, 2019). Harry seemed to realize that his uncomfortable realizations of his 

privilege and complicity in reinforcing racism were necessary if he wished to disrupt whiteness 

and take action against oppression.  

The Need to Take Action 
Taking action and practicing anti-racism was not a comfortable space for Harry. He 

struggled to confront his grandfather, who served in his state’s House of Delegates as a 

Democrat and ran on a pro-civil rights platform. His grandfather made a number of 

discriminatory comments, and Harry struggled to confront him about his ideological stance. He 

shared a moment from high school as an illustration. 

And I remember going over there when I was in high school and Grandpa's like, 

“You want to know how you get better?” He's like, “You need to get up there on 

Friday mornings and play with the Blacks.” And I’d be like, “Oh, okay, all 

right,”... (Harry sighs) like just little things like that. And then we'd be watching 

TV, and you'd see an interracial couple. And he'd be like, “I don't know why they 

gotta put this on TV”. And in my head, I'm like, “Wait a minute, what? Just like 

what's going on here?” It's like little comments and I started to realize, like, this 
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guy that ran on pro civil rights agenda is still discriminatory. And I was so 

comfortable in my whiteness, or afraid to rock the boat, that I've never said 

anything to him about any of his comments. I still feel like a shitty person. And 

now that he's 83 and kind of senile, I don't feel the need to, but it bothers me that 

I'm like, I didn't say anything. I've never said anything…And it's just completely 

embarrassing, but I couldn't bring up the nerve to say something to my grandpa. 

Like, too comfortable in my whiteness. 

During our conversation, Harry suddenly interrupted himself with an important realization. 

But no, he said it when I was 16. Like, so… Wait, Okay, here's me trying to 

explain away a member of my family, like in their viewpoints… I think it 

sounded silly when I heard myself say it. Maybe, maybe it's in the headphones. 

Maybe it's I don't know. But it just sounded silly being like, well, he's just because 

he's old and senile. No. Yeah. Because that could just be the beliefs he holds. And 

literally running through my mind right now is I want to justify him to you with 

other good behavior. I'm like, but he stood up for my cousin who's gay who he 

was the he went to the wedding, but my 

grandma didn't like cuz he said, Well, it's my 

grandson and I love him. And I'm like, Well, 

I want to tell you that he's good in other ways. No, but I think having the space to 

talk about it like this is probably a big reason to come to those things. 

Journal Entry (6/5/23): It is important for him to speak up, regardless of the age of the person 
exhibiting the inappropriate behavior. If we can hold criminals accountable for their actions during the 
Holocaust in 2023, we can certainly address the problematic behavior of elderly individuals. I 
understand that this can be difficult, especially when it involves family. It doesn’t mean it will change 
their thinking, but it may offer them the spark they need to rethink their words.  

Journal Entry (3/23/23): This is a 
profound moment for Harry, and I was 
thankful to witness it. 
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Engaging in reflexivity during these interviews provided Harry with an opportunity to develop a 

deeper understanding of the phenomenon and to analyze his position, power, performance, 

agency, and responsibilities, something he had not done when he grappled with his grandfather’s 

racist ideas/beliefs (Pessoa et al., 2019). Ideally, Harry will develop a plan of action to address 

the issue and move forward. I asked Harry about his motivation to take action. 

I think part of it is maybe just a natural step due to a natural maturation process of 

getting a little bit older. But I think the big thing is, when I see individuals directly 

being harmed, that's always… that's for the most part been the moment that tips 

things over. But I think it's when it's harming someone else. Especially if that 

person can't stand up for themselves or doesn't have help or if it's an outnumbered 

situation. So I think there's a lot of dynamics there. That 

probably lead to where I feel like okay, now I've got to do 

something. But I think when it's when it intentionally or 

unintentionally has the possibility of hurting someone, I 

think certainly in the last five to seven, eight years has 

been were usually my tipping point is…  Maybe it's just that I just hate seeing 

people in that kind of overtly harmful kind of pain caused by someone else.  

There are moments when it becomes necessary for white people to move to the front and 

use our privilege to protect those who are marginalized or oppressed. In a recent news 

article published by CNN titled “Hundreds of white women gather at Colorado Capitol 

after plea from women of color to use their ‘privilege’ to demand action on gun violence” 

(https://www.cnn.com/2023/06/05/us/colorado-white-women-sit-in-gun-ban/index.html), 

Duster (2023) described how hundreds of white women gathered on the steps of the 

Bridling: Evidence of his 
ability to step to the front 
when people are being 
harmed. How can we 
recognize when something 
isn’t right and the need for 
action (stand up, stand with, 
stand in front)? 
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Colorado Capitol to use their bodies to protect Black women demanding stricter gun 

control legislation. Black women recognized that protesting put their bodies in danger. 

Therefore, they asked the white women to use their bodies to protect them from the 

police. The response of these white women exemplified how white people can use their 

privilege for just causes. Strawn, host of the Speaking of Racism podcast, said: 

So, it appealed to me very much that this was actually a time where we are asking 

Black folks and other marginalized and vulnerable communities to sit this one out 

and allow the White women and their privileged bodies, their privilege, and their 

power to show up. It’s time for them to show up. (Duster, 2023, para. 6)  

Michaela Watkins, a white actress, was one of those who stayed late into the evening. She 

supported the movement’s founders by saying:  

White women, statistically, have been the least likely to be arrested, assaulted by 

police officers and so we just said, “OK.” If marginalized communities have been 

just traumatized over and over and over again I guess we just come together. We 

are the biggest voting block in this country. We do have power, we just forget that 

and we have been conditioned to forget that. (Duster, 2023, para. 8).  

Her words are reminders of the need to recognize what is overlooked, ignored, or 

silenced. 

Forward Movement 
Harry described a few moments when he did take action to disrupt whiteness by 

explicitly confronting and naming racist behaviors and discriminatory actions.  
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I remember seeing this when I was working retail. I worked at Finish Line Shoe 

Store from high school through graduate school. I remember one night the mall 

was kind of empty, we had a few groups come in, mostly kids, teenagers. And I 

remember a group of probably six or seven kids that came in, I would say four or 

five of them were Black. And I watched the body language of my co-workers and 

I watched him swarm them. Wow. I knew exactly what was going through their 

minds. I said, “They think these kids are going to shoplift. And they didn't worry 

about the kids earlier. They think it's these kids because they're Black.” And I 

talked to one of them. I talked to one of my co-workers. First I went over and 

basically took over the process, and put it into a friendly space, “What's going on 

guys.” I was like, “What are you doing? The mall is dead tonight. How's it 

going?” Just kind of general conversation, showing them shoes talking about what 

they're into, you know, where you guys go to school, stuff like that. And I 

remember talking to the guy that did. I was like, “What was that man?” I was like, 

“Why don't you pay attention to 

those kids that were in earlier with 

those groups you immediately, like 

swarmed, and your attitude 

changed?” And he was like, “No, I 

didn't.” Like I'm just trying to help 

them.” And he's like, “Kids are always stealing stuff.” I was like, but you didn't 

do that to the other kids and it was the Black kids.  For me, it was like one of the 

Journal Entry (6/5/23): I’ve been browsing texts 
to support my thinking. I grabbed White Fragility 
to check out again. While I know the text offers 
moments where it continues to center whiteness 
in public discussions on race, I reread the chapter 
on The Rules of Engagement. My questions for 
Harry:  How did he extend the conversation to 
help showcase the injustice? Did he just 
challenge racism or did he go into conversation 
about why that was wrong? 
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first times where I inserted myself in the situation and I was like, “Okay, this is 

race based.” 

Harry’s confrontation occurred immediately after the incident with the goal of exposing 

the systemic racism that exist and informed the thinking and actions of his coworker. Harry’s 

feedback on his coworker’s response was meant to encourage his colleague to interrogate and 

possibly rethink his actions. However, as DiAngelo (2018) noted, 

“Outrage at the suggestion of racism is often followed by righteous 

indignation about the manner in which the feedback was given” (p. 

123). This experience provided some insights for Harry as he 

considered how he might questions his students’ ideas and actions that are shaped by racist 

ideologies. He clearly saw the systemic racism that persists, not only in our institutions, but also 

in our individual interactions. 

The Eruption: Disrupting whiteness in His Classroom 

Harry’s lived experiences, beginning at an early age, created a pressure that led to his 

eruption and how he chose to disrupt whiteness in his classroom. Amanda Gorman’s poem 

(2021) beautifully captured Harry’s metaphorical movement toward the phenomenon. This is 

the hill he climbs. He knows he needs to “brave the belly of the beast” (p.12), that “quiet is 

always peace” (p.12), and “the norms and notions of what ‘just is’, isn’t always justice” (p.12). 

So he strives to “leave behind a country better than the one we were left” (p. 26). Harry 

discussed his willingness to engage with the phenomenon in his professional life and his words 

seem to resonate with Gorman’s poem. He stated: 

Journal Entry 
(4/20/23): He 
confronted only one of 
them. Why only one? 
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I feel like just now I have like, I have like more hills I would die on. So I'm not as 

scared, maybe that's part of it, not scared to rock the boat. So I know the things 

like I've got things right now that I know I would quit teaching to support. Like 

I'm not gonna dead name a trans kid and I'm not going to be forced to do that. 

Harry's decision to disrupt whiteness was not driven by fear or comfort. Instead, he actively 

chose to take action and respond. This was an evolution for Harry; his path toward the 

phenomenon led to a new perspective for making sense of the world and interpersonal 

interactions (Jewell, 2020). Harry was now sanguine about possible, negative consequences that 

might result from his action, consequences he may not have been willing to risk earlier in his 

life. When asked about his choice to resist the status quo, Harry explained: 

Because there's just so much shit in the world right now that's awful and terrible. 

And that people are like, “Yeah, let's do that. Let's harm these kids. Let's ban 

these books. Let's this and that.” So I'm like, “Well, 25% of the country already 

thinks so terribly of our profession anyways, so like, I'm not gonna let them push 

me into going away from my values.” 

The dominant narrative exhorts white people to cling to their privilege and white supremacist 

ideology. However, Harry wished to remain true to his values and was willing to accept the 

consequences. He continued: 

But I just like I care more in many ways, but I also don't in many ways, like, I 

don't care what they're gonna do, because I know what I'm 

doing in the classroom is right. And I'm going to keep doing it. 

And if they tell me I can't, well, I'll figure out something else 

Journal Entry (6/6/23): 
I would argue this isn’t 
equity- it’s privilege. 
This was probably him 
misusing language. 
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to do. Because I'm not going to not be the best version of myself in the class. No, 

that would be much more like I would not just walk out the door. I'd have honest 

open discussions with the authority on that. And then be like, “No, here's why I 

don't.” And then if they pushed me, then I would, you know, say “So sorry. See, 

yeah, I'm out of here”… I probably have a little bit more equity or room to mess 

up or to stretch a little bit further. 

Harry was aware of his privilege as a white, cisgender male, which 

can sometimes lead him to overlook particular oppressions. 

However, he did use his power to challenge the status quo that 

benefited him. He now understands that he has always had 

privilege, and he acknowledged that his privilege has never been 

challenged, which may be why he is willing to take action. Despite 

having options that include maintaining the status quo, Harry is 

committed to using his privilege to do good, even if it comes with 

negative consequences (Duster, 2023). 

Creating an Environment That Disrupts whiteness 

The decisions Harry made about his own conduct and behaviors as he created a learning 

environment for his students supported his movement toward the phenomenon. He identified 

strategies for interacting people thought differently or carried racist ideologies. Harry shared, “I 

think one of my greatest professional assets is that I'm able to foster positive relationships and 

approach people in a very diplomatic way. . . This lets me disrupt whiteness professionally.” 

Helping others acknowledge that their behaviors or ideologies align with white 

supremacist mannerisms or beliefs takes a commitment you cannot walk away from (Jewell, 

Journal Entry (7/10/23): I 
would like to think he 
understands those 
consequences. But being 
in a category which 
centers most structures 
around their identity, I 
cannot say for certain. 
Both Ella and Ruth don’t 
have access to these 
privileges and power of 
gender, but they do have 
access to the privilege of 
white identity. 
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2020). Educators committed to antiracist teaching and advocacy make the consequences of white 

supremacy visible (Applebaum, 2016; Delgado & Stefancic, 1997; Swalwell, 2013b), which is 

not easily done in a quick exchange. Harry had to learn how to get people to consider other 

perspectives. His goal was to help people, particularly his students, hear the message (of anti-

racism) and potentially be changed. He described how he created a classroom culture that 

supported disrupting problematic ideas and beliefs. 

But I think I have not in a neutered or tame, non-threatening way. But I think it's 

like I create a hopefully comfortable enough atmosphere that if we do talk about 

these things, then even like the more conservative students or maybe some that do 

hold some present prejudicial viewpoints, I hope that the way that it comes off is 

not of them feeling attacked, but have more to like open dialogue, teach them 

present different opinions. 

He worked with his students to identify and address racist ideas in the curriculum, their 

community, and the larger society. He encouraged all students, 

regardless of their beliefs, to speak up and engage in discussion. 

While confronting offensive language may be uncomfortable, 

doing so provided a space for a deeper exploration of the ideas 

being expressed and created opportunities to disrupt harmful 

ideologies. This approach had the potential to change minds. 

Educators strive to understand their students and 

community, taking into account the limits of where and how they can for the greater good. Harry 

said, “I try to always handle those things with dignity, balance, and reflection.” Sometimes, 

educators encounter situations where they need to listen to their students' perspectives and 

Bridling: This is a difficult 
balance. I can remember 
many instances in my own 
classroom when I didn’t 
want to give airtime to 
certain students because it 
could incite the crowd or 
motivate others. But it’s 
essential to not only create 
the space for them to feel 
comfortable bringing that 
language to the table, it’s 
equally as important to help 
them investigate why it 
could be problematic.  
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consider what is appropriate for the classroom. Teachers’ personal beliefs often influence 

boundaries they establish in the classrooms. Harry shared an instance where he challenged a 

student but realized he had overstepped his professional boundaries. Harry shared how he 

addressed a student’s recounting of comments made by ex-president Donald Trump that used 

offensive language to describe African countries. 

I remember one class in particular, that I definitely let a little bit loose more than I 

normally would. I think they kind of got the picture of how I felt about it. This 

was when he (Trump) called those African nations “Shithole countries.” And I 

was just really offended and really upset. I 

don’t remember what I even said in regards to 

answering the kids question, but I was like, 

“Oh, well, let's see how this goes.” And I definitely was awaiting that 

conversation with the principal and it never came. So maybe the kids gave me a 

little grace. Maybe the kids didn't care that much. I don't know. Maybe I made a 

bigger deal about it. But I definitely felt like I was flirting with disaster. 

Harry understood he had to find a balance between challenging and chastising students for their 

problematic perspectives. He knew that going “too far” might lead to student resistance; his 

students might stop listening and miss an opportunity to question their thinking. While some 

educators believe all ideas must have equal representation, Picower (2021) states that such a 

perspective create dangerous spaces. “The [whiteness] tool of All Things Being Equal skews 

reality by collapsing the complexity of history in order to present, as Fox News would say, a ‘fair 

and balanced’ perspective" (Picower, 2021, p. 39). Harry realized he had to identify what he 

Journal Entry (4/20/23): I would 
have lost it. That statement was 
meant to inflict harm.  
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could tolerate related to white supremacist beliefs in his classroom and how far he is willing to 

identify, name, and challenge racist ideas and actions. 

Investigating Curriculum and Standards to Disrupt whiteness 

 Similar to Ruth and Ella, Harry identified the curriculum and standards as a place to 

challenge the status quo, which privileged white, cisgender, middle class male voices.  

I teach Dr. King's Letter from a Birmingham Jail. It's a foundational document. I 

have them break the document down and I've done it in different ways in different 

years, but I usually use some of the same questions. And one of the things that I 

always point out to the students, because the document I tell him I'm like, “Dr. 

King is writing specifically on one level to these 

white clergymen, right?” I said, “But he's writing 

to the white moderate, larger person out there.” I 

said, “You guys don't understand. Dr. King was 

radical and most of America hated it. We've turned 

him into this jolly character that everyone loves us 

that they wouldn't have killed him if they all loved 

him. And like Dr. King is radical and if he were 

alive today, I reckon that a lot of the populace who doesn't like Sharpton and 

Jesse Jackson and didn't like John Lewis would probably think the same about 

him.” And I try to make kids see that because the way he's always presented is an 

amazing man who had a dream, not the one who called the white moderate the 

greatest danger to the civil rights movement… I tell them one of the things that 

got Malcolm X killed was he ends up coming along more to the line of what 

Journal Entry (4/23/23): I totally 
appreciate this section, but 
sometimes I wish he would have 
said he let students get to this point 
on their own through their own 
investigation or inquiry. He might 
have and is telling the story to me 
differently than he integrates it into 
his lesson. I think there would be 
something powerful for a student to 
be able to come to this conclusion 
themselves. It could be the 
metaphorical spark to disrupt their 
own thinking. 
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Martin Luther King thinks, like maybe non-violence is a 

little bit better. But then we talk about how we end up in 

one of these conversations in my classes, having a 

wonderful conversation about that, about King and how 

he’s viewed to them. Then we start talking about 

Malcolm X and then we even had a conversation about the Black Panthers. And I 

was like, “Do you understand why the Black Panthers are created in the first 

place?” And they're like, “Oh, well, they're like an anti-white group.” I said, “No, 

the police in South Central Los Angeles, you know, wouldn't police the 

neighborhoods and they had to do it.” I said, “Nothing scared white people more 

than black people with weapons who were going to take care of themselves.” And 

we have this whole conversation and somebody's like, “Oh, I never knew this.” I 

include things like Black Wall Street and the Tulsa Race Massacres. Like in some 

of it, I didn't learn about it till after college, like, what am I missing? And so, as 

time has gone by, I have been more aware of just the way [the standards] have 

been written. It's the way that history has been focused. (Sarcastically) So God 

forbid we hear other voices. Right? 

I asked Harry how he supported students in connecting historical knowledge about the events of 

the Civil Rights movement with current state and national events.  

At the end (of our discussion of MLK’s Letter From the Birmingham Jail) some 

of them are like, identifying what he did, how he used it to go after… then I 

usually have follow up questions for them… “Okay, let’s take a take a modern 

Journal Entry (4/23/23): 
He is showing them those 
foundations that have led 
them to "hero" status 
instead of spotlighting how 
certain white people 
thought he was pushing 
their white privileges away. 
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movement today.” And I give lots of examples I give like, pro-life, pro-choice, 

LGBTQ+ rights, Me Too, Black Lives Matter, things like that. 

We had some interesting questions about white moderates and things like that, but 

then I usually have a follow up questions for them and it's like, “Okay, how can 

they convey their message using emotion using logic?” 

Through connecting historical events with present day movements, Harry utilized the curriculum 

as a vehicle to disrupt whiteness. He specifically point out how Dr. King knew his audience, and 

he asked his students to do the same and to support their thinking/understandings with evidence, 

rather than emotion.  

Harry teaches in a conservative area of Appalachia. I asked 

him if students ever resisted his comparisons between historical and 

modern day movements. 

I remember one year and I can't remember every single detail 

about it, but I had a student who was then vehemently anti the BLM. Like, 

thought it was a terrorist organization. He thought it was like, “They're just 

looting and rioting and they're just this and that. It's not the 1960s anymore. Why 

don't they just shut up?” kind of deal. I can see the class that was mostly against 

what he had to say was like rabid dogs, they're about to go. So I turned the 

conversation into a, “Well, have you ever heard about…” like, somehow got into 

talks about like, (from the student’s perspective) systemic racism is not real from 

his point of view. There's nothing in the system. And like, I remember I pushed 

back gently, but I introduced him to things he'd never heard about. He had no idea 

Journal Entry (6/5/23): 
I ask this because the 
movements he 
mentioned heavily 
favorite progressive, 
anti-racist and anti-
oppressive mindsets. 
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about redlining. He had no idea about predatory loan practices. He had no idea 

about higher incarceration rates for the same crimes that are done at the same 

levels. You know, all those kind of things, but it was in a 

gentle way that I didn't come off as aggressive so he 

never had to think I was not his enemy and didn’t push 

back at me. And I don't know if I changed his mind. But it 

brought him a little bit, like he didn't have an outburst like 

that the rest of the year. Part of me wanted to just be like, 

tear him apart. Tear him apart. But it turned into like, “Why do you think that?” 

and “Okay, well have you ever considered this and this and this?” and it was an 

interesting day… I think there's part of me that just wanted to be like, “You're a 

racist asshole. You're wrong. Get the hell out of my class.” So there's probably the 

part of me where it was like, “I'm really mad at you, right now that you're 

ignorant and think this way.” But then the other point is like, how do I control 

that? 

As an educator, Harry had learned how to mitigate his initial reaction to students’ racist 

ideas and, instead, how to engage students in a dialogue that provided challenge and 

might lead to disrupting white supremacist ideologies. 

Instructional and Pedagogical Strategies for Disrupting Student’s View of whiteness 

Discussions 
Harry gained skill in facilitating classroom dialogues that helped students climb out of 

racist and white supremacist ideologies. He learned this instructional strategy from a college 

professor who taught a course on race, class, and gender. 

Bridling:  How do we 
balance our own being-in-
the-world while helping 
students think 
independently? How do we 
ask them to dig into deeply 
rooted ideologies when our 
beliefs are being 
challenged?  
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I was really exposed to racism and bias in like entertainment and film and things 

like that… And I remember [his professor] completely saying like, “We have to 

hear, you know, from misrepresented or underrepresented groups. It's important. 

Because history was written by the winners. Who are the winners and why?" Oh, 

it's eye opening to like, take what I already knew about civil rights and history, 

and then start to broaden that to other areas of society. I remember him talking 

about that through the veil of history. But I've never seen someone so beautifully 

work with people that I knew he didn't agree with and hearing all voices within a 

classroom and also being able to manage those voices into like respectful debate 

and keep conversations going. ask leading questions to maybe have people look at 

things from a different perspective. But it was never like a tell you what to think 

kind of deal. 

Specifically, Harry utilized the art of questioning (e.g., Socratic seminar) to guide and possibly 

transform his students’ thinking and perspectives. Harry shared:  

But when you meet kids with questions instead of with like, you're not puffing out 

your chest, but rather you meet them where they're at. If you're asking them 

questions, you know, you’re kind of disarming them a little bit and you're, “Well I 

want to hear what you think.” I'm not telling you what I think, because then we're 

meeting you back with criticism. And so that was usually an effective method to 

kind of get kids to step back a little bit.  

Harry encouraged his students to engage in reflection. The learning tasks he designed 

encouraged students to question and possibly disrupt their thinking. Harry wanted his students to 

be actively involved in disrupting their thinking. He did not want to tell his students what to 
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think; instead he wanted his students to learn how to think. Although his goal was to challenge 

the dominant narrative through his questions, he understood his students needed to engage in this 

work themselves and he needed to create a safe space in which questions could be asked. Harry 

wanted his students to confront their problematic ideas and beliefs, but he understood the 

necessity of uncovering racist ideas in order to disrupt them.  He did not want to silence his 

students. Instead, Harry invited students to think differently through responding to the open-

ended questions he asked: "Are there other ways to think about this?" or "How did you come to 

think this way?" These questions help student to identify structures that needed deeper 

examination. Harry emphasized the importance of continuing the dialogue in a non-adversarial 

way. 

It just takes one spark to start a fire, but sometimes it does. And if you can even 

get a kid to think about their metacognition, think about their own thinking. 

Sometimes, just maybe, that one question is going to just make them pause for a 

second. Think about it. And maybe you've been the first person to provide them, 

in hopefully a non-aggressive way, a push and they can assess and look at how 

they think… I don't think that any of us are ever going to be able with most 

children and young adults where our peers to change their mind with a 

conversation. But I think, if handled correctly, we can 

at least make them think a little bit. And sometimes 

they can. You don't know what that spark might turn 

into. 

Journal Entry (6/8/23): He's 
right, we can't always change 
their minds... Not with a single 
conversation. Which is why it 
needs to be an ongoing 
endeavor. Change doesn’t occur 
like that. 
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Harry’s questions created a spark that he began to disrupt students’ problematic ideologies; he 

understood that dismantling racism would be an ongoing endeavor that could begin in his 

classroom. 

Music 

On a personal level, Harry identified music as a great way to help him “understand not 

just the issue of race, but so many topics in the world, and particularly making me conscious 

about a lot of things.” In fact, music has often been a part of social movements. Matias and 

Grosland (2016) describe how digital stories, such as those found 

in music, can help deconstruct whiteness though four noticings: 

ending emotional distancing, debunking colorblindness, engaging 

emotions, and sharing the burden of race. Harry’s artifact, his 

headphones, provoked his elaboration of how he utilized music to 

expose his students to the social messages implied by the lyrics. Harry said, “I do like a song of 

the week for kids and it's always something I like, but there are times that it's sneaky.”  

Figure 6  

Harry’s Headphones as His Artifact 

 

Journal Entry (6/8/23): 
This is another 
reference to his need to 
create a cover story to 
hide his sneakiness 
(Clandinin & Connelly, 
1996).  
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It seemed that Harry’s use of music might provide a 

cover story for his disruption of the curriculum. Harry 

shared, "And so, you know, those little things, tell my boss 

that, you're indoctrinating the children like no just different 

things to say. So I think I've done that. I've reflected on a 

lot of different musicians." I wondered if Harry had ever used music to share a message about 

how he was feeling without specifically verbalizing those feelings for his students.  I asked him 

to elaborate on what he meant about being “sneaky.” He referenced a song by the artist Hosier, a 

2016 release, which described social issues relevant during that time. "I remember I picked that 

when a lot of the Colin Kaepernick stuff was going on the news, and we never talked about it." 

However, Harry also described how there was no discussion of these current social issues. 

So you know, we have those kinds of things so that there's other stuff like on 

different topics that they never really get that sometimes it's my little self-

protests… So I was just like, they'll never put two and two together… every once 

in a while a kid would say, “Oh, I get it.” 

While Harry was wanted to disrupt his students’ racist ideas, the subtlety of his approach left this 

important work to chance.  

Disrupting the whiteness Embedded in the System 

Drawing upon the tenets of critical whiteness studies, Applebaum (2016) noted the 

necessity of revealing the invisible structures that produce and reproduce white supremacy, as 

whiteness is found at the center of racism. The racist threads are tightly woven into the fabric of 

Bridling: I believe it is important 
to take action rather than leaving 
things to chance. By not 
disrupting whiteness, we risk 
missing out on important 
perspectives. What could we be 
overlooking by allowing them to 
draw their own conclusions? 
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our educational system and maintain schools as spaces for oppression and marginalization. Harry 

spoke about an opportunity to disrupt whiteness outside the four walls of his classroom. 

So, we had a conversation in the Faculty Senate. Our lead discussion from the 

principal a few years ago was around kneeling and 

football games, during the time of Colin Kaepernick 

and whatnot. And the point that was made by one of 

our administrators is, “If that happens, our students 

will not be playing because athletics are a privilege 

and not something we have to let them do.” And I entertained the fact of (he was 

speaking to the senate), “Well, you can't exactly do that because the school is not 

a business. Like the NFL, it's not a job you can fire them 

for you have already put out the legal requirements for 

them to play. They meet this grade requirement. They 

meet this and beat this attendance requirement. You would be shutting down their 

constitutional right to express themselves.” Now there would be a bigger 

argument to have had if they were creating a material disruption or they would 

have the grounds to say that, but my point was like, “You need to be careful 

because we have several athletes on the team who might feel strongly about this.” 

They never ended up doing it. But it was this issue of, “You don't get to dictate to 

them what they can or can’t do.” And of course, it was very diplomatic and it was 

very bringing things to attention but nobody said anything and I was kind of like 

you might want to be careful about that. 

Journal Entry (4/20/23): 
Diplomatic absolutely 
caught my attention. 

Important Context: Harry is the 
union president for his school 
district. I wonder how that 
impacts how others see and 
hear him. It impacted how I 
heard this story, as I was also 
an executive member of our 
district and region’s education 
association. 
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Harry’s approach was strategic; he provided evidence to support his statements about 

institutional racism, similar to the approach he used with his students. He provided his colleagues 

with a different perspective that might inform their decision. This could be an instance of white 

privilege being use for disruption (Duster, 2023). Harry continued: 

I said there's systemic issues that are being brought to the table here. This is not a 

disrespecting the military issue. This is a social issue,” and I think I might have 

said cultural protest of what people are seeing and police violence and that was 

the conversation. Yeah, I don't know how well it was received, but I was the voice 

of dissent. 

Finally, Harry has spent his entire life living, learning, and working in an Appalachian 

community. His unique perspective allowed him to see through the social constructions of this 

culture and identify the systemic racism and privileging of whiteness that prevailed. I asked 

Harry for his perspective related to disrupting whiteness in Appalachia. He responded: 

It’s very important. Appalachia in the Appalachian experience, I also think 

provides like bridges that exists to disrupt whiteness and to get people to 

understand, like, I think the historical challenges Appalachia has faced, of being 

exploited and things like that. I think there's like commonalities that can be found 

that I think it's I think there's a more unique ability here to bridge the gap than in 

other places. But unfortunately, I think Appalachia is, especially in recent years, 

kind of a dead center area for a lot of the resurgence of open racism and outright 

bigotry. 
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Harry understood the importance of knowing your community and its history, which helped him 

identify the challenges he might face disrupting whiteness. However, he also understood how 

crucial it has become to address and prevent the spread of racism. Harry believed that the 

development of an inclusive curriculum was one approach to dismantling the racism that exists 

in society. 

I still think we have a lot of kids who don't have a ton of experience with diverse 

people. And not only diverse people, which they can't always help but diverse 

voices. And one thing that I've always tried to do in the classroom, whether it's 

primary source documents, whether it's the music, even down to the music that I 

put up as song of the week, or the quotes that I put up for the week, or the people 

that are on the mural or things I put in my lectures and things like that, that they 

are exposed to a wide variety and especially in like psychology, like it's now 

modern day, it's a field dominated by women, and more women of color than 

ever, but when we have talked a lot of history of psychology, I make a point to do 

what the AP exam doesn't require. And talk about some of the, you know, persons 

of color that had been key contributors, especially like the Clarks. 

The curriculum Harry developed went beyond the content required by the standards, beyond the 

traditional whitewashed history that has provided the foundation for social studies for far too 

long. Harry understood the influence of context; he included diverse voices to expand his 

students’ understandings of the broader contexts in which they are situated. 

It’s still disrupting the status quo of whiteness, making sure they're hearing unique 

voices. Because like I said, they can't control where they travel at this age. They 

can't control always who they're around if they're not in school with them, but 
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they can be exposed to more. That's the predominant amount of what they're 

going to be exposed to are still the old white guys of history, but it's important to 

make sure that they're doing that. 

Harry understood the importance of the work he does; he plans to continue this work, 

despite the barriers and challenges to doing so. 

Ghosts: Harry’s Companions 

Harry named his ghosts as individuals who have impacted and influenced his teaching 

style, including those who have assisted him in shaping it. Among them are his neighbors, whose 

experiences supported Harry in identifying racism and racist behavior, and his grandpa, an 

excellent storyteller and a real-life superhero, who stood up for people in challenging situations. 

Harry looked to his grandfather as a role model and credits him with having a significant 

influence on his teaching. Another ghost, his college professor served as a mentor and Harry 

remembers his words of advice to this day. When Harry encounters difficult situations, he 

considers what his professor would do, how he would handle the situation. Other ghosts include 

teachers, past and present, who provide him with positive energy and help him remain committed 

to disrupting whiteness. 

The Road Harry Chose 

Harry’s journey toward the phenomenon began at a young age when he witnessed physical 

altercation his Black friends experienced and heard the hate speech and racial slurs that targeted 

someone he loved. His support systems helped him identify the systemic racism embedded in 

U.S. society and confront some of the realities that racism produced. No journey proceeds 

perfectly, but Harry worked hard throughout his early life to confront racist behavior and remain 
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reflective. He began to call out the racist acts of others, using diplomacy as a strategy to expose 

the oppression and extinguish the racist behavior.  In the classroom, Harry developed a 

curriculum that incorporated diverse perspectives and voices that had been historically silenced 

and challenged his students to examine their own understandings of privilege and whiteness. His 

use of questions as a pedagogy provided his students with opportunities to think critically and 

analytically about their own experiences and whiteness, questions he continues to ask himself: “I 

don't know if there is an end to the journey. I think that it is continual practice. It is continual 

self-analysis, understanding my biases in the world. How can I try to dismantle those?” 

 

I do feel that it's more a responsibility of the profession to disrupt whiteness, and to make sure 

that if we are going to teach history, we're going to teach a full view of history. We're going to 

teach it with voices that may not normally be heard so we can all be getting a full picture.”  

-Harry 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

TRACING THE VOLCANIC PLUMES OF DISRUPTING WHITENESS 

“To struggle and battle and overcome and absolutely defeat every force designed against us is 

the only way to achieve.”- Nannie Helen Burroughs (Harley, 1996, p.68) 

A Metaphor for Understanding the Phenomenon 

Social studies will continue to maintain and reproduce whiteness unless an external force 

intervenes. These three educators are that force, slowing down the privileging of whiteness in 

social studies curriculum and the educational system. The three educators, who took part in this 

study, disrupted the power of whiteness in their lives and classrooms through employing unique 

approaches that contributed to the dominant narrative of whiteness relinquishing some of its 

power. This phenomenological study sought to understand better what it is like to be a social 

studies teacher disrupting whiteness in Appalachia. To illustrate the phenomenon of disrupting 

whiteness, a physics metaphor is used to demonstrate how each educator journeyed toward this 

phenomenon. Just as culture shifts and changes, this metaphor is open to revision and change; it 

is malleable and fluid. 

In this study, each participant shared individual experiences that shape their interpretation 

of the phenomenon. As I engaged with the stories my participants shared, I employed Gadamer's 

(1989) hermeneutic circle in order to continuously interpret their narratives, as well as to 

acknowledge the context(s) in which the phenomenon was situated. Accordingly, although the 

disruption of whiteness took shape differently for each person, patterns of meaning could be 

identified through their narratives. The "preliminary titles" (Vagle, 2018, p.111) presented in this 

study aim to suggest potential implications for social studies education, teacher education, and 

how white individuals can disrupt whiteness.  
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Revealing A Physic-al Journey 

Due to the contentious relationship between the hard and social (or “soft”) sciences, in 

particular between the sciences and phenomenology (van Manen, 2014), I turn to physics to 

better understand the similarities and differences related to how my participants experienced the 

phenomenon. While my use of physics is metaphorical, its terminology helps to demonstrate 

how each individual arrived at a point where they not only challenged whiteness in their 

classroom, but also reflected on how their experiences contributed to their understanding of the 

world. 

 Beginning with Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle of physics, knowing both position and 

speed (velocity) at the same time is impossible (Busch, Heinonen, & Lahti, 2007). Participants 

acknowledged that their journeys toward the phenomenon were ongoing; they were constantly 

moving without ever truly knowing their exact location on their journey, nor how fast they are 

moving. Despite this uncertainty, they emphasized the importance of continuously striving to 

improve society for their students and themselves as educators and individuals; they sought 

forward movement at any speed in their personal and professional lives, and believed their role 

as educators was a critical aspect in the journeys of other, particularly their students. Those 

seeking to know more about their journey can only do so through reflection, looking back on 

experiences which inform where they are now.  

According to Newton's first law of motion, a moving object will continue to move unless 

an external force acts upon it. Similarly, educators, particularly those who are white, may find 

themselves coasting along without making any progress. If they choose not to participate in anti-

racist work and there is no external pressure to do so, they will remain stagnant on their journey 

because a body at rest will remain at rest. The educators in this study experienced multiple 
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moments of friction and several force vectors, which helped them realize how they were being-

in-the-world and then determine how they would use the friction to pause and reflection of the 

force to move forward. For instance, Ruth in her early life experienced no external forces; 

therefore, she remained on a path that centered and did not challenge whiteness. This law of 

motion was the one that seemed to recur most often in the participants’ lives.   

The concept of inertia can be used to understand the stillness of objects. Unless acted 

upon by an external force, an object will remain unchanged. In this way, individuals who benefit 

from white privilege might illustrate inertia. Because they are able to move forward without any 

obstacles or difficulties, they are unlikely to disrupt the dominant narrative. Their white privilege 

creates an existence in which they are not marginalized or oppressed due to their race; therefore, 

they remain in a state of inertia.  

 Newton’s second law of motion, the force required to accelerate an object is directly 

proportional to its mass, explains how quickly an object can move. To continue the metaphor, the 

age of the participant was used as a substitute for mass. It seemed that the age at which 

participants first encountered white privilege/racism influenced the force needed for them to 

begin their journeys. Younger participants required less force to begin their journey, while older 

participants needed more force to accelerate. For instance, Harry encountered racism at a 

younger age and accelerated his journey quickly, while Ella and Ruth, who confronted racism 

later in life, required more force to understand and cope with their perceptions of white privilege 

and racism, due to years of uncontested experiences with systemic racism and their white 

privilege.  

Newton's third law of motion states that every action has an equal and opposite reaction. 

Even small objects in motion can demonstrate this law, as action and reaction occur in tandem. 
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This concept can be used as a metaphor for how individuals approached and resolved the 

conflicts associated with the phenomenon disrupting whiteness. Ruth shared a story about 

avoiding a space (the action) in her high school, which perpetuated her fear (the reaction) of 

Black individuals. Like the law of motion, experiences with identifying racist ideas/actions and 

disrupting whiteness generate actions and reactions. 

Friction can be used as a metaphor for the obstacles all participants faced, as it is a force 

that slows down or stops the movement of an object. For instance, we may need to experience 

friction from discomfort (or dissonance) to change our behavior. Friction we experience can 

either halt an individual or prompt them to slow down. In some cases, it is a useful force for 

participants as it prompts them to engage in reflection. However, the discomfort engendered by 

some friction may be so strong that it completely stops an individual from taking action. For 

example, Harry's grandfather used racially divisive language, causing Harry discomfort. This 

prevented him from speaking up and challenging his grandfather's prejudice. It stopped his 

motion toward disrupting whiteness. However, friction does not necessarily knock us off our 

paths. Slowing down, engaging in reflection can provide time for one to figure out their next 

move. In this case, friction can be helpful. The context in which friction arose, who supported the 

participants, as well as the contexts in which they were situated, proved to be a crucial factor in 

this study. 

The final physics metaphor is the force vector. Force vectors explain how an object 

moving in one direction will change directions if the object encounters a force acting on it from a 

different direction. For instance, when someone t-bones a car, the car's direction changes. Force 

vectors differ from friction, as they act in one direction. In this study, the participants recount a 

number of Ah-Ha! moments, which can be characterized as profound forces that disrupted what 
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the participants knew about the world, caused them to question their interpretations of society, 

and led to them choosing paths that led them toward the phenomenon. Ella experienced two 

substantial force vectors: The Children’s Defense Fund Freedom School helped her understand 

race, and the Racial Equity Institute helped her understand whiteness. Ruth's force vector was the 

Earth, Wind, and Fire concert, which helped her to realize that her fear of Black individuals was 

rooted in racism. Finally, Harry also experienced several force vectors. His first occurred at a 

young age, when he witnessed his Black friend beat up another kid who used of the N-word. The 

second force vector took place during our interviews, which created a space for reflection in 

which Harry was able to recognize his complicity in perpetuating the dominant narrative. 

Hermeneutic Theoretical Framework and Interpretations 

 As I listened to the experiences of my participants, I observed that dismantling whiteness 

was a concrete, but complex, endeavor. As I engaged in multiple layers of interpretation and 

“expand[ed] my focus [to include] philosophical and ontological matters” (Vagle, 2018, p. 15), it 

became important to discuss my preconceptions of the phenomenon, my being-in-the-world, and 

my revised understandings of what it means to engage with (interpret) my data. Additionally, 

participants' lived experiences can be understood in similar ways. Since interpretation is an 

ongoing process (Gadamer, 1989), my process as a researcher and how I interpreted the 

experiences of my participants evolved as the participants and I spent more time exploring their 

journeys toward the phenomenon. 

Researcher’s Process  

As a white woman researching a topic that is rooted in racism and oppression, I was 

keenly aware of the social dimension of Dasein (Zuckerman, 2015) or my being-in-the-world. It 

was important for me to understand the nuances of dismantling whiteness, including the use of 
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white narratives in my research. While collecting data and later explicating the narratives, I 

wondered if my engagement with phenomenology was “correct,” and I constantly worried about 

reproducing harm. Ultimately, I realized it was necessary to capture white voices as part of the 

work of dismantling whiteness because white people need to acknowledge their complicity in 

racism and develop awareness of their privilege (Applebaum, 2016). As a white educator, I 

believe it is important to thoroughly understand the invasive nature of whiteness in our 

educational systems and our society and work towards disrupting it. A difficult aspect of 

working with participants I had purposefully sampled was navigating our connections outside the 

research setting—my personal connections with my participants. There were many instances in 

which I muted myself as I interpreted the data and made decisions about how to re-present what I 

learned, especially when writing their findings chapters. I wanted to avoid discomfort. Due to 

this social pressure and the need to consider how my bias and judgment might compromise my 

understanding of phenomenon, I included my bridled thoughts and excerpts from my research 

journal. 

What led to my interest in this phenomenon was my own practice of disrupting whiteness 

through the creation of a curriculum that dismissed the master narrative to capture the 

historically absent and silenced narratives. I came to the study through the limited lens 

understanding the phenomenon through an educator’s instructional choices. I have come to 

revise my understanding of disrupting whiteness as using the hermeneutic circle to interpret my 

data created opportunities for me to tease apart the threads of the phenomenon and “see” the 

overt and subtle ways in which my participants’ personal and professional lives led to their 

dismantling of white supremacy. What shocked me the most was arduous nature of the journey 

each participant navigated before they reached their erupting point, which led to reconsidering 
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my own journey. I had been unaware of the numerous sources of friction educators might 

experience if their intention is to disrupt whiteness.   

Participants’ Experiences 

In order to uncover the meaning of my participants’ being-in-the-world, it was important 

to showcase these individuals and their distinct situations (Heidegger, 1962). As I learned about 

the journeys of Ruth, Harry, and Ella toward the phenomenon, I learned that each of them drew 

upon their relationships with others to describe their inertia and the spaces in which friction 

occurred. Their being-in-the-world, especially when juxtaposed with the Dasein of others, 

impacted how they saw race, racism, and whiteness. Woven throughout each participant’s 

findings chapter and in this discussion is evidence of how each participant found themselves in 

situations not of their making and filled with societal pressures to maintain the dominant 

narrative—spaces in which they were in motion or in which discomfort or friction caused pause. 

They each identified themselves as educators who have a passion for social studies. Ella 

remarked, “I cannot separate myself from social studies.” Therefore, I employed the social 

dimension of Heidegger’s conception of Dasein to discover the disparate pressures the 

participants experienced, which influenced how they saw themselves as social studies educators. 

For Harry, his family and neighborhood friends shaped his view of racism. Ella felt the tug to 

disrupt whiteness, but her need for comfort created a friction that slowed her journey at times.  

Later in her journey, Ruth recognized the need to support younger generations, including her 

grandchildren, in becoming anti-racist. Throughout the study, each participant grappled with 

making sense of themselves in these evolving situations (Moran & Mooney, 2002). 
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Hermeneutic Circle 

During the study, participants were given the opportunity to revisit and reflect on their 

experiences through my use follow-up questions and requests for more detail, which created 

opportunities for them to consider new meanings and implications. The interviews created a 

space that was distant from their actual experiences, and they were able to stop, revisit, and 

reflect on the varied influences of their experiences moving toward the phenomenon. Ella and 

Ruth, for example, were able to identify external forces, such as family influences, which created 

friction, and the force vectors (i.e., Racial Equity Institute and The Earth, Wind, and Fire 

Concert) that fueled their desire to confront racism. Harry revised his perceptions of his 

grandfather during our conversation, which occurred shortly after he described an experience in 

which his grandfather used racist language: 

I think it just popped in my mind. I think it sounded silly when I heard myself say 

it . . . But it just sounded silly being like, “well, he's just because he's old and 

senile.” No. Because that could just be the beliefs he holds. And literally running 

through my mind right now is I want to justify him to you with other good 

behavior. 

It is also important to note how my use of the hermeneutic circle helped me to see how my 

participants shifted or transformed the various perspectives they held (i.e., historical and 

biological), using the insights gained through one perspective to make meaning of other 

perspectives (Valentine, 2021a).   For instance, as Ella re-engaged with the documentary, “Race: 

The Power of an Illusion,” she gained new insights into its meaning. When she first viewed the 

documentary, it provided an Ah-Ha! moment and she recognized the systemic racism in 

education, prompting her to identify ways she needed to disrupt whiteness in her social studies 
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curriculum and classroom. Later, when she showed the documentary to her preservice teachers, 

she reflected on the influence of her own choices to disrupt whiteness.  

Stages of Eruption 

Disruption is often viewed pejoratively. It is seen as something unwanted, such as when 

sleep is disrupted or when a workflow is disrupted because of a poor internet connection. Those 

who wish to disrupt the status quo of white supremacy are often met with contempt individual 

and institutions that wish to retain their white privilege. Local, state, and national legislation 

banning curriculum and books and prohibiting educators from engaging in conversations about 

race attempt to preserve whiteness. These actions are meant to stop an object in motion and use 

fear to silence educators who wish to disrupt whiteness. Nevertheless, Ella, Harry, and Ruth 

chose to remain in motion and continue to engage with the phenomenon. They were willing to 

face the negative consequences that might ensue from staying in motion to disrupt whiteness. 

The narratives of Ella, Harry, and Ruth illustrated their journeys toward disrupting whiteness, 

their eruption points, and how their reflection on their experiences helped them understand their 

movement toward the phenomenon. Their experiences provide a vehicle for understanding what 

it is like for educators to engage in disrupting whiteness in social studies.  

The Climb Toward Disruption 

As social beings, we sometimes need a nudge to take action. What someone experiences 

as a nudge may be influenced by how they perceive the world and the contexts in which they are 

situated. In 2017, Baggett and Simmons found that for some white preservice educators, 

exposure to outside sources and media helped them become aware of whiteness, race, and 

racism. Similarly, Ender (2019a) observed that hip-hop was a catalyst for two practicing 

educators to challenge whiteness. In a three-year study, Vickery (2017) found that Black women 
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drew on their personal experiences to encourage their students to explore the complexities of 

citizenship and its potential to exclude certain individuals. These studies indicated that a nudge 

or action contributed to a reaction.  

Pushes and Force Vectors 

Ella, Ruth, and Harry, while circumstantially different, had elements of race and racism 

woven in each of the pushes they experienced. Ruth needed a push to overcome the racism, 

which was the bedrock of her childhood and the ideology of the spaces she in which she lived. 

Ella needed a push to see racial diversity and racism that was not evident in the white spaces of 

her childhood and early adulthood. Finally, Harry’s experiences with his Black friends provided 

a push early in his life, which set him in motion and required less force than Ruth or Ella needed 

to move them toward the phenomenon. However, the force each participant needed to move 

them toward disrupting whiteness was substantial, as each of them had to overcome the inertia of 

their white privilege. 

Harry's initial push occurred as he watched his gentle friend respond to racial slurs. That 

early force vector led him to seek answers from family members. Although Harry did not realize 

the implication of his white privilege at that time, he was able to recognize his complicity in 

maintaining racism as he grappled with creating a more inclusive social studies curriculum. Ella 

was pushed toward the phenomenon when she recognized the gender inequities that existed in 

her school. While her understanding of racial differences were largely situated in fantasy, (i.e., 

television and media) and seemingly irrelevant for the real world, her experiences of being 

marginalized due to her gender in middle and high school nudged her to connect race-based 

inequities with racism in her early adulthood. Lastly, Ruth was pushed toward the phenomenon 

when she recognized the racist language and stereotypes her parents used to describe her Jewish 
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friends. She felt "sad and embarrassed," a friction that created an opportunity for Ruth to 

recognize the racial ideas that informed her parents’ perceptions of particular people, perceptions 

reinforced by society’s dominant narrative. It is important to note that none of the participants 

immediately claimed the privilege they enjoyed as based in whiteness or fully understand the 

expansive reach of white supremacy's ideology. At this point, they chose to continue their 

forward movement and avoided stopping or moving back into the open arms of white 

supremacy. 

Each of my participants needed to experience a force that moved them in the direction of 

the phenomenon and away from their inertia understanding race and racism through the lens of 

the status quo. While these forces occurred at different times in their lives, they knocked each of 

my participants off the paths they were traveling and provided an impetus for acknowledging 

their white privilege and their complicity in maintaining systemic racism. The forces Ella, Harry, 

and Ruth experienced varied, but encouraged each of them to change course. As Ella remarked, 

“That was a huge breakthrough for me,” as she referenced her force vector (Racial Equity 

Institute). 

Harry’s initial force vector occurred when he was a bystander of a physical altercation. 

Witnessing his friend's reaction to the use of a racial slur (the action and equal reaction) proved 

to be significant force vector. Although Harry did not necessarily identify his white privilege or 

complicity in maintaining racist systems, he was able to see the racist ideas and actions used to 

oppress his Black friends. As his journey continued, this early experience contributed to his 

understanding that he needed to disrupt whiteness in his classroom. A second force vector 

emerged during an interview, when Harry reflected on his reaction to his grandfather's racist 

beliefs in the moment they occurred and the realization that he needed to confront, rather than 
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ignore or avoid how his grandfather’s beliefs may have influenced his movement toward the 

phenomenon. He could no longer embrace the inertia his whiteness afforded. During one of our 

conversations, Harry reflected on this moment of friction and its influence on his thinking and 

his actions: 

And that night I talked to my wife about that night and I was like, Grandpa is like 

losing his mind like, and then okay, and then here's something I'm just realizing 

I'm trying to justify that and chalk it up to he's old and he's senile. But no, he said 

it when I was 16. Like, so. Okay, here's me trying to explain away a member of 

my family, like in their viewpoints…  

After taking a moment to ponder, Harry paused and considered how he could reconcile his 

grandfather's actions with the ethical principles that represent Harry’s beliefs. I asked him what 

had prompted his line of thinking. “It just sounded silly being like, well, he's just because he's 

old and senile. No. It’s not ok… I want to tell you that he's good in other ways. No. These beliefs 

are not ok.” 

Similarly, Ella’s journey illustrated two force vectors her thinking and actions. The first 

force vector occurred when she attended the Children's Defense Fund Freedom School. Ella was 

finally able to see her race. She stated, "I never thought about myself as a white person until I did 

Freedom School." This force helped her to understand how she, as a white person, was complicit 

in maintaining systemic racism. This experience primed Ella for her encounter with a second 

force vector, which at the Racial Equity Institute. She was able to understand race as a social 

construction and to recognize the centering of whiteness in the U.S. These forces influenced how 

Ella took up the tools and approaches offered by the Institute to dismantle whiteness when she 

returned to her classroom.  
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Lastly, Ruth's force vector provoked a reckoning with emotions, as well as ideologies. As 

she navigated her way out of the Earth, Wind, and Fire concert arena, fear contaminated her view 

of people of color. The Black individuals who came to check on her well-being disrupted Ruth’s 

fear. This proved to be a pivotal moment for Ruth as she interrogated her beliefs and overcame 

her acquiescence to the racist ideas and actions that shaped the contexts of her childhood. It is 

important to consider that the effects of a force vector are not necessarily straightforward.  In 

fact, Ella, Harry, and Ruth all shared how the influence of these force vectors continued to 

resonate with them and they all described how these experiences vividly lay within their 

consciousness and were often a point for self-reflection.  

Manifestations of Decelerators and Accelerators 

The journey toward disrupting whiteness is imperfect, often iterative, always complex. In 

one moment, a force might propel educators propel forward. In the next moment, educators 

might regress to racist ideas and actions and might even stop in their tracks. As I engaged with 

my data, I often wondered how white people might stay in motion and what frictions might occur 

to move them, slow them down, or stop them, as explained in Newton’s Third Law of Motion. 

The various frictions in the lives of Ruth, Ella, and Harry acted as accelerators and decelerators 

for their journeys. Each friction challenged their progress as an action, with accelerators 

supporting their growth and decelerators causing them to slow down or to stop their momentum. 

Moreover, each friction the participants experienced required a reaction on their part. While the 

frictions that occurred in each of the participants’ journeys came from a variety of sources, these 

frictions were identified as through the participants’ reflections. This recognition and reflection 

are critical first steps for becoming disruptors (Black, 2021). Being able to name the ways they 
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were slowing or stopping enabled these educators to find support or identify strategies to 

continue their forward movement toward the phenomenon. 

Manifestations of Decelerators 

Encounters with racism, with racist ideas and actions proved to be a decelerator for Ruth, 

Ella, and Harry. Racism is often a trigger for white people (Leonardo, 2009) and can result in 

their avoiding or discounting any ideas or actions that might disrupt their privilege. Racism was 

woven into the decelerations that emerged in my participants’ narratives, specifically related to 

their comfort disrupting whiteness, as well as the nature of the contexts in which they were 

situated when they disrupted whiteness. The experiences of Ruth, Ella, and Harry differed related 

to the subtle and distinct ways racism expressed itself, but each of them referenced how they 

understood the spaces they occupied and emotions provoked in those spaces as they grappled 

with racism and disrupting whiteness.  

All of my participants identified their need for comfort as a friction that slowed them 

down or stopped their journey, at least momentarily. As my participants reflected on their 

experiences, they identified the need for a feeling of comfort in their decision-making, 

confrontations, and interactions with others as they grappled with disrupting the racist ideas, 

actions, and language of others. This avoidance of the discomfort that ensues from disrupting 

whiteness is supported in the literature. Matias and Liou (2015) state that white educators, 

particularly females, often need to feel comfortable before they take action. For Ella and Harry, 

their need for comfort often silenced them or kept them from pursuing their internal motivation 

to take action. They each described knowing they needed to proceed but saw their discomfort 

with a particular situation as a roadblock. Ella detailed her need to seek comfort in 

uncomfortable situations, such as attending the Racial Equity Institute. Additionally, she allowed 
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saw her fear of the perceptions of others to discourage her from moving more purposefully 

toward the phenomenon. She said, "I don't actively go out into spaces and seek out ways to 

disrupt whiteness… And honestly, and this is something I'm always like, 'Man, I'm missing the 

mark. Like I'm all talk and no walk.'"  

Harry also shared his feelings about his need for comfort, "The moments where I was 

least proud of myself have been in moments where I didn't speak up against something I knew 

was wrong… That's been hard to recognize… I was in a safe and comfortable place." Harry also 

acknowledged that his comfort was rooted in his white privilege and his environment. "I was and 

still am, you know, probably just way too comfortable in the environment I'm in because our 

environment is predominantly white." Both Ella and Harry noted how their privilege allowed 

them to choose when they might disrupt whiteness and when they might remain silent, seemingly 

acquiescing to the dominant narrative. 

Individuals are not always aware of the frictions in their lives that lead to deceleration. 

The friction being created by the comfort Ruth experienced in the various contexts in which she 

was situated went unnoticed by her for many years. She did not confront her comfort with her 

context until she was questioned by a peer. She recalls: 

And he tapped me on the shoulder, and he said, ‘Hey, do you bring Black people 

in your house to do your laundry?’ And I remember being like, what the? What 

the hell is this kid talking about? Do I bring Black people in?... I just remember 

being horrified by that question…  

Before this moment, Ruth had not realized how she contributed to the continuation of racist 

systems. This moment created dissonance and discomfort for Ruth, and during our conversation, 
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Ruth acknowledged her complicity in maintaining racism.  The question posed by her peer 

created a point of friction for Ruth in which she paused to interrogate the status quo of her 

childhood context:  

But then I had to examine the fact that all growing up, Bessie cleaned our house. 

And guess what, Bessie was Black. Bessie lived way down this dirt country road. 

And we would take her home. And sometimes I would go, and any of my old 

clothes or shoes or anything, we always delivered and gave to Bessie for her 

family.  

Ruth had been largely unaware of the friction created by her comfort with the oppression of her 

context, which slowed her journey. The question from her peer (Does Black help clean your 

home?) forced her to confront her problematic reality. Suddenly, Ruth’s comfort with her context 

became uncomfortable and supported her in questioning her beliefs and the status quo and move 

toward the phenomenon. 

Educators’ need for comfort is often used by those promoting white supremacist 

ideologies to interrupt and quash the work of white teachers working to dismantle whiteness 

(Picower, 2021). It is possible that systemic racism is maintained in public education because 

white educators are unwilling to grapple with the discomfort that ensues, for themselves and 

their white students, when they disrupt whiteness. Currently, legislators, who wish to maintain 

the status quo, are passing legislation that seeks to make the lives of disruptors uncomfortable. 

Ella described the pressure she felt when the school system sent someone to observe and provide 

feedback on the curriculum she developed to teach the Chinese Exclusion Act. Ruth also noted 

the frequent visits by her superintendent, whose intention was to make her uncomfortable after 

she called him a racist. Institutions seeking to uphold racism hope people succumb to their 
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discomfort pressures and abandon their efforts to disrupt the whiteness centered in the 

curriculum and institutional structures.  

As I continued to engage with my participants’ stories, I wondered who or what gets in 

the way of calling out racism and disrupting whiteness? Was it love? People? Context? I came to 

understand that participants' approach to the phenomenon often depended upon the nature of the 

environment in which they were situated, as well as the people in that environment. The cultures 

of the participants’ contexts seemed to influence the speed of their movement toward the 

phenomenon. This became evident in Ruth’s narrative when she left her community and family 

to go to college, which created some distance from her childhood context in which whiteness 

was privilege and racism was not questioned. Ruth was able to accelerate her journey when the 

dogma or racism no longer surrounded her. She was exposed to knowledge she had not 

encountered and interrogated her previously unquestioned beliefs. 

But it developed more in earnest when I got out of my house and went to college 

and started taking classes… I had some very cool professors you know that 

allowed me to interrogate capitalism. Which, oh my God, never would you do 

something like that, you know, which all those systems [racism and capitalism] 

intersect…. I had to push to do that because my values were shifting from the 

belief structure I was brought up with. 

Ruth experienced tension and discomfort as she attempted to reconcile her personal values with 

her newfound knowledge. Ruth’s trips home re-energized problematic beliefs, and the frictions 

created by the disparities between these environments sometimes slowed her movement toward 

the phenomenon.  
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Ella also grew up in a predominantly white space, which led to her belief that what she 

saw related to race in the media was unrealistic. Her context and perceptions slowed her ability 

to recognize her whiteness and to understand how racism operated. When Ella taught outside of 

her home state, in more racially and ethnically diverse schools, she gained speed as she moved 

toward the phenomenon of disrupting whiteness. Nevertheless, when she got home, her need for 

comfort and community support impacted her decision-making, often causing her to pause or 

dramatically decrease her speed. She shared: 

Then I moved back here and it was like the kids would tear down the pride flags. 

They're calling me a liberal snowflake. That kind of put me in check. So you 

already come in, like ready to blaze a trail and it was like, ‘Oh, I can't blaze the 

trail. I need to get the brush hog out… I don't want to be in the space of “that's the 

crazy woke lady that only ever talks about racism. And everything we try to do, 

she just rains on our parade and tells us how racist we all are.” I'm really afraid of 

that perception of me and what that will do to my kids… 

Harry also demonstrated how those around him accelerated his progress toward the 

phenomenon. He noted that those around him provided him with “a comfort level of being able 

to [ask questions] in situations.” All my participants provided evidence to illustrate how the 

systemic aspects of an environment upholding whiteness made it difficult to create trails for 

themselves, much less for others. In fact, an environment in which individuals feel isolated can 

make their movement toward the phenomenon feel like an individual journey, which it is not. 

especially in Ruth and Ella’s cases. The environments in which the participants were situated 

were imprinted upon them, and the experiences they encountered in those locations shaped their 
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identities and were often difficult to disrupt. This proved especially true for Ruth and Ella; their 

environments played a significant role in how they challenged their assumptions (Mills, 1997).  

Manifestations of Accelerators 

The journeys of these three educators were never stagnant. Each of their narratives 

provided insights into how activist educators are in constant motion (Gorski & Chen, 2015) and 

subsequently unable to escape the influence of the society they live within (Heidegger, 1962). 

Their consciousness of the lived world was a fierce entanglement. They were not being punished 

by Hades for their crimes or forced to roll a boulder endlessly up a hill in Tartarus. Their drive to 

do better and be better kept them in forward motion, even as they experienced moments of pause 

or regression. 

Ruth, Ella, and Harry spent significant time reflecting on their work as social studies 

educators, who wished to disrupt racism, white supremacy, and whiteness. Sheppard and Levy 

(2019) noted that the educators in their study balanced the need to teach significant topics while 

addressing students’ realities. Ella, Harry, and Ruth had all examined distressing aspects of 

themselves, becoming vulnerable in order to develop a deeper understanding of the phenomenon. 

They had all engaged in reflective practice throughout their education. Their teachers had 

provided them with time to be reflective, which may have felt like friction at the time, but proved 

invaluable in moving toward the phenomenon. They all described the importance of remaining 

open to diverse perspectives, so they might continue to understand what it means to disrupt 

whiteness.  

Outside of their willingness to be reflective and engage with the phenomenon, there were 

manifestations of acceleration that supported Ruth, Ella, and Harry in maintaining their forward 

momentum. They identified education as the most important, most influential accelerant. 
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Education provided a space for them to grapple with their problematic ideas and actions and to 

actively engage with disrupting whiteness. Education energized, motivated, and provoked action 

among the participants as they moved toward the phenomenon. Ella decided to continue her 

commitment through earning an advanced degree. Harry sought spaces for intellectual 

conversations and became involved in book clubs that examined whiteness. Finally, Ruth joined 

organizations that encouraged dialogues about race and participated in community engagement 

opportunities about racism and whiteness. While Ella and Ruth are no longer teaching social 

studies in PK-12 school classrooms, they both identified their continuing education as important 

to gaining access to justice-oriented resources that support their understanding of race, racism, 

and disrupting whiteness in their new roles. 

Lastly, as my participants encountered various educational spaces, each sought support 

from those who surrounded them, which served to accelerate their journeys toward the 

phenomenon. Thus, the culture of the context and the nature of the support provided influenced 

the effects of this support on their journeys. Helmer (2014) noted how critical those elements of 

respect and kindness can be, feelings of resentfulness might result when imbalances occur. Ella 

described her reaction to the positive reinforcement she received: "I was reinforced. My ideas 

were, 'good job. You're on the right track.' My colleagues were telling me I was moving in the 

right direction. My principal was telling me, my spouse was telling me. I had no fear." Ruth 

referenced her friend group in high school, who helped her engage in intellectual discussions, 

noting how these discussions created a dialogic friction that broadened her worldview. Ruth 

shared, "I wish I could look them up and thank them for helping me see the world." When Ruth 

began teaching, she noted how important her colleagues and administrators were in encouraging 

her to dismantle racist structures.  
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People like [a colleague] would come to the thought, as we were in these kind of 

teacher groups together where we would be reading a common thing that was 

critical, sharing and questioning. That is the support. That's all the support you 

need. And my principals all they were all very supportive of how I taught. 

 Finally, Harry grew up with a grandfather and friends who made the racist structures in U.S. 

culture visible and educators who provided him with strategies and tools to confront racism in 

his future classroom. He stated, "Sometimes I will actively think what would [my professor] do 

here? How would he handle this situation? How do you play devil's advocate correctly?" 

The Erupting Point: Disrupting whiteness in Social Studies 

When I first engaged with the phenomenon, I believed disrupting whiteness in the social 

studies curriculum was the central component. I have come to realize that disrupting whiteness 

involves more that the inclusion of diverse narratives or historically marginalized or absent 

voices. Taking a phenomenological attitude showed me that nothing is just in and of itself or 

relegated to a single transformation. Disrupting whiteness is multi-layered and involves various 

ideas and actions that are entangled and constantly interacting (Vagle, 2018). The experience of 

each participant served as a vehicle for “seeing” and understanding the phenomenon.  

Spatial Disruption of whiteness 

 My participants shared how the phenomenon appeared on their classroom walls or as 

melodies and lyrics, engaging students’ senses to support their understandings. Artistic and 

auditory media were used in each of the educators' classrooms as a deliberate attempt to disrupt 

the white-washed narratives of their curriculum. When considering art as a source of lived 

experiences, van Manen (2015) wrote, "Because artists are involved in giving shape to their lived 

experiences, the product of their art are, in a sense, lived experiences transformed into 
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transcended configurations" (p. 74). The incorporation of art in physical spaces positioned the 

artists as disruptors, whose art was used to evoke the importance of lived experiences and 

innovative way in which educators might engage with the complex nature of the phenomenon. 

Ella described choosing posters to use in her classrooms that excluded white men in order to 

highlight the diversity of the people who have contributed to U.S. culture. Harry shared how he 

played music in his classroom, music whose lyrics challenged the status quo. Finally, one of 

Ruth's artifacts was a quote (The job of a citizen is to keep his mouth open- Gunter Grass) she 

used to encourage "instigation" and the interrogation of the dominant narrative by her students. 

Each participant noted that their use of artistic media in their physical contexts was 

designed to provoke their students to question and engage in dialogues that explored multiple 

perspectives. Ruth described how she integrated the quotes on her walls with social studies 

content. She said, "I would usually have different quotes around the room. Stuff comes up from 

different quotes and posters. So, it's really to capture the interest while it intrigues the students in 

some way. I'd say that's the purpose of it." Ruth's pedagogical intentions were clear and on 

display for classroom visitors to observe. Unlike Ruth, Ella and Harry did not explicitly integrate 

the art into their lessons; instead they hoped the art disrupted whiteness by creating a space for 

students to encounter and consider other perspectives.  

This raises the question: How do educators create cover stories for their disruption of 

whiteness to avoid being silenced by the neoliberal and white supremacist ideologies that 

persist within the current political context? Ella and Harry described their context as very 

conservative, white spaces, which limited their disruption of whiteness. While they both made 

use of art in their classroom, Ella and Harry did not seem comfortable disrupting the sacred 

stories of their schools and fully embracing a secret story in their classrooms. In fact, Harry 
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described his inclusion of music, whose lyrics contained messages counter to the status quo, as 

"sneaky.” He seemed to understand he needed a cover story to explain how his instructional 

choices seemingly acquiesced to the sacred story of his school. While Ella’s and Harry’s 

experiences using art to disrupt whiteness might have inspired them to live a secret story, 

concerned with how colleagues, parents, and administrators might react to their attempts to 

disrupt the dominant ideologies of their schools muted their disruptive practices. Their 

discomfort with using the art to explicitly disrupt whiteness created a friction that interfered with 

their progress toward the phenomenon. As Clandinin and Connelly (1996) note, Ella and Harry 

might have imagined the lives they might have lived within their cover stories, as teaching lives 

lived in powerful places. Instead, Ella and Harry sought to protect themselves against the 

potential negative consequences they might have faced for explicitly exploring the messages 

(e.g., disrupting whiteness, disrupting the dominant narrative) of the art they chose for their 

classrooms. Sadly, seeking this protection may have limited their ability to spread the message of 

the art in ways that might have disrupted whiteness for their students and their contexts. We saw 

that Ella was a different teacher in schools where she had more support to be face front for social 

justice. It is ironic that at the university level she does not feel the freedom she felt when she was 

teaching high school in other states. It might be worth it to dig into why that might be, what is it 

about recent shifts in university culture and ways of positioning students and instructors that 

makes it harder to disrupt whiteness. 

Advocacy and Action 

 Every action has an equal or opposite reaction. A common thread that emerged among 

the participants’ lived experiences was their desire to take action and speak up when they saw 

injustices directed toward students. Picower (2012) drew attention to teachers' role as activists, 
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stating that most did not come to the profession with social justice advocacy as a predisposition. 

Fellmeyer (2018) echoed Picower's statement saying, "Disruptive thinking, therefore, begins 

with the soul, not as the prospective career opportunity" (p. 1). Therefore, when Ella, Ruth, and 

Harry addressed the systemic injustices they witnessed in their social studies spaces, they often 

considered the consequences of their actions. How do perceived consequences influence 

educators as they engage in disrupting whiteness? 

 The classroom was not the only space in what my participants chose to disrupt whiteness. 

Harry chose to speak out at a faculty senate meeting. Ella chose to speak out when a district-level 

educator told her she could not teach about race. Ruth chose to speak out in a letter to the 

Governor about his proposed exclusionary practices in the new social studies standards. 

Ultimately, each of these actions led to a minimal reaction (or consequence) for these educators. 

It is important to note that their whiteness could have protected them—their white privilege 

might have shielded them from certain repercussions. Duster (2023) suggested that white people 

must step to the front and use their privilege, their physical bodies, and their voices to protect 

people of color, as white people know they are less likely to be harmed. This is why white people 

have to be involved in this work. 

Creating Environments of Inquiry 
Freire (2018) and hooks (1994) believe education is a pathway to freedom. An educator's 

responsibility is not to simply pour knowledge into students' minds; rather educators must teach 

in ways that spark inquiry and the desire to learn. The environments of Ella’s and Harry's 

classroom were driven by the use of dialogue and questions and the intentional inclusion of 

content that exposed racism and disrupted the traditional curriculum of a social studies 

classroom. Ella, who now teaches at a university, chose to be subversive as she designed her 
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social studies methods courses (Giroux, 2020) and expose her students to the systemic issues of 

racism that are embedded in the U.S. educational system. She used the documentary (Race: The 

Power of an Illusion) and her textbook choice for the course to challenge prospective teachers to 

question their complicity in maintaining and centering whiteness. She intended these choices to 

create frictions for her white student population knowing how important it was for them to learn 

to disrupt whiteness and create learning environments and curricula that value all voices as the 

U. S. K-12 student population become increasingly diverse. Harry also created a classroom 

atmosphere that supported inquiry by prompting students to ask questions about themselves and 

their learning. Additionally, when students shared problematic ideologies, Harry engaged them 

in dialogues; his questions, intended to introduce frictions, which encouraged his students to 

interrogate their beliefs. When confronted with racist discourse, Harry challenged his students to 

consider them how they had learned particular information or come to hold specific beliefs and 

to explore other possible perspectives. They both acknowledged the importance of classroom 

community and open communication as pivotal to remaining in motion to disrupt whiteness. 

As Ella and Harry created environments in which the disruption of whiteness could 

occur, they encouraged their students to think independently and to support their thinking with 

credible evidence. They did not indoctrinate their students or tell them what they should or 

should not be thinking, but they did draw the line at hateful language and harmful reproductions. 

During our final conversation, Harry asked me, "Is disrupting whiteness sparking a fire for 

our students?" While the question is dichotomous, the answer may not be a simply yes or no. 

This study has exposed some of the paths and points of friction Ruth, Ella, and Harry 

experienced as they confronted racism and disrupted whiteness; there is evidence that their 

eruption points did not happen overnight. It could be that the use of questions and inquiry might 
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create a spark that leads to the fire of disrupting whiteness as each person comes to understand 

racism and how their being-in-the-world may contribute to or interfere with the disruption of 

racist ideas and actions. All of my participants identified a person or people who helped light 

their fire and fanned their flames. This may be how disrupting whiteness spreads. 

Designing Disruptive Learning: Pedagogically Dismantling whiteness 

The master narrative of U.S. culture, which centers the voices and stories of white, cis-

gender males, occupies space in social studies textbooks, curriculum materials, and state-

mandated standards (Brown & Au, 2014). Educators must interact with these resources in their 

classrooms and are often evaluated by the scores their students receive on assessments linked to 

these required elements. Each educator described how they navigated those mandates by 

modifying their approach to delivering their assigned content and how they developed a more 

inclusive curriculum to represent missing or silenced narratives. Ruth described these inclusions 

as "going deeper into the content" (Bolgatz, 2005), Ella noted how her revised curriculum 

"helped expose students to the problematic foundations of our society." Ella felt her inclusion of 

counter-narratives and exposure to racism was her attempt at "being sneaky," or living a secret 

story in her classroom (Clandinin & Connelly, 1996). Harry moved beyond the standards to help 

students connect historical issues, such as the letter MLK wrote from the Birmingham Jail, to 

modern-day issues (San Pedro, 2018). Ruth's students constructed deeper understandings of the 

content as they engaged with her unit-based course design and used their interactive notebooks to 

explore and reflect on their thinking (Rodríguez, 2019). 

Given the politically charged climate surrounding social studies and teaching divisive 

content, I was curious as to how these educators incorporated content that decentered whiteness 

and disrupted the dominant narrative that has characterized social studies education. I had had an 
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administration that supported my teaching practices throughout my teaching career. Moreover, as 

I gained experience, I acquired a reputation that ensured community support. Ruth, Ella, and 

Harry described similar experiences. Ella had earned “community trust,” even though her 

students enjoyed giving her a hard time about her liberal views. Harry said he “had respect in the 

community. People know my work.” Furthermore, Ruth said, “I never got any pushback from 

parents. I knew my shit, and my administration supported me.” This theme of community buy-in 

made me curious: How does your position in the community impact your ability to engage 

with the phenomenon? The contexts in which educators are situated, the people with whom 

they engage, and the resources that are available might all be sources of friction that teachers, 

who are committed to disrupting whiteness, may encounter. The lived experiences of Ruth, Ella, 

and Harry provide examples of the tensions educators face and the conundrums that challenge 

their commitments. The teachers in this study provide evidence that movement toward the 

phenomenon is not straightforward or easily accomplished. 

Acknowledging Their Need for Ongoing Eruption 

 All three participants acknowledge that their journey has not concluded or come to 

fruition. Self-reflection, for personal and professional reasons was a significant aspect of each 

participant’s journey. They spoke of the need to look critically at their beliefs and actions while 

embracing the uncomfortable feelings exploring whiteness can create. Interrogating our practice 

(the action) helps inform our next steps (our reaction). Additionally, each educator pursued 

education to deepen their understanding of whiteness and how it manifests within themselves 

and society. It is likely this phenomenon will continue to evolve alongside culture. All of the 

educators in this study believe they must remain active, even if their positions and contexts 

change.  
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The Significance of Disrupting Whiteness in Social Studies 

Implications for Social Studies 

 When I entered my first classroom over 15 years ago, my orientation included strategies 

for integrating the more complicated and troubling aspects of American History. Our social 

studies curriculum manager handed me a copy of Lies My Teacher Told Me by James Loewen 

after introducing herself. While disrupting whiteness and the dominant narrative of U.S. society 

has drawn attention and resulted in consequential reactions, it is vastly different and increasingly 

more complicated today, given the legislative restrictions and fear disruptors face. Well before 

the adoption of multicultural education practices spread across the nation (Banks, 1993; Banks & 

McGee Banks, 2016; Sleeter, 2018b), educational movements had evolved and moved closer to 

disrupting whiteness. These pedagogical movements battled whiteness even as whiteness became 

more firmly entrenched in education. Therefore, social studies education cannot stagnate. Social 

studies education needs to move close to the phenomenon, despite legislative attempts to silence 

educators and the diverse voices that need to be included in the curriculum. 

 The phenomenon revealed that educators in this study used practices and created spaces 

to encourage and instigate students to engage with the phenomenon. Their walls held the images 

and words of disruptors, and their practices and philosophies engaged students in critical 

investigations that exposed whiteness. Educators' experiences with the phenomenon 

demonstrated their activism as they advocated for students and were willing to face the 

consequences of their actions. The curriculum they modified included counter-stories, connected 

historical events to present-day structures, and encouraged students to actively engage with 

social studies. These practices echo social justice-oriented teaching (Bell, 2016; Belle, 2019; 

Landreman &MacDonald-Dennis, 2013) and, at times, anti-racist education (Kendi, 2019; 
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Kishimoto, 2016). Despite external pressure (friction) to stop, Ruth, Ella, and Harry found ways 

to teach that challenged racist foundations. However, it is essential to educate teachers how to 

engage in this work. This education should include exposing racist foundations (Ella’s 

experience), providing instructional tools to disrupt problematic ideologies (Harry’s experience), 

and utilizing important resources (Ruth’s experiences). If school districts are unwilling to 

provide this professional development, teacher education programs must be designed to provide 

educators with the necessary resources and strategies. This can be taken up through ongoing 

professional developments. Because learning to engage in this work is a lifelong endeavor, 

teachers must continue their professional development over the course of their careers. 

 Social studies education must also provide students with strategies to interrogate and 

question and expect students to actively engage in disrupting problematic ideologies in their 

classes. If a teacher utilizes the Inquiry Design Model, a lesson plan framework, established by 

the National Council for the Social Studies, students learn to communicate their understandings 

of the content and to take informed action. This framework can be used to provide students with 

authentic opportunities to create a more inclusive, just, and equitable society and supports the 

efforts of educators, who wish to disrupt the white supremacist ideologies that marginalize so 

many. 

Moreover, educators must disrupt the ideology of white supremacy in all contexts.  While 

the ways in which whiteness influences different cultures and the particular oppressions specific 

communities experience, the need for moving toward the phenomenon remains constant, as the 

warp and weft of racism entangles all of us and provides an impetus for creating a more just 

world. Whiteness is not a Black and white issue; racism also targets Latine and Indigenous men, 

women, and non-binary individuals. I have come to understand that “whiteness” and “disruption” 
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come in different forms with the undertone of “Whom does it serve?” As social studies research 

seeks to understand disrupting whiteness, we must explore ways in which individuals with multi-

layered identities experience the disruption of whiteness.  

Implications for Teacher Education 

Understanding that the social studies curriculum and standards fell short of offering 

students representations of diverse narratives (Busey & Russell, 2016; Journell, 2008; King & 

Simmons, 2018; Ross, 2006b), Ruth and Ella moved toward the phenomenon when they 

experienced a push outside of the discipline (e.g., at home, in other classes, within their 

community) or from an educator who was consistently committed to clear anti-racist teaching 

(Evans-Winters & Hines, 2020) and culturally disruptive pedagogy (San Pedro, 2018). It seemed 

that some of the events in their personal lives to spark their awareness of the phenomenon and 

helped them gain momentum.  

Social studies education programs aligned with NCSS standards teach pre-service 

teachers how to create and maintain a classroom environment that fosters reflection, inclusive 

content, and positive relationships. Prospective teachers need to be able to identify spaces for 

pushing their students and teacher educators need to provide possible instructional strategies to 

support K-12 students’ growth (e.g., how to use questions like Harry). Even though the political 

context is attempting to silence educators who wish to disrupt the whitewashed curriculum and 

racist structures that shape our schools. Therefore, teacher education becomes an appropriate 

place to critically challenge the problematic practices that persist in our classrooms.  

Implications For white People Disrupting whiteness 

For white people, disruption is a choice. Unfortunately, the white people who hold power 

often choose to maintain the system racism that ensures their privilege. Many have become 
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complicit in maintaining the dominant narrative when they choose to ignore opportunities to 

advocate for others and disrupt whiteness. Ella and Harry both spoke about the discomfort they 

experienced as they moved toward the phenomenon. Nevertheless, that uncomfortable space is 

necessary for promoting change (Mills, 1997). Learning to disrupt whiteness might be facilitated 

by disrupting what does not cause much discomfort (e.g., Ella challenging the Lady Mustangs) 

before challenging more deeply rooted systemic oppressions like racism. Ella learned what it 

meant to be ignored when she attempted to disrupt a gender stereotype. She kept pushing against 

these gender stereotypes until she understood what it felt like to be in those spaces. Such an 

experience might provide support as Ella grappled with confronting racism. It starts by 

understanding how we know our definition of whiteness. We must interrogate how we recognize 

and understand privilege, if we are to see an avenue to disrupt it. White people need to examine 

the privilege and power that (you) white people have (Jewell, 2020) and then use your voice. 

Methodological Implications 

According to Gadamer (1989), people hold historically affected consciousnesses, which 

bind us to the past as we interpret what is brought forward in our consciousness. Gadamer 

theorized that hermeneutical understanding is historical understanding (Crotty, 1998). This study 

sought to combine participants’ historically experienced consciousness with their interpretations 

of present consciousness, or how it has “adapt[ed] itself to the hermeneutical situated to which it 

belongs” (Gadamer, 1989, p. 397). Participants explored their past lives entangled with race and 

racism to comprehend how they began and continue to disrupt whiteness within their classrooms 

and personal lives. My interpretations of the phenomenon and the methodological approach were 

revised throughout this research. My historical connection to the phenomenon made an impact 

on how I initially viewed this research and how I have reread my own understandings. This 
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section discloses the revision of my interpretations (my historical consciousness) and the 

methodological implications of this study (my present consciousness).       

Bridling 

According to Dahlberg (2006), bracketing has limitations as it may appear to be a one-

time methodological approach instead of a continuous practice of identifying and questioning 

one's judgments. Similar to adjusting reins while horseback riding, phenomenologists also 

attempt to regulate their judgments. Moreover, the aim of bridling is not to suspend judgments, 

but to gain a better understanding of them, so they do not hinder one's receptiveness to the 

phenomenon. Vagle (2018) noted how the reflective lifeworld research employed bridling 

consistently, while descriptive phenomenology seldom used it, and interpretive phenomenology 

might use it occasionally. 

For my hermeneutic phenomenological dissertation, I determined that bridling was a 

more suitable approach than bracketing. However, I encountered some challenges along the way. 

It was tough to maintain a balance between regulating my own opinions and judgments, 

especially when I considered the fact that my participants could potentially read my dissertation 

once it was published. I concluded it was crucial to showcase my ability to bridle to readers so 

they could see how I became more attuned to my own judgments and did not compromise my 

openness of the phenomenon. I found it helpful to question or relate my own Dasein when 

formulating my judgments. Furthermore, to make my reflexive practices more evident, and to 

help balance the internal feelings of adjudication, I provided excerpts from my researcher journal 

which gave further insight into the explication process and my personal engagement with the 

data.  
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Interviewing 

Seidman’s (2006) Three-Interview Series Model provided a helpful view of each 

participant’s relationship with their lived histories, their present lived experiences, and their 

meaning making of the phenomenon. During the interviews, participants were not given the 

questions beforehand; however, they had knowledge of the topics that would be discussed. 

Artifacts were used to help stimulate participants' consciousness about the phenomenon, with the 

aim of encouraging conversations that may not have been possible through interview questions 

alone (Fox-Turnbull, 2009). The follow-up questions were helpful in making meaning of 

participants' experiences and clarifying their perspectives (Vagle, 2018). However, despite 

having advanced knowledge of the topic, some participants still showed resistance. It is possible 

that providing the questions before the interviews could have made them more comfortable in 

exploring aspects of their lived histories that were difficult to share. Moreover, educators spoke 

about the need to reflect on their past to awaken their future disruption of whiteness. Providing 

participants with the interview questions in advance may have helped spark a dormant memory 

that they were unable to recall during the interviews. 

I implemented the use of artifacts as a means of initiating dialogue. While the participants 

expressed appreciation for this approach, some encountered difficulty in identifying an item that 

symbolized their efforts to challenge the status quo of whiteness, whether within or beyond the 

classroom setting. Ruth, however, was able to easily present several artifacts that effectively 

represented her efforts in this regard, while Ella shared an item that showcased her personal 

growth as well as that of her students. Harry, on the other hand, faced challenges in selecting a 

suitable artifact for the interview. Upon reflection, I realized that I may not have provided 

sufficient clarification regarding the purpose of the artifacts, which may have contributed to 
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participants feeling compelled to present evidence of their disruption of whiteness. In the future, 

I intend to clearly explain to participants that the use of artifacts is intended to facilitate 

meaningful conversations rather than provide hard evidence of their pedagogical or personal 

practices.  

Through the use of purposeful sampling, I selected participants whom I observed 

engaging with the phenomenon in their social studies classroom. Because I maintained a 

phenomenological attitude, I could not determine whether their actions disrupted whiteness, 

however I invited them to participate in the study based on my own perceptions of the 

phenomenon. I had established relationships with each participant, prior to this study, which 

allowed them to disclose their lived experiences more openly. During an interview with Harry, 

he even joked that he should pay me for therapy. As I continue my research beyond this study 

and potentially with less familiar participants, I plan to focus on creating comfortable and 

personal spaces in order to uncover difficult-to-share phenomena and lived experiences. 

Future Phenomenological Research 

Dahlberg et al. (2008) write of the importance of limiting exposure to the phenomena in 

order to have an open mind to see something new, allowing the phenomenon to reveal itself in 

novel ways. While I understand this stance, this proved to be a difficult undertaking, especially 

for a novice researcher. Research interests are provoked within us and often stem from questions 

we have based on our connections to the social world or the lived experiences we encountered. 

We are drawn to the phenomenon for a reason, and it can be difficult to dismiss when the 

phenomenon is a significant systemic structure in society. Phenomenology was a freeing space 

for this dissertation, allowing me to forge my path without the restrictions of labels, 

methodological boundaries, and practices dampening creativity. I agree with Koro-Ljungberg’s 
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(2016) sentiment when she writes, “I cannot imagine research or projects without voids, empty 

spaces, or unanswered questions, and without a sense of continuation. The promise and potential 

embedded in a void and empty space are energizing” (p. 4). That said, it was challenging to drop 

my preconceptions of disrupting whiteness and avoid comparing myself with others as either 

further along or behind in my journey.  

The process of conducting an interview is shaped by social constructs and expectations. 

As such, it is important to approach these interactions with sensitivity and awareness of these 

factors, in order to ensure fair and equitable outcomes for all involved parties. As a result, I had 

to navigate different paths when participants were resistant to a line of questioning or when there 

were misunderstandings. This proved to be difficult in many cases, which led me to feel as 

though I had not uncovered the lived experiences of the phenomenon fully for certain 

participants. For example, I asked Ruth to consider specific lessons she taught when she felt 

disrupted whiteness. Though I asked this question in a variety of ways, she was reluctant to share 

any specific lesson plan she implemented. By the end of the second interview, she was more 

willing to bring forward these experiences. As I continue researching, I want to consider how I 

ask participants to answer questions, as well as create an atmosphere where they feel comfortable 

confronting issues which may make them uncomfortable. 

Emerging Questions 

 According to Vagle (2018), phenomenology often leads to more questions than answers. 

This study has raised questions about the disruption of whiteness as I sought to understand the 

phenomenon. I wonder: Why is there a need to be pushed? How can social studies teacher 

education courses provide a force vector to shape pre-service teachers’ journeys toward 

disrupting whiteness? Who or what provide friction that might enhance or impede the disruption 
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process? How can we support educators who feel isolated in their efforts to swim upstream? The 

experiences of my participants provide possible answers and insights into the difficulty of this 

work. 

Research Possibilities: Future Explorations 

 This study has also provided a number of directions to be explored related to the 

phenomenon. As I understand how the phenomenon was manifested in my participants’ social 

studies classrooms, I would like to explore the phenomenological thread between what an 

educator does to disrupt whiteness and how students have experience it. As Ella and Ruth 

described, the ways in which they received education as students was vastly different from how 

they took up teaching in their classrooms. I am also curious to learn more about how educators’ 

choices to disrupt whiteness in classrooms connect with how their students conceptualize 

whiteness.  

As narratives were collected, I often wondered about the contrast between moving along 

a journey independently and the impact of collaborating with a group committed to moving 

toward the phenomenon. I wondered if individuals might move more slowly, possibly stalling 

out when doing this work independently. Ella’s work with the Racial Equity Institute inspired 

this possibility for future research, as she found this experience pivotal to her ability to disrupt 

whiteness.  

The Cooling of Lava: What Lies Ahead  

It is hard to believe that in 2023, social studies as a discipline, with its complicated 

history of exclusion, censoring, and shielding, maintains and reinforces white supremacist 

ideologies, which often profoundly influence the lives of K-12 students, as well as prospective 
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and practicing teachers. It should not be a surprise as racism is deeply embedded in U.S. 

education, which centers whiteness. The silencing of counter-stories is happening largely within 

the curriculum and standards educators must incorporate, and this lopsided, primarily white 

account of social studies ignores uncomfortable truths and subsequently constrains teachers’ 

practices and freedom. Educators like Ruth, Harry, and Ella use their privilege as a force in their 

classrooms to create friction and push against whiteness, rather than maintain the white 

supremacist ideologies (Picower, 2021) that privilege white people. Each of the educators in this 

study experienced various frictions and force vectors, which revealed how their complex, 

personal experiences were enhanced by self-reflection as they explored what it means to be a 

white person living in a racist society. Each participant identified a major disruption, a force 

vector, which supported them in eliminating barriers that kept them from seeing their white 

privilege and the systemic racism that shaped their lives. As they began their teaching careers, 

the disruption of whiteness (the action) was manifested through their spatial disruptions, how 

they stood up to injustices, how they created meaningful learning environments, and through 

their modification of whitewashed standards and curriculum (the reaction). Their journey is still 

in motion and will likely create friction for their students as they continue to dismantle white 

supremacist foundations wherever they occur. Their narratives of the work they have done 

highlights the need to understand and move toward the phenomenon, as this work can transform 

the shape and influence of social studies education.  

In the words of Ella, “It matters. It really really matters.” 
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APPENDICIES 

Appendix A- Interview Questions 

 
Interview Protocol: 
These interviews seek to understand better how social studies educators experience the 
disruption of whiteness. Semi-structured interview questions (listed in Appendix A) will be used 
during the three semi-structured interviews. Following the first two interviews, two anecdote 
submissions will be collected to explore experiences uncovered within the interviews. Due to the 
nature and flexibility of phenomenological interviews, a natural discussion needs to occur. 
Therefore, new questions will be asked as the phenomenon reveals itself. Any new questions will 
be recorded and added to the Appendix.  
 
Initial Conversation: Demographic Data: 

1. What is your current position?  
2. How long have you been in your current position?  
3. How many years experience teaching social studies do you have? 
4. Have you held other positions within the field of social studies? 
5. Tell me about your current school in terms of demographics and make up. 
6. Tell me about your interest in this study? 

 
Interview One: Lived History 

• Tell me about an early experience you had with whiteness? 
• Describe your experiences in school in relation to whiteness.  
• How did you experience whiteness outside of your education? 
• How do you understand yourself as a white person (or in relation to their racial identity)? 
• Tell me about a moment or moments you saw the need to disrupt whiteness? 

o Describe a moment where you chose to push back against whiteness. 
 
Interview Two: Lived Experiences with Disrupting whiteness 

• Tell me what about your decision to become a teacher. 
• Tell me about a time or times you saw whiteness within social studies? 

o How was the moment(s) visible to you? 
• Describe a time or times when you chose to challenge whiteness within your classroom. 

o Did you experience any changes or challenges as a result of this choice? 
 
Interview Three:  The Meaning of Their Lived Experiences 

• How would you describe your role as an educator in relation to disrupting whiteness? 
• Tell me how you see a connection between your earlier experiences (as a student) seeing 

whiteness and the choices you are making as an educator to disrupt it? 
• Describe a moment you recognized as a turning point for you in relation to disrupting 

whiteness. 
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Appendix B- Recruitment Flyer 
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